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CF 
STACI RAE HOLCOMBE 
ABSTRACT 
In the past, wetlands were considered to be a nmsance. They 
were thought of as sources of mosquitoes and places of disease. The 
environmental awakening of the late 1960' s and early 1970' s 
changed the negative view of wetlands and brought about a host of 
wetland protection laws, programs, and agencies directed toward 
wetland protection. 
Today, many of the wetland protection legislations (e.g., Section 
404 of the Clean Water Act, the Massachusetts Wetlands Protection 
Act, etc ... ), require a permit to alter a wetland. In efforts to stop any 
further net loss of wetlands, regulating agencies are allowing permit 
applicants to create or restore wetlands, as mitigation for wetland 
losses due to their projects, if there are no other practical 
alternatives. 
These created and restored wetlands are the subject of this 
research project. The artificial wetlands are intended to compensate 
for wetland loss by replacing the natural wetlands. However, if the 
created and restored wetlands do not perform the same functions as 
the original wetland, then they are not sufficiently replacing the 
natural wetlands. If this 1s the case, then the wetland protection 
laws that allow this type of mitigation may not be fulfilling their 
purpose and natural wetlands may not be adequately protected. 
This project will evaluate the potential wildlife habitat of 
created and restored wetland projects and compare it to that of 
natural, undisturbed wetlands to determine if artificial wetlands m 
New England are adequate replacements for natural wetlands. 
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During the Ice Age, about twelve thousand years ago, the 
glaciers carved valleys, rivers, and lakes into the North American 
landscape. Shortly after, these waterbodies began to naturally 
evolve into the freshwater wetlands. (Mitchell, 1975). Through 
succession, all open bodies of water eventually become wetlands ". . . 
because all lakes and ponds are transitory, remaining open no longer 
than it takes geological and biological forces to tr an sf orm them" 
(Mitchell, 1975: 1-2). 
In the past, humans considered wetlands as a nuisance. They 
were thought of as places of disease, unpleasant odors, and as 
sources of mosquitoes and flies. "In 1868, the Massachusetts 
legislature passed an act providing for the "abatement of wet, rotten, 
or spongy land covered with stagnant water" (US EPA, February 
1987: 3). Unfortunately, these efforts were successful. As a result 
of this negative perspective, much of the wetlands in the United 
States have been destroyed. Replacing them are agricultural lands 
and developments. Some are even used for receptacles of household 
and hazardous waste. (EPA, February 1988). It is reported that the 
United States has lost over fifty percent of its natural wetlands in the 
past 200 years, (Dahl, 1990). 
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Draining, filling and converting wetlands in the United States 
began shortly after the European settlers arrived. In the 1800's, the 
federal government portioned out nearly 65 million acres of 
wetlands to 15 states under the Land Swamp Acts. However, the 
most drastic conversion occurred in the 200 year span between the 
mid-1950's and mid-1970's. During this period, approximately 
450,000 acres of wetlands were lost per year. Ninety percent of 
inland wetlands were lost to agriculture. (Baldwin, September 1987). 
Within the past few decades, environmental awareness 
regarding wetlands has increased. This is evidenced by the many 
new laws, wetland protection mechanisms, and agencies that have 
surfaced whose objective is to preserve wetlands. With an increased 
understanding of the ecological processes of wetlands, attitudes have 
changed toward wetlands. Now efforts are to protect, not drain and 
fill wetlands. However, there is still great pressure from those 
wishing to convert the wet areas to developed or agricultural lands. 
In efforts to achieve no further net loss of wetlands, federal and 
state governments are requiring mitigation for their loss. As 
mitigation for wetlands being destroyed in these conversion efforts, 
there is a new idea that has sparked attention; wetland creation I 
and restoration2 . 
This study examrnes the quality of wetland creation and 
restoration projects in every New England state, except Vermont (no 
I Wetland creation, as used in this study, will denote an attempt, by humans, to 
make a wetland that simulates a natural wetland, in an area where a wetland 
has not previously existed. 
2 The term wetland restoration in this paper is used to denote the creation of a 
wetland in an area where a wetland previously existed. 
3 
site data could be obtained for this state). This study will examine 
the potential wildlife habitat of created/restored wetlands and 
compare it to that of natural wetlands in New England. 
Statement/Significance of the Problem to be Addressed 
Wetlands management and protection have recently become 
issues in the planning world. The creation and restoration of 
wetlands as compensation for altered or destroyed natural wetlands 
is a new issue that must be faced by all planners. 
Attempting to create or restore a wetland may be difficult. One 
scientist states that there 1s not much scientific foundation 
supporting the fact that wetland replication3 will replace lost 
wetland functions, (Larson, 1987). Thus, it is possible that 
replication of a natural wetland that was created through natural 
succession over many decades is impossible. 
Of the many laws and statutes that attempt to protect 
wetlands, most require a permit for any party to 'alter' a wetland. If 
a permit is granted, depending on the size and permanence of the 
'alteration,' the reviewing agencies usually require compensation for 
the altered or destroyed wetland. This compensation is usually in 
the form of cash, land donation, or increasingly more often, in the 
creation or restoration of another wetland. Thus, wetlands are 
created by humans to replace the natural wetlands destroyed by 
humans. 
3 The term replication in this paper will be used to denote wetlands that are 
created or restored as mitigation for altering natural wetlands. 
4 
With the sprawl of our cities, prime land for development is 
becoming scarce. As the pressure for economic expans10n mcreases , 
lands previously thought to be too difficult to develop due to natural 
features are now getting a second look. "As development moves into 
more marginal parcels of land, the presence of wetlands becomes 
more likely" (Smith, 1989). In increasing numbers, developers are 
applying for permits, attempting to overcome the obstacles 
presented by these natural features. This has resulted m an mcrease 
in the creation and restoration of wetlands around the country as 
mitigation for those destroyed by permitted activities. The quality of 
these created and restored wetlands is the topic of this research 
project. 
Knowledge of issues concerning wetland mitigation are key 
issues to planners . Planners should be aware of the federal, state, 
and local laws that allow creation and restoration as compensation 
for altering wetlands. Awareness of this legislation and its impacts 
on the environment and future economic development within a 
community are critical to planners, especially when balancing long 




WETLAND DEFINITION, TYPES AND 
VALUES 
Chapter Two 
WETLAND DEFINITION, TYPES AND VALUES 
Definition of a Wetland 
Federal, state and local governments often have different 
definitions of wetlands, each using different criteria to delineate 
wetland/upland boundaries. Hence, for the purpose of this study, it 
will be essential to set a common definition of a wetland. 
There is no one universally accepted definition for a wetland. 
The definitions vary from state to state and government agency to 
government agency. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has their own 
definition, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) have another, many states have 
their own definitions, and the student biology books have yet 
another. 
For example, Connecticut distinguishes freshwater wetlands by 
their soils and coastal wetlands by their vegetation. The freshwater 
definition reads: "Freshwater wetlands are areas such as banks, 
bogs, swamps, meadows and submerged land. Soil types designated 
as poorly drained, very poorly drained, alluvial and flood plain by 
the Na ti on al Cooperative Soils Survey define inland (freshwater) 
wetlands for regulatory purposes" (US EPA, May 1981 ). 
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On the other hand, in Massachusetts, the wetland definition 
relies on the presence and duration of water, and the location in 
relation to inland water. It reads as follows: 
Freshwater Wetlands are defined as wet meadows, marshes , 
swamps, bogs; and areas where groundwater, flowing or 
standing surface water, or ice provides a significant part of the 
supporting substrate for a wetland plant community for at 
least five months of the year. Freshwater wetlands are also 
defined as emergent and submergent plant communities in 
inland waters and that portion of any bank which touches any 
inland waters (Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 131, § 7, para. 7). 
Federal agencies also have different definitions of wetlands. 
For example, for regulatory purposes, the EPA and the COE use a 
definition created in response to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act 
of 1977. This definition does not include lakes ponds and rivers as 
wetlands, and excludes similar areas that lack hydrophytic 
vegetation (Tiner, 1989). The definition reads as follows: 
Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or 
ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, 
and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence 
of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil 
conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs 
and similar areas (EPA, 40 CFR 230.3 and CE, 33 CFR328.3) . 
On the other hand, the definition used by the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service is a more scientific description. It is used more by 
federal agencies for technical classification (US EPA, February 1987). 
It reads as follows: 
Wetlands are lands transitional between terrestrial and aquatic 
systems where the water table is usually at or near the surface 
or the land is covered by shallow water. For purposes of this 
8 
classification wetlands must have one or more of the following 
three attributes: (1) at least periodically, the land supports 
predominantly hydrophytes; (2) the substrate is predominantly 
undrained hydric soil; and (3) the substrate is nonsoil and is 
saturated with water or covered by shallow water at some time 
during the growing season of each year (Cowardin, et al, 1979). 
Different definitions of wetlands lead to different delineations 
of wetland/upland boundaries. Thus, it is important that the same 
definition that is recognized in the New Hampshire Method (the 
method used to evaluate wetlands in this study), is also the same 
that is recognized by this study. Both the State of New Hampshire 
and the New Hampshire Method recognize the EPA/COE definition. 
Thus, the same definition is chosen for this study. 
Wetland Types 
From ponds to bogs, there are many different types of 
wetlands. A few of these wetland types will be explained, focusing 
specifically on the three most common freshwater wetlands: 
marshes, swamps, and bogs. 
Inland freshwater marshes are common m New England and 
usually have water depths from a few inches to three feet. These 
include marshes, river oxbows, wet meadows, and the borders of 
many lakes and ponds. The water sources for these types of 
wetlands are typically groundwater, springs, ponds and rivers, 
rainfall, and surf ace runoff (US EPA, February 1987). 
Marshes usually begin as a shallow depression m a drainage 
system. Often they have a slow current flowing through them. They 
are characterized by vegetation with soft-stems, such as cattails 
9 
(Typha latifolia), grasses, sedges (Dichromena colorata), arrowheads 
(Sagittatria latifolia), and bullrushes (Juncus effusus). These plants 
can grow on moist soil, or partially submerged in water, or they may 
bind their roots together to form a floating colony (Howland, 1989: 
20). "Bottom materials are a mix of organic/mineral silts and 
sediments. As the water level fluctuates and this organic base slowly 
reaches to and above the average water level, populations of shrubs 
and trees begin to establish themselves, and the transition from open 
marsh through shrub swamp to wooded swamp begins" (US EPA, 
May 1981). 
Swamps are forested or shrub areas. The soil is very wet 
throughout most of the year. However, they may have no standing 
water at all at certain times during the year (US EPA, February 
1987). These wetlands usually get their water from surface runoff 
or from the flooding of ponds or streams. Common trees found in 
swamps include: cedar (Camaecyparis thyoides), red maple (Acer 
rubrum), willows (Salix), alders(Alnus), dogwoods (Cornus 
stolonifera), blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum), and buttonbush 
(Cephalanthus occidentalis). 
Bogs are less common m New England, though they do exist 
here. The high acidity of their peat soils result in unique vegetation 
and wildlife that have adapted to the harsh conditions. Bogs usually 
form in depressions that are poorly drained. The spongy vegetative 
covering of sphagnum moss or sedge are characteristic of this 
wetland (US EPA, February 1987). Typical shrubs of the bog 
include: leatherleaf ( C hamaedap hne ca lye u la ta), cranberry 
(Vaccinium macrocarpon), and bog laurel (Kalmia angustifolia). 
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Summary 
The above types of wetlands only constitute a few of the many 
wetland types that can be found in the world. However, they are the 
types that were encountered in the field studies for this project. In 
this study the potential wildlife habitat of created and restored 
wetlands of one type will be compared to that of natural, 
undisturbed wetlands of a similar. This evaluation will indicate if 
created/restored wetlands 
wetlands in New England. 
are sufficient replacements for natural 
The study was only carried out in five of 
six New England states (Vermont was excluded because no site data 
could be located for the state). 
Wetland Values 
Wetlands of all types provide many unique benefits, or values, 
m their natural condition. The type of wetland and quality of the 
natural ecosystem can determine how many values are present. 
Thus, it is plausible that created wetlands will not provide the same 
beneficial values that natural wetlands provide because it is difficult, 
if not impossible, to recreate all the intricate pieces of a wetland 
ecosystem. 
Different states and federal government 
recognize a different number of wetland values. 
most part they are similar. They can include: 
Flood and Storm Protection 
agencies may 
However, for the 
Wetlands are critical m protecting shorelines and downstream 
areas from flooding, waves, and storm flow. They tend to act like a 
tubs by storing floodwaters (Tiner, February 1988). Flood storage 
1 1 
occurs when peak flows of surface water or groundwater are slowed 
by a wetland basin (US EPA, February 1987). By slowing the velocity 
of the waters, the wetlands protect adjacent properties from flooding. 
After wetlands slow and store the water, they slowly release it 
downstream. 
Fish and Wildlife Habitat 
It is widely recognized that wetlands provide valuable wildlife 
habitat, (US EPA, February 1987). "Inland freshwater wetlands 
adjacent to rivers and lakes provide valuable nesting and brood 
habitat for wood ducks, hooded mergansers, and black ducks. These 
wetlands are also prime habitat for furbearers, such as beaver, 
muskrat, river otter, and mink. Eastern painted turtles, bog turtles, 
and snapping turtles are found in the region's freshwater wetlands, 
as are the American bittern, marsh wren, red-winged blackbird, 
swamp sparrow, and song sparrow" (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
1989: 4-5). 
Some animals, such as the wood duck (Aix sponsa) and muskrat 
(Ondatra zibethicus), are dependent on wetland ecosystems as their 
sole suitable habitat (Tiner, February 1988). However, to other 
animals, wetlands provide a portion of habitat necessary for their 
survival. For example, deer and moose may just use wetlands for the 
food and water. 
Wetlands may also provide habitat to federally endangered, 
threatened or rare species. "More than one-third of the nation's 
threatened and endangered plant species and one-half of the animal 
species are wetland-dependent. Many Federally and State-listed 
1 2 
species are associated with the wetlands of the northeastern United 
States" (US Fish and Wildlife Service, 1989: 5). 
Erosion Control 
When wetlands are found between water and upland, they can 
protect the uplands from erosion. "Wetland vegetation can reduce 
shoreline erosion in several ways, including increasing durability of 
the sediment through binding with its roots; dampening waves 
through friction; and reducing the velocity of the current through 
friction" (Burke, et. al, 1988: 5). Thus, wetland vegetation helps 
protect not only uplands, but shorelines from erosion. In some 
states, wetland vegetation has been planted to control erosion 
(Burke, et. al., 1988: 5). 
Water Quality Improvement 
Since wetlands are usually located in between land and water, 
they also perform a very important task; the filtering of water. 
Water is filtered as it moves through the wetland, thus improving 
the quality of the water. Wetlands also increase water quality by 
removing and retaining nutrients, 
processmg chemical and organic wastes. 
reducing sediments, 
(Tiner, 1989: 55). 
and 
Wetland plants are important in most of the water purification 
process. For example, the wetland plants trap excess sediments and 
absorb overabundant nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus. 
Wetland plants have also been shown to remove waste products 
from water. "In fact, certain wetland plants are so efficient in this 
task that some artificial waste treatment systems are using these 
plants" (Burke, et. al, 1988: 7). 
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Natural Products 
Wetlands can serve as vast resources for some natural 
products. The harvest of these natural resources has resulted in local 
economic prosperity. For example, timber, fish, wildlife, peat, animal 
furs, blueberries, cranberries, and wild rice are all found in wetlands. 
Wetland grasses are dried and used as food for livestock (Burke, et. 
al., 1988: 6). In addition, most of the nation's shellfish species are 
wetland dependent in some way. "For example, in the Southeast, 96 
percent of the commercial catch and over 50 percent of the 
recreational harvest are fish and shellfish that depend on the 
estuary-coastal wetland system. Each year, the U.S. commercial 
fisheries harvest is valued at more than $10 billion." (US EPA, 
February 1988: 5). 
Water Supply and Groundwater Recharge 
Many wetlands are valuable for their groundwater discharge. 
On occasion, groundwater discharge may provide enough water for 
public use. In Massachusetts, at least 60 communities have public 
wells in or near wetlands. (Burke, et. al, 1988: 6). 
Surface water recharge to groundwater from wetlands is not 
very common. However, when it does occur, it can be valuable to 
drinking water supplies, especially when a wetland is over an 
aquifer (US EPA, February 1987). Whether or not groundwater 
recharge occurs depends on a number of factors, including: wetland 
type, geographic location, season, soil type, water table location, and 
precipitation (Tiner, September 1989: 63 ). 
14 
Recreation and Aesthetics 
Many recreational activities take place in wetlands. 
Opportunities exist for hiking, picnicking, boating, swimming, 
hunting, fishing, and ice skating. There are also ample opportunities 
to take advantage of the scenic beauty found in wetlands. Some may 
enjoy painting, photography, bird watching, and nature observation 
in wetlands (Burke, et. al., 1988: 7). Wetlands also provide an 
environment for the education of students and for scientific research. 
Summary 
The above listed values are only a few of the many known 
values of wetlands. However, this list has shown that marshes, 
swamps and other wetlands are assets to society in their natural 
state. They provide recreational opportunities, natural resources for 
human use, protect property from floods, and increase water quality 
(Tiner, September 1989: 64 ). 
However, not all wetlands have every value listed above. It is 
often difficult to detect if some of the values are present in wetlands, 
or measure how well they function. Thus, for the purposes of this 
study, one wetland value was chosen to be measured. This value, 
wildlife habitat, was found to be the easiest to measure and was 




WETLAND PROTECTIVE LEGISLATION 
Chapter Three 
WETLAND PROTECTIVE LEGISLATION 
As an offshoot of this study, the effectiveness of wetland 
protection legislations will be examined. If this study determines 
that the created/restored wetlands are not fulfilling the values of the 
natural wetlands, then it is possible that there may be a problem 
with the legislations that are supposed to be protecting wetlands. 
Thus, a brief look at the wetland protection mechanisms will be 
valuable here. 
There is no one mechanism that is comprehensive enough to 
fully protect wetlands (US EPA, November 1988). "Because no 
omnibus wetlands protection law currently exists m the United 
States, wetlands are protected piecemeal through a variety of 
federal, state, and local policies, programs and regulations" (Pontius, 
1990: 12). Since this is the case, it will be important to describe 
both the state and federal levels of protection below. 
A variety of protection mechanisms exist, both for freshwater 
and coastal wetlands. However, since this study focuses only on 
freshwater wetlands, only those legislations affecting freshwater 
wetlands will be discussed. 
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Federal Protection Mechanisms 
The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 
In December of 1969, the U.S. Congress passed the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This act, created to reconcile 
conflicts between economic growth and environmental protection, 
was the beginning of "the environmental decade" (Salvesen, 1990). 
NEPA requires all federal agencies to be sensitive of the environment 
and consider the impacts on it when making major federal actions. 
This act requires that an Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS), be completed by all federal agencies when they are making 
maJor federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human 
environment. The EIS includes an intense environmental analysis 
which studies the impact of the action, the adverse environmental 
effects that cannot be avoided, and any alternatives to the action 
(Salvesen, 1990). 
An EIS 1s usually only required for significant projects. 
However, they may also be triggered by the value of the natural 
resource affected and the amount of controversy (Salvesen, 1990). 
Smaller projects with little adverse effects on the environment 
usually only require an Environmental Assessment (EA). An EA is a 
shorter, less-detailed version of an EIS. 
Thus, in major projects that will affect natural resources, such 
as wetlands, NEPA requires that an EIS be completed. An EIS will 
assist in identifying the valuable resources that will be affected by 
the project. Federal, state, and local government can then focus on 
avoiding or mitigating the impacts on the environment. In doing so, 
NEPA helps to protect the entire environment, wetlands included. 
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Section 404. Clean Water Act 
In 1972, the U.S. Congress amended the original Clean Water 
Act (originally called the Federal Water Pollution Control Act) to 
include Section 404. This section of the Act is now the strongest 
federal protection for wetlands (Smith, 1989). This act prohibits the 
discharge of dredged or fill materials into U.S. navigable waters. 
"Subsequent regulatory and legal actions extended the section 404 
permit program authority beyond navigable waters to encompass 
"waters of the United States," which were defined as all surface 
waters and their tributaries" (Pontius, 1990: 14). 
Both the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers jointly administer the program. The U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service 
advise and comment on the 404 process (Burke, et. al., 1988: 19). 
According to Section 404, permits are necessary to alter or 
discharge material into wetlands. These permits may only be 
granted by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The COE has the 
authority to determine if the permit should be issued based on 
compliance with the 404(b)(l) guidelines. These guidelines state 
that the applicant must show that the proposed action is the least 
environmentally damaging practicable alternative. However, the 
EPA has veto power over any decision made by the COE. 
In 1977, Congress amended the Clean Water Act agam and 
added some new sections. These involved: 1) the ability for the 
regulatory agencies to transfer authority to administer the program 
to individual states, 2) the provision for certain activities with 
minimal impact to be exempted from the program, and 3) the 
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creation of general permits for activities with minimal individual or 
cumulative impact on wetlands (Pontius, 1990). 
The two administering agencies of Section 404 of the Clean 
Water Act, the EPA and the COE, require that the applicant must first 
try to avoid, then minimize the impacts on wetlands in their project. 
If wetlands will still be altered due to the project, the EPA and the 
COE require that the impacts on wetlands be mitigated. As 
compensation for the wetland loss, wetlands are either created, 
preserved4 , enhanced5 , or restored. The amount of compensation is 
equal or greater to the amount of wetland loss. In compensating for 
wetland loss m this way, it appears that there is no net loss of 
wetlands due to the project. However, if the created wetlands are 
not functioning as natural wetlands by performing functions that the 
destroyed wetlands performed, then they are not sufficient 
replacements for the natural wetlands and net loss is still occurring. 
Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 
This regulatory program is also administered by the COE. 
Section 10 of this Act also requires a permit to dredge or place fill in 
the navigable waters of the United States. "Section 10 coverage 
extends only to traditionally navigable waters but is, m large 
measure, coextensive with Section 404 [of the Clean Water Act] 
coverage" (Salvesen, 1990: 9). Section 404 of the Clean Water Act is 
4 Wetland preservation is usually accomplished by adding a covenant to the 
property deed where the wetland lies. The property owner gives up the 
opportunity to alter or convert the wetland in the future. This action ensures 
that the wetland will remain in its natural state indefinitely. 
5 Wetland enhancement, as used in this study, is increasing the quality of one 
or more values of a wetland, (e.g., wildlife habitat for wood ducks is increased 
by locating places for them to nest in wetlands). 
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much more encompassmg than Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors 
Act because it regulates ill waters of the United States, including 
most wetlands, rather than just navigable waters. 
Executive Orders 
Order 11988 was released in 1977. This Order requues all 
federal agencies to avoid undertaking funding or permitting actions 
within the 100-year floodplain whenever possible (Salvesen, 1990). 
Order 11990, also released in 1977, requires all federal agencies to 
avoid undertaking any activities which may have an adverse impact 
on any wetlands (Salvesen, 1990). 
National Flood Insurance Program 
This program requires that communities control development 
within the 100-year floodplain. Communities are expected to restrict 
structures in the floodplain, especially those that will increase 
flooding downstream. This Program encourages communities to 
protect valuable environmental areas, including nontidal wetlands 
(Salvesen, 1990: 18). 
Food Security Act of 1985 
This Act creates a conservation reserve. Highly erodible lands 
that are taken out of crop production for ten to fifteen years are 
placed into this reserve. The Act also allows property easements to 
be taken from land owners who default on FmHA loans, if the 
property includes fish and wildlife habitat, floodplains, pnme 
forestlands, erodible lands, or lands with high water quality. These 
easements are transferred to local governments or non-profit 
organizations for conservation purposes (Salvesen, 1990: 18). 
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Section 1221 of the Food Security Act of 1985 
This section is known as the "swamp buster" prov1s10n of the 
Food Security Act. It uses economic sanctions to limit destructive 
actions that can impact wetlands. This section prohibits the payment 
of federal benefits to anyone who converts a former wetland to dry 
land for agricultural use, thus removing agricultural subsidies and 
loan guarantees when wetlands are converted (Salvesen, 1990). 
Water Resources Development Act of 1986 
This Act requires that compensation for wetland losses be 
completed at the same time as the construction of the project. It also 
authorizes the COE to assess corrective mitigation for past wetland 
losses, without permission from Congress, up to $30 million annually. 
If the action is not for the national benefit, then mitigation costs 
must be matched by 25 percent local or non-federal funds (Salvesen, 
1990: 18). 
Tax Reform Act of 1986 
Under this act, landowners receive a strong incentive if they 
donate a conservation easement. This incentive is in the form of a 
tax benefit. "An easement for a wetland area would restrict the 
donor's rights in perpetuity to develop the wetland area" (Salvesen, 
1990: 58). These gifts to the community are recorded on the deed 
as permanent covenants. These covenants can be very valuable in 
protecting wetlands. 
The federal wetland protection mechanisms, as described 
above, overlap with state and local programs. Together, they help to 
preserve wetlands in the United States. Thus, state programs should 
also be examined. 
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State Protection Mechanisms 
There are many different mechanisms which can protect 
wetlands on the state level. State programs m New England usually 
protect wetlands above and beyond the federal programs. Very few 
states other than those in New England have fresh water protection 
laws. New England is unique in this respect. "Unlike Section 404 of 
the federal Clean Water Act, which regulates both tidal and nontidal 
wetlands, state regulatory laws have tended to differentiate between 
tidal and nontidal wetlands, with the former receiving far greater 
protection" (Burke, et. al., 1988: 21). 
However, it is not within the realm of this study, nor is it 
feasible to evaluate every state's wetland protection mechanisms. 
Thus, for the purposes of this project, only two of the five New 
England states that were encountered in this project will be 
discussed. They are Massachusetts and Rhode Island. In addition, 
since this study deals solely with freshwater wetlands, only the 
aspects of the laws that deal with freshwater wetlands will be 
described. 
Massachusetts 
Massachusetts was the first state to adopt a wetlands 
protection law. The Jones Act of 1963 was Massachusetts' first state 
wetland law, though it only regulated coastal wetlands. The Hatch 
Act followed in 1966, regulating the activities in inland wetlands. In 
1972, the two acts were combined to create the Massachusetts 
Wetland Protection Act (Mass .Gen. Laws Ch. 131, Section 40). 
Salvesen ( 1990) states that this act is the strictest wetlands program 
in the nation. 
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The wetland regulations identify four inland and eleven coastal 
areas that are subject to protection. "The state's program is unusual 
in that it establishes general performance standards for different 
types of resource areas. The act presumes that wetlands prove at 
least one of the following seven values: protection of 1) 
groundwater, 2) water supplies, 3) fisheries, and 4) land containing 
shellfish; and protection from 5) storms, 6) floods, and 7) pollution--
m that these values are in the public interest" (Salvesen, 1990: 64 ). 
In Massachusetts, the legislation is unique in that it is 
administered at the local level by Conservation Commissions. If the 
community does not have a Conservation Commission, then the 
mayor will administer the program. If there is no one at the local 
level to administer the program, the the Massachusetts Department 
of Environmental Protection will administer it at the state level. 
Permits, issued by the local authorities, are required for any activity 
which will fill, dredge, remove or alter any bank, marsh, meadow, 
swamp, bog, creek, river, stream, pond, lake, or any area subject to 
flooding. Generally, these activities are regulated within 100 feet 
from any of the resources mentioned above. 
Massachusetts usually receives approximately 6,000 permit 
applications each year. Very few are denied. In 1987, the state 
experienced a development boom. During this year, about 10,000 
applications were received (Salvesen, 1990: 65). Mitigation typically 
required in Massachusetts is a 1: 1 ratio. 
Rhode Island 
The legislation m Rhode Island regulates development in both 
coastal and freshwater wetlands. The legislation protecting the 
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freshwater wetlands is called "The Fresh Water Wetlands Act" (as 
amended in 1971 and 1979), and is found m the Rhode Island 
General Laws Sections 2-1-18 to 2-1-27. The freshwater program is 
administered at the state level by the Rhode Island Department of 
Environmental Management (DEM). Activities in wetlands such as 
filling, dumping, darning, diking, diverting water, dredging, draining, 
altering, or excavating a wetland require a permit from DEM. If 
there is no other practical alternative for the project and wetlands 
must be altered, DEM requires mitigation. 
In the past, the protection of freshwater wetlands in Rhode 
Island included only those swamps greater than three acres, marshes 
greater than one acre, all bogs, ponds greater than half an acre, 
rivers, areas subject to storm flow, areas subject to flooding, and 
upland areas within fifty feet of a wetland edge. However, recently, 
an "other" category was included into the legislation, giving control of 
all the state's wetlands to DEM. 
A summary of the two state wetlands programs mentioned 
above can be seen in the table below: 
Table 1 
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Sources: Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 131, Section 40 and 
RI Gen. Laws, Sections 2-1-18 to 2-1-27 
Thus, wetlands m the United States are protected by a variety 
of federal, state and local mechanisms. This study will determine if 
the creation and restoration of wetlands allowed by these laws (e.g., 
Section 404, Mass. Gen. Laws Ch. 131, Section 40 and RI Gen. Laws, 
Sections 2-1-18 to 2-1-27, etc ... ), are sufficient replacements for the 
natural wetlands. If they are not, then it will suggest that these 
wetland protection laws may not be comprehensive enough or do not 






Since wetlands are ecosystems that are created through natural 
succession over many years, it is unlikely that humans can replicate 
a wetland exactly. The issue of whether human-made wetland 
replicas are sufficient replacements for natural wetlands provides 
the foundation for the hypothesis of this research project. The 
purpose of this research project is to evaluate the hypothesis; 
wetlands created or restored by humans cannot be satisfactory 
replacements for natural wetlands. 
To test this hypothesis, it was necessary to examme the quality 
of wetland creations and restorations and to compare natural 
wetlands to human-made wetlands. This study evaluated the 
potential wildlife habitat value of created/restored wetlands and 
compared it to that of similar type (e.g., forested, scrub-shrub, etc ... ), 
natural, undisturbed wetlands in five of the six New England states. 
This comparison is described further in Chapter Five, Methods of 
Analysis. 
Other studies that conducted tests similar to the one in this 
study have determined that wetland creation is not successful and 
that created wetlands are not sufficient replacements for natural 
wetlands. Some of this literature is discussed below. 
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Is Wetland Creation Successful? 
Gwin and Kentula (1990) completed a report similar to this one 
for the US EPA that evaluated compliance of created wetlands in 
Oregon. This study compared ten created wetlands to the permits 
that were issued for them. The report found that cumulatively, the 
differences between what was described in the permits and what 
was actually built totaled a loss of 3.5 acres, or 29% of total wetland 
area that was specified to be created in the ten permits (Gwin and 
Kentula, 1990). "Losses of area occurred due to the differences 
between the permit conditions and the construction plans, often 
found in the same file. When the area of the wetland as-built was 
determined, it was often less than the area indicated in the 
construction drawings. Cumulatively, both discrepancies amounted 
to a loss of 29% of the wetland area that was to be created" (Gwin 
and Kentula, 1990: 23 ). 
In an inter-agency memo at the US EPA - Region 1, it was 
stated that the rate of success of a wetland depends on the type of 
wetland that is being created (Shields, 1985). However, Krohe 
(1989) states that "we know very little about restoring wetlands, 
even though there is a lot of wetlands restoration going on" (Krohe, 
1989: 4). Krohe goes on to explain that the Massachusetts policy 
guidelines on wetlands clearly state that no engineering solutions 
exist that can replicate a freshwater wetland. This is because 
creating habitats with such eccentric water regimes 1s tricky: if the 
hydrology is not right, then a wetland can not exist (Krohe, 1989). 
Even " ... the Fish and Wildlife Service calls wetlands creation an 
experimental technology and insists that substituting artificial 
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wetlands cannot justify [the] development of their counterparts" 
(Krohe, 1989: 7). 
At the 1987 National Wetlands Policy Forum, it was explained 
that roughly half the restoration and creation projects created up 
until 1987 had failed in some respect. "The 1986 National Wetlands 
Symposium had heard much the same news; as a Massachusetts 
official told the symposium, many replicated wetlands were in fact 
only stormwater storage areas with a few wetland plants added" 
(Krohe, 1989: 7). 
An article in The Boston Globe reported similar findings. A 
researcher reported of the wetland creations he had examined, "Most 
of them certainly didn't look good ... They did not look like a natural 
system ... You have a lot of mud holes in the name of replication ... For 
all the other functions of wetlands [other than waterfowl habitat], it's 
a crap shoot, just because you have cattails doesn't mean that you 
have a functioning site ... [replication] is an art rather than a science" 
(Dumanoski, 1989: 25). 
An authority on wetlands, Jon Kusler, also reports on the 
success of creation rn a paper called "Wetland Restoration/Creation: 
A Science Perspective." Kusler explains that certain values of 
wetlands can be recreated with reasonable certainty, for example 
floodwater detention. However, he states that the scientific base is 
not complete enough to support assertions that the other values of 
natural wetlands can be created in artificial wetlands. In addition, 
Kusler believes that "based upon the limited studies of both 
intentional and unintentional restoration and creation projects to 
date, there is scientific consensus that no wetland can be duplicated 
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or replicated exactly. Natural systems are far too complex for that. 
Most naturally occurring wetlands represent thousands of years of 
geologic and hydrologic processes ... " (Kusler, 1987: 3). 
A report done for the EPA by Reimold and Cobler ( 1986) shows 
similar results. In this study, 94 wetland replacement sites were 
evaluated on the basis of vegetative cover and wetlands size. Of that 
94, 36 percent were unsuccessful while seven percent were 
marginal. Ten percent of the mitigation projects had not even been 
built, or had been destroyed by fill material (Reimold and Cobler, 
1986). This study also discovered that "In some cases where 
unsuccessful projects were granted a COC [Certificate of Compliance], 
Conservation Commissions appeared satisfied by the fact that 
applicants had made a "good faith effort" to comply 
with ... regulations" (Reimold and Cobler, 1986: 13). 
Another concurrent view is described in the New York Times. 
In this article, it is reported that "More often than not, according to 
proliferating studies made by and for Federal and state governments 
... efforts [at wetland restoration] are ending in failure. The failures 
not only threaten to undermine a highly advertised Federal and state 
goal of no further net loss of wetlands, they also jeopardize the hard-
won credibility of wetlands restoration itself' (Stevens, 1991: pp 
Cl). 
Another wetlands expert focuses on how wetland mitigation 
should be evaluated in the future. "Larson (a wetland expert at the 
University of Massachusetts), states that "The test of whether 
replacement wetlands are a valid resource management practice is 
no longer a test of whether human-made wetlands will grow aquatic 
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plants, attract ducks, or have the initial appearance of a natural 
wetland. The question to be answered is whether or not the artificial 
wetland will have a suite of ecological functions similar to those of 
the natural wetland it replaces"" (Kriz, 1988: 5). 
Summary 
In conclusion, many studies have examined the success of 
wetland creations and restorations. Most have determined that they 
are not successful. This indicates that low quality, human-made 
wetlands are not replacing the values of natural wetlands. This 
study examines a similar issue, the potential wildlife habitat of 
created and restored wetlands as compared to natural, undisturbed 
wetlands in New England. 
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Chapter Five 
METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
Chapter Five 
METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
Many methods to evaluate wetlands were considered for use in 
this project. One method was found to be particularly applicable. 
This method, Method for the Comparative Evaluation of N ontidal 
Wetlands in New Hampshire, was written by Ammann et. al. (1991). 
He modeled the method after a similar method that he created for 
the state of Connecticut called the "Method for the Evaluation of 
Inland Wetlands in Connecticut" (1986). According to a Wetlands 
Protection Specialist at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA), the EPA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers are attempting 
to create a similar method, using the Connecticut and New Hampshire 
methods as models (Bennett, personal communication: 7 /17 /91 ). 
The New Hampshire Method analyzes wetlands by their values . 
The Method is divided into fourteen sections, one for each of the 
values that the state of New Hampshire recognizes. Each section 
begins with a short introduction on the importance of that particular 
value. This is followed by a list of questions that should be answered 
in the field. These questions examine the different factors that 
contribute to the value. The answers to the questions are filled in on 
the data sheets, also provided in the section. Each possible answer to 
the questions has a number assigned to it. A few minor calculations 
at the end of the data collection yields a numerical value for each 
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wetland. These numerical values can be used to compare one 
wetland to another. 
The New Hampshire Method was chosen primarily for use in 
this project because it was designed for government officials , 
planners, and others who are familiar with wetlands, but who are not 
necessarily wetland experts. It was designed to assess local wetlands 
to determine which are the most valuable. In addition to being 
recommended to me by staff of the US EPA, it was also chosen for its 
simplicity. 
If all of the worksheets in the manual are completed, the most 
valuable wetlands can be determined by the highest values. Thus, 
this method can be used to determine the "best" wetlands so they 
can be targeted for protection. However, in this study, the purpose is 
to compare created and restored wetlands to natural wetlands 
through one specific value that could be easily measured; potential 
wildlife habitat. If it is determined that the human-made wetlands 
do not replace the wildlife value adequately, then it is highly 
possible that they do not replace other values adequately either. 
Wetland Comparison 
There are many ways that wetlands can be evaluated and 
compared. The federal government recognizes twelve values, and 
individual states may recogmze many different values . Eight of 
those values have been listed above in Chapter Two. For the 
purposes of this project, it will not be feasible to measure every 
single value for every wetland sampled. Therefore, one value will be 
compared among all the wetlands: potential wildlife habitat. 
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Through the evaluation of wildlife habitat of selected wetlands 
m New England, each created/restored wetland was compared to its 
natural counterpart. Specifically, wildlife habitat value was chosen 
for its ease of measurement. Since this researcher does not have 
formal training m wetland evaluation, the measurement of wildlife 
habitat appeared to be the most feasible. 
To evaluate wildlife habitat, the habitat evaluation and 
ecological integrity sections of the Method for the Comparative 
Evaluation of Nontidal Wetlands in New Hampshire were followed. 
The data sheets were completed and relatively simple math 
calculations produced values which were used to compare the 
wetlands. 
The values provided a basis to compare the wetlands to each 
other and ultimately to evaluate the hypothesis; wetlands created or 
restored by humans cannot be satisfactory replacements for natural 
wetlands. If this project determines the hypothesis is true, it may 
indicate that the wetlands in New England are adequately protected. 
Procedure of Analysis 
The first step of the study was to choose the ten 
created/restored sites in New England. These were chosen from the 
file drawers of the EPA - Region 1. Wetlands were chosen in five of 
the six New England states. Site specific information could not be 
located on any sites in Vermont. As much site specific information as 
possible was gathered from the files. The permits that were 
available can be found in Appendix B. Only human-made wetlands 
from two to five years old were chosen. 
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The control sites were chosen next. These sites were the same 
type and of similar size as the artificial wetlands. The control sites 
were chosen within two miles of the created/restored wetland (with 
two exceptions). The ten chosen created/restored sites are listed in 
the table below: 
Table 2 
CREA TED/RESTORED SITES 
Created/ 
Name Location ~ Restored 
1. Portsmouth High School Portsmouth, NH 2 Created 
2. Bradgate Associates Nashua, NH 4 Created 
3. Rockingham Mall Salem, NH 2 Created 
4. Woonsocket Ind. Highway Lincoln, RI 3 Created 
5. Nemon Saco, ME 3 Restored 
6. Signal Resource Recov. Millbury, MA 5 Created 
7. Cheshire WWTP Cheshire, CT 4 Created 
8. Robertson/Tomasso Park Plainville, CT 3 Created 
9. CT Route 7 Norwalk, CT 3 Created 
10. Southbury Travel Center Southbury, CT 3 Restored 
Information on soils and water quality were then gathered as 
required in the habitat evaluation section of the New Hampshire 
Method. The U.S.G.S. Topographical Maps and the corresponding 
National Wetlands Inventory maps were obtained for each site. 
Field visits took place next. The wetlands were located from 
the maps and from information in their files. At the field visits, 
wildlife and plants were identified usmg field guides. Photographs 
were taken and pertinent data noted. The potential wildlife habitat 
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and ecological integrity6 were then measured by recording the 
information requested on the data sheets from the New Hampshire 
Method. 
The data sheets for both the wildlife habitat value and 
ecological integrity value were completed because both values are 
closely related to each other. In addition, the wildlife habitat data 
sheets required information called for in the ecological integrity 
section. The completed data sheets for each site can be found in 
Appendix A. 
After all the pnmary data was collected, a value was calculated 
from the data sheets for each wetland. This value represents the 
wetland' s potential wildlife habitat. The objective was then to 
evaluate the hypothesis. 
6 The term ecological integrity, as used in this study, means the overall health 
and function of the wetland ecosystem. All the functions that a wetland 
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Chapter Six 
SPECIFICATION OF DATA 
NEW HAMPSHIRE SITES 
Portsmouth High School 
Created Wetland 
Purpose 
This site was created as mitigation for isolated wetlands 
destroyed for an athletic field expansion at Portsmouth High School, 
in the City of Portsmouth, New Hampshire (Map 1). The City of 
Portsmouth applied for a permit to fill 4.7 acres of wetlands for the 
athletic field project. I decided to focus on the largest of the artificial 
wetlands, the one southwest of the baseball field. This created 
wetland consisted of one acre of shallow marsh/wet meadow. It was 
created as compensation for a similar wetland that was destroyed 
(see site Maps 2 and 3). 
Description 
Construction of the created wetland began in July of 1989. 
Therefore, the wetland was approximately two growing seasons old 
at the time of the site visit on August 10, 1991. The site had re-
vegetated well (see photos, page 44 ). According to a wetland 
regulatory specialist at the US COE, this wet meadow/shallow marsh 
wetland drains into an unnamed tributary of Sagamore Creek (Herke, 
personal communication: 7 /92). There was a moderate interspersion 
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of the two wetland classes visible. Marsh and emergent vegetation 
were apparent, as can be seen in the photos. 
There were visible plantings on the earth berm located 
adjacent to the ball field. Being in such close proximity to a school, it 
was evident that the wetland had been used as an educational site 
because the periphery was trodden. Less than twenty-five percent 
of the soils on the site were hydric, according to the US Soil 
Conservation Service's (US SCS) Soil Survey for this county (see Map 
4 ). The zoning of the site was found to be residential, with one house 
to a 1/2 acre. I estimated five buildings to be within 500 feet of the 
wetland edge. No wildlife was observed using the site. 
Portsmouth High School - Control Site 
Natural Wetland 
Description 
This wetland site is slightly over 3/4 of a mile away from the 
High School and is located just southwest of the intersection of 
Peverly Hill Road and Middle Road (Map 5). This site was chosen 
because it is described as a palustrine emergent wetland, like the 
created wetland described above. However, after visiting the site, it 
was apparent that some the site had succeeded to include some scrub 
shrub (see photos, page 48). It is slightly larger in size than the 
artificial wetland (1.25 acres), because none could be found exactly 
the same size within one mile of the High School. 
More than fifty percent of the soils on the site are hydric, 
according to the US SCS's soil survey (Map 4). The zoning of the site 
is single family residential, with one house to 20,000 square feet, or 
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1/2 acre zonmg. No mowing, draining, filling, or any other type of 
disturbance could be detected. There seemed to be little or no 
human influence on the site. The site was, however, located adjacent 
to a fairly busy local roadway, thus causing a slight disturbance to 
\.dldlife m the nearby upland. There was free vegetated access for 
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Bradgate Associates Inc., developers, applied for a permit to fill 
1 1/2 acres of wetlands to create a residertial condominium complex 
called Meadowview Estates in Nashua, New Hampshire. The 
applicant later revised its plan to fill just less than one acre of 
wetland. Since the project involved the filling of less than an acre of 
wetland, the COE were granted a Nationwide Permit in April of 1986. 
Since the creation was permitted in 1986, it is estimated that the 
wetland was 4 growing seasons old at the time of the site visit on 
August 10, 1991. The creation was to include a .7 acre detention 
pond and surrounding wetlands, totalling approximately an acre of 
artificial wetlands. 
Meadowview is located off Middle Dunstable Road m Nashua, 
New Hampshire (Map 6). The condominiums are attached units. The 
buildings are relatively close to each other, and appear to be in a 
"cluster" type of arrangement. The site work involved clearing the 
entire site, dredging and filling a 1 1/2 acre emergent wetland to 
create a detention pond and some upland for building foundations 
and parking lots (Map 8). 
Description 
The site visit showed the created area to be a relatively small 
pond in a large ditch (see site photos, page 53). The pond was 
smaller than . 7 acres and most of the surrounding wetland area was 
being mowed. A small amount of emergent vegetation was seen 
around the periphery of the pond. 
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There were about ten condominium buildings within 500 feet 
of the isolated wetland. The wetland was surrounded on all sides by 
either roads or parking lots. Thus, the site was not accessible to 
wildlife, other than those animals that could fly in. 
It would seem that the residents of Meadow View used the 
wetland area for recreation because trash was seen m the ditch. The 
soils of the area were mostly hydric, according to the US SCS soil 
survey (Map 7). 
Bradgate Associates - Control Site 
Natural Wetland 
Description 
This site was visited on August 31, 1991. It is located just over 
a half mile north of the artificial site, along Salmon Brook (Map 6). 
Hydric soils were under most of the site, as was determined by the 
US SCS soil survey for Hillsborough County (Map 7). The wetland 
was an emergent type, similar to the created site at Meadowview 
Estates. However, there was a small amount of shrub vegetation (see 
photos, page 56). The zoning was quoted as R-18, meaning one single 
family residence on a minimum lot size of 18,000 square feet . There 
were about six houses within 500 feet of the wetland. 
A bridge crossed over the River, just adjacent to the wetland. 
Little human activity could be determined in the wetland itself. 
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The 4.5 acres of artificial wetlands on this site were created as 
mitigation for two wetlands that were filled to create the "Mall at 
Rockingham Park" and surrounding parking areas. The developers 
stated that the wetlands to be destroyed had low functional values 
because they had already been altered. They were granted a 
Nationwide Permit #26 to fill 5 acres of wetlands. The wetlands 
were not only proposed as mitigation for those destroyed, but also 
for stormwater management. 
Description 
The mall was visited on August 31, 1991. At this time, the 
mall had just recently opened for business. The mall is located just 
west of Rockingham Park, a racetrack, in Salem, New Hampshire (see 
Map 9). The wetlands were created in three sites, totalling 4.5 acres, 
according to one of the members of the consulting firm that worked 
on the project, (Wood, personal communication: 8/28/91). I chose to 
focus on the two smaller of the three wetland sites. Together, the 
two sites totalled about one acre of artificial wetlands. They are 
located at the southeastern and southwestern corners of the 
property. The planting plans for these two wetlands can be seen on 
Maps lla and llb. 
These wetlands were just under two growmg seasons old at the 
time of my visit. They are considered a mixture of both emergent 
and scrub shrub vegetation (see photos, page 61). About 25 to 50 
percent of the soil under the site is considered hydric, as discovered 
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m the US SCS soil survey (Map 10). The zoning for the site 1s 
commercial/industrial, according to the planning department rn 
Salem. 
Seven buildings were counted within 500 feet of just one of the 
wetlands. Both wetlands were entirely fenced in. They appear to be 
small, deep, human-made ditches with wetland vegetation on the 
bottom. Thus, both sites were inaccessible to wildlife, except those 
that are able to fly. There was high activity in the upland 
surrounding both wetlands with the mall, its parking lots and ring 
road, as well as residences. 
Rockingham Mall - Control Site 
Natural Wetland 
Description 
The natural site was also located in Salem, less than two miles 
away, at the end of Veterans Memorial Parkway, adjacent to the 
Spicket River (see Map 9). This site was visited on August 31, 1991. 
The wetland was of the same types as the created wetland: 
emergent and scrub-shrub (Map 12). More than 50 percent of the 
soils were defined as hydric, according to the US SCS soil survey 
(Map 10). The zoning was quoted to be rural residential in this area. 
There were only two houses counted within 500 feet of this wetland. 
Over 50 percent of this wetland was bordered by a woodland 
or natural buffer (see photos, page 66). There was ample access 
from the wetland to the vegetated stream corridor of the Spicket 
River, just adjacent to the wetland. Thus, the site was highly 
accessible to wildlife. No human activity could be detected within 
58 
the wetland, and there was very little activity m the nearby upland 
as well. The wetland was located at the end of a dead end street. 
The street was only sparsely populated with homes. 
59 
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RHODE ISLAND SITE 
Woonsocket Industrial Highway (Route 99) 
Created Wetland 
Purpose 
In early 1987, construction of this highway began. Created 
wetlands were planned along with the construction to serve as 
mitigation for 6.7 acres of natural wetlands that were filled for the 
roadway. Approximately 6. 7 acres of wetlands were created. 
Additional mitigation was in the form of wetlands enhancement and 
preservation. 
The Rhode Island Department of Transportation (RI DOT), 
acquisitioned an eleven acre parcel which supports a 5.8 acre 
wetland. RI DOT will preserve this parcel. In addition, .1 acres of 
wetlands will be enhanced as partial mitigation for temporary fill m 
wetlands during construction of the Blackstone River Bridge. The 
existing wetland supports a dense stand of phragmites. Following 
the construction of the bridge and the removal of temporary fill, 
approximately .1 acres of wetlands will be excavated below existing 
grade to to promote the establishment of more valuable wetland 
plant species. Thus, mitigation for this project will include 6.7 acres 




The wetland areas were completed in 1988, and thus were 
about three growing seasons old when I visited them on August 24, 
1991. The roadway runs approximately north to south from Route 
122 to Route .46 in Lincoln, Rhode Island. The roadway and created 
site can be seen on Maps 13 and 14. 
There were several artificial wetland sites; however, I chose to 
concentrate on "Site E," a 3.5 acre emergent/scrub shrub wetland, 
located just southwest of the intersection of the new Route 99 and 
Sayles Hill Road. This wetland is adjacent to the 5.8 acre wetland 
preservation area mentioned above (Map 15). The wetland was 
converted from an upland meadow and forested area to a mix of 
open water, emergent wetland, and shrub wetland (see photos, page 
71 ). 
From 25 to 50 percent of the wetland was listed as having 
hydric soils, as determined from the US SCS soil survey (Map 14). 
The zoning of the area, according to the Cumberland Planning 
Department is RA40. This zone allows one single family residence 
per acre. The wetland is associated with Crook Fall Brook. The Brook 
has a water quality of 'B' according to a water quality specialist at 
the US EPA - Region 1, (Hall, personal communication: 5/5/92). 
One building was noted within 500 feet of the wetland edge. 
Since the wetland was surrounded by wooded/vegetated areas and 
adjacent to other contiguous wetlands, the site is easily accessible to 
wildlife. During my site visit, I could hear shots being fired in the 
adjacent wetland, indicating some people used the area for hunting 
recreation. 
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Woonsocket Industrial Highway (Route 99) - Control Site 
Natural Site 
Description 
The natural wetland, visited on August 24, 1991, is located in 
the Town of Cumberland, Rhode Island (Map 16). This site is about 
three miles away from the created site. This site was one of the few 
exceptions to the two mile limit. No other similar sites could be 
located within two miles of the artificial wetland. 
The site is estimated to have over 50 percent hydric soils, as 
determined thorough the US SCS soil survey (see Map 17). Since the 
zoning of the site could not be obtained (the only incidence of this in 
this study), the current land use was used, as allowed in the New 
Hampshire Method. The current land use was determined to be rural 
residential. There were about six houses within 500 feet of the 
wetland. 
The wetland was located m a valley, surrounding a pond, (see 
photos, page 75). There was no evidence of human activity in the 
wetland, or even in the nearby upland. The wetland was surrounded 
by hills, forests, and fields, providing sufficient access to the wetland 
for wildlife. 
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WOONSOCKET INDUSTRIAL HIGHWAY (Route 99) 
Created Site "E" 
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WOONSOCKET INDUSTRIAL HIGHWAY (Route 99) 
Control Site 
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An illegal filling of a wetland in Saco, Maine, was reported to 
the US EPA - Region 1, on June 1, 1987 (Map 18). This fill was in 
violation of Section 404 of the Clean Water Act of 1977. In addition 
to a fine, the violator was required to restore the wetland to its 
natural state. The violation occurred in two sites totalling 1.5 acres. 
I chose to focus on the .5 acre scrub shrub/emergent restoration on 
the property between Oakland and Hubbard Streets (see Map 19). 
Description 
The restoration was completed in 1989, and thus was three 
growing seasons old during my August 31, 1991 visit. The site 
appeared to simply be an open field with some wetland vegetation in 
it though parts of the wetland were wet (see photos, page 81). The 
site appeared to be an isolated wetland, not connected to any other 
water ways. Over 50 percent of the soils on the site were hydric, 
according to the US SCS soil survey (see Map 20). The zoning of the 
area was R 1 A, according to the local zoning office. This means that 
one residence is allowed on a minimum lot size of one acre. There 
were five houses counted within 500 feet of the wetland edges. 
There was some trash and a small amount of trodden 
vegetation in the wetland, providing evidence of some human 
activity within the wetland. The activity in the upland was moderate 
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as well, with the wetland being surrounded on two sides with roads, 
and nearby residences. A small woodland was adjacent to the site, 
about 50 feet deep, however, there were houses on the opposite side 
of the woods. Thus, the only way wildlife could access the site would 
be by crossing a road or going thro1,gh someone's yard. 
Nemon - Control Site 
Natural Site 
Description 
The natural site, visited on August 31, 1991, was located less 
than a half mile away from the Nemon site. The site is located west 
of the intersection of Route 112 and the Maine Toll Road, Route 95 
(see Map 20). 
Since no mixed emergent/scrub shrub wetlands could be 
located within two miles of the restored site, two separate natural 
sites were chosen; one emergent and one scrub shrub, almost 
adjacent to each other. The total combined area of the wetlands was 
.75 acres. The wetlands can be identified in the National Wetlands 
Inventory Map; Map number 21. 
The zoning of this area is listed as commercial/industrial at the 
town level. These wetlands are associated with nearby Deep Brook. 
Only one house was counted within 500 feet of the edges of both 
wetlands. One side of both wetlands is bordered by a vegetative 
buffer that leads to the Brook (see photographs, page 84). This will 
provide wildlife access to the site. However, the opposite side of the 
wetlands has the major highway, Route 95. The emergent wetland 
site is actually adjacent to the highway. Thus, even though there is 
78 
no evidence of human activity within the wetlands, there is ample 
disturbance in the adjacent upland. 
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Restored and Control Sites 
USG S Topo - Old Orchard 
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Signal Resco/Resource Recovery Facility 
Created Site 
Purpose 
The construction of the Central Massachusetts Resource 
Recovery Facility, a trash to energy conversion plant, resulted in the 
disturbance of about a half acre of three separate wetland sites. One 
replacement wetland area will compensate for the three small 
disturbed wetlands. The replacement wetland is a .5 acre scrub 
shrub/emergent artificial wetland. The central and southern sections 
of the created wetland were converted from uplands. The northern 
section is a former wetland. 
Description 
The site is located on the border between the Town of Millbury 
and the City of Worcester, Massachusetts. It can be found next to 
Dorothy Pond, between Route 20 and the Massachusetts Turnpike 
(Route 90) on Map 22. The wetland is located in both communities, 
however, the majority of the wetland is located in Millbury, as can be 
seen in Map 25. The permit to alter the wetlands from the US COE 
was granted in 1985, thus the wetland was between five or six 
growing seasons old at the time of my site visit on September 28, 
1991. 
The compensatory wetland is long and narrow and is directly 
adjacent to the west side of the access road to the Recovery Facility 
(Map 24 ). Directly to the east and adjacent to the created wetland is 
an existing forested wetland (see photos, page 90). From 25 to 50 
percent of the soils are hydric according to the latest mapping of the 
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soils (Map 23). Since the majority of the wetland lies in Millbury, the 
zoning was obtained from that town. The site is in an I2 zone, or 
industrial zone, as reported by the Millbury Planning Department. 
Five industrial buildings were counted within 500 feet of the 
wetland edge. 
The artificial wetland is associated with Broad Meadow Brook 
and other contiguous wetlands. About half of the wetland is 
bordered by a vegetative buffer of another wetland (on the eastern 
side of the wetland) which leads directly to the vegetative corridor of 
Broad meadow Brook. Thus, the site can be accessed by wildlife. 
There was no mowmg of the wetland vegetation noticed, however, 
some purple loosestrife has worked its way into the created site. 
There 1s no evidence of human activity within the wetland, 
however, there is significant disturbance in the nearby upland. 
Route 20, the nearby local highway, is a heavily traveled road. The 
adjacent access road is well traveled by trucks hauling trash to the 
Recovery Facility to be incinerated. The huge Recovery Facility with 
its large smoke stack is also less than 500 feet away. 
Signal Resco/Resource Recovery Facility - Control Site 
Natural Site 
Description 
The natural emergent/scrub shrub site was 
Millbury, next to Shiner Hole Pond (see Map 26). 
also located m 
The wetland is 
associated with an unnamed tributary of Ramshorn Brook. It is of 
similar types as the created wetland: scrub-shrub/emergent (see 
Map 26). This one acre site was visited on September 28, 1991. It is 
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located in the middle of a large wooded, natural area, (see photos, 
page 95). It can be seen that the area is used for recreation because 
of the many well trodden trails throughout the woods. In the 
wetland itself, there was no evidence of human activity and a lot of 
deer sign was noted. Because of the ample wooded are ?.. and nearby 
contiguous wetlands and pond, wildlife have sufficient access to the 
wetland. 
The area is zoned as Suburban Residential, though there were 
no buildings in the area. The area was quite secluded and thus there 
was no evidence of mowing, draining, or any type of disturbance to 
the wetland. There were also no roads close-by. 
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Signal Resource Re c overy 89 
S i te Location Map 
FIGURE 1 
SITE LOCATION MAP 
MILLBURY RESOURCE 
. RECOVERY .FACILITY 
SIGNAL/RESCO RESOURCE RECOVERY PLANT 
Created Site 
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Cheshire Waste Water Treatment Plant 
Created Site 
Purpose 
This wetland was created to offset the wetlands lost to create a 
dike at the Cheshire Sewage Treatment Plant. Approximately .65 
acres of " buttonbush" shrub wetland was filled during the dike 
construction. In addition, six large bottom land trees were cut down. 
The creation will be a total of 1.42 acres, including .85 acres of like 
wetland and .57 acres of side slopes. The created wetland will 
connect with the existing buttonbush wetland. The wetland will be 
approximately 650 feet long, narrow at the junction with the existing 
wetland and widening to 150 feet as it reaches the upland soils (see 
Map 30). 
Description 
This .85 acre shrub wetland was visited on August 17, 1991. 
The US COE permit was granted in 1986, making the wetland four 
growmg seasons old during the summer of my visit. It is located 
just off Cheshire Street in Cheshire, Connecticut (Map 27). None of 
the soils under this creation are hydric, according to the US SCS soil 
survey (Map 28). According to the local zonmg department, the site 
is zoned R40, or one-acre residential. 
The wetland is associated with the Quinnipiac River, listed as 
having a "B" water quality (Hall, personal communication : 5/5/92). 
There were three buildings within 500 feet of the wetland edge. All 
three were a part of the Waste Water Treatment Plant. This can be 
seen on Map 29. 
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There was no evidence of human activity within the wetland 
(see photos, page 100). However, in the upland, near the dike and 
towards the wetland, the area was being mowed. There were also 
deep tire tracks at the base of the dike. The nearby athletic fields 
and the Waste Water Plant are buffered from the wetland by a 
wooded area and the dike, respectively. 
The wetland is adjacent to an existing wetland and the 
vegetative corridor of the Quinnipiac River, creating ample access to 
the site for wildlife. 
Cheshire Waste Water Treatment Plant - Control Site 
Natural Site 
Description 
Since no accessible similar natural site could be found within 
two miles of the created site, one had to be chosen from outside the 
two mile limit. The scrub shrub site that was chosen from the 
National Wetlands Inventory map falls slightly over 2.5 miles away 
from the artificial wetland, just off Reservoir Road in Cheshire, 
Connecticut (see Map 31). The site is located behind a small multi-
family residential apartment building. The wetland appears to be a 
field with very little wetland vegetation (see photos, page 105). 
The one acre wetland was visited on September 20, 1991. The 
zoning for the area is reported to be R-80, or two acre residential 
zonmg. Six buildings were noted, all residences, within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge. There was some trash observed at the wetland 
site indicated that there is some human activity within the wetland. 
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There is a moderate level of activity m the upland as well, from the 
apartment building and its parking lot. 
The wetland appears to be isolated, not associated with any 
other water bodies. About 50 percent of the site is bordered by a 
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Robertson Airport/Tomasso Nature Park 
Created Wetland 
Purpose 
The created wetland is to provide mitigation for 3.6 acres of 
emergent/scrub shrub wetlands (with open water areas) filled for a 
southerly runway expansion at the Robertson Airport. The runway 
expansion, filled areas, and mitigation areas can be seen on Map 34. 
The wetland filled was part of Shade Swamp, a large nvenne 
wetland system, which lies adjacent to the Pequabuck River. Shade 
Swamp covers about 1000 acres in both the towns of Farmington and 
Plainville, Connecticut. The filled site was a part of the southern 
section of the Swamp. 
As mitigation for the filled wetlands, a 3 .8 acre wetland was 
created. The artificial wetland was similar to the destroyed wetland: 
an emergent/scrub shrub wetland with areas of open water (see Map 
35). The wetland was also hydrologically connected to Shade Swamp. 
The area was conserved by the town by turning it into a park. The 
name of the park is Tomasso Nature Park. The area that the created 
wetland lies on was once part of the Plainville land fill. The site is 
located adjacent to the present landfill site (Map 34 ). The area of the 
artificial wetland is almost immediately adjacent to the west of the 
existing wetland. 
Description 
This wetland was completed in 1988, making it three growing 
seasons old. The project site is just east of Johnson A venue, at the 
Robertson Airport, in Plainville, Connecticut (see Map 32). Hydric 
soils cover almost the entire site according to the US SCS soil survey 
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(Map 33). The zomng of the area, according to the planning office in 
town, is restricted industrial. There were fourteen homes counted 
within 500 feet of the wetland, although they were located outside 
the of the fenced in wetland. 
As described above, the wetland is bordered by a large, 
contiguous wetland called Shade Swamp and the associated 
Pequabuck River. The wetland area is set up as a nature park (see 
photos, page 110), with educational signs, walkways, bridges, and 
benches. There appeared to be little human activity in the wetland. 
However, it may be difficult to find evidence of human activities 
since there are walkways. No trash was seen. There were no visitors 
on the day of my site visit, a beautiful, sunny, summer day. 
There was activity in the nearby upland, with the airport, 
residences, the landfill and the salvage yard. Planes lift off adjacent 
to the wetland and often fly overhead. Wildlife do have access to the 
site through Shade Swamp and along the Pequabuck River corridor. 
Robertson Airport/Tomasso Nature Park - Control Site 
Natural Wetland 
Description 
This wetland was less than one mile away from the Nature 
Park, off Farmington Avenue, in Plainville, Connecticut (Map 36). 
The site visit was conducted on September 20, 1992. This wetland is 
a 4.5 acre scrub shrub/emergent wetland (see NWI Map, #37). 
According to the local planning/zoning department, the area is 1/2 
floodplain and 1/2 restricted industrial. However, the land use of 
the area is rural residential. When zoning is different from the 
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current land use, the New Hampshire Method allows researchers to 
choose current land use rather than the local zoning classification. 
Four homes were counted within 500 feet of the wetland edge. 
The wetland is associated with the Pequabuck River, as is the 
created site. The water quality classification of this river is "B ," 
according to an EPA specialist (Hall, personal communication: 
5/5/92). There could be no human activity detected within the thick 
brush of the wetland. The wetland is divided by a local road. The 
photographs on page 115 show the wetlands on either side of the 
road. Wildlife may access the site along the stream corridor or 
through the other contiguous wetlands. 
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Connecticut Route 7 
Created Wetland 
Purpose 
In extending the Route 7 expressway from Route 15 to Grist 
Mill Road in the City of Norwalk, Connecticut, fill was placed in 
several wetland sites. About 7 .8 acres of existing wetlands were 
excavated or filled for this project. As compensation for the altered 
wetlands, 8.1 acres of wetlands were created. Created types included 
marsh, scrub/shrub and wet meadow habitat. The wetlands will be 
created in ten separate areas. As recommended to me by a wetland 
specialist at the US COE, I focused on site #7, at the Nusco Towers 
(Map 40). 
Description 
This site is located on Indian Hill, just west of the existing 
Route 7 and north of the Merritt Parkway (see Map 38). This 
emergent/scrub shrub, 3.1 acre creation is broken into two sections, 
or basins (see Map 41). I visited the site on August 17, 1991, three 
growing seasons after it was completed. 
Site # 7 is located along the NUSCO power lines, between 
Louden Street and Seir Hill Road. To create this wetland, the cliffs 
were blasted away around the power lines to a low elevation. By 
attempting to avoid the power lines, the state divided the created 
wetland in half. This unusual wetland is surrounded by high, 
vertical cliffs and is adjacent to the new Route 7 (not yet completed 
at the time of my site visit). This is clearly depicted in the 
photographs on page 121. 
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Less than 25 percent of the soils at this site are hydric, as 
determined by the US SCS soil survey (Map 39). The zoning of the 
area is R40, or one-acre residential. The isolated wetland is 
connected via a culvert under the highway to the pond and existing 
wetland on the other side of the highway. Other than these culverts, 
there is no wildlife access to this site. The steep cliffs and highway 
surround the wetland. 
Ten buildings were noted within 500 feet of the wetland edge. 
The buildings were multi-family apartment buildings, beyond the 
fence on the opposite side of the road. There was no evidence of 
human activity within the wetland. There was little activity in the 
upland on the weekend day that I conducted my site visit. However, 
as soon as the highway is completed, the activity in the upland will 
dramatically increase. 
Connecticut Route 7 - Control Site 
Natural Wetland 
Description 
This wetland is only slightly over two miles away from created 
site. The site visit to this wetland took place on September 30, 1991. 
The 3 acre emergent/scrub shrub wetland is north of Gruman Hill 
Road, on Copts Brook (Map 42). Over 50 percent of the soils here are 
hydric, according to the US SCS soil survey (see Map 43). The zoning 
is R40, rural residential. There were five houses located within 500 
feet of the wetland edge. 
The level of human activity m the wetland was low. There was 
no evidence of fill, although there may have been a small amount 
11 8 
around the power lines that go through the site. One local road 
crosses the wetland. The road and surrounding residences only 
amounts to slight activity in the upland surrounding the natural 
wetland. 
Wildlife have access to this site along the stream corridor. 
However, it would be difficult for them to access the area because of 
the dense phragmites that have ta.ken over the site (see photos on 
page 126). 
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Southbury Travel Center 
Restored Site 
Purpose 
Professional Properties Associates applied for a permit to place 
fill in approximately 1.9 acres of wetlands in conjunction with the 
development of "Phase 2" of a travel center, called Southbury Travel 
Center. The Travel Center is located just of exit 14 of Interstate 84, 
at the southwest corner of CT Route 172 and Main Street South, in 
Southbury Connecticut (see Map 44). Later, the approximate fill area 
in wetlands was reduced to 1.1 acres. The filled wetland was a 
disturbed wet meadow with some wetland shrubs occurnng. As 
partial mitigation for the 1.1 acres of fill, an adjacent .65 acre 
wetland restoration was completed. 
The wetland to be restored was an adjacent formerly filled 
wetland. The restoration was similar to the filled wetland, with 
scrub shrub, marsh, and pond habitat types (Map 45). The restored 
wetland was designed to perform three functions; wildlife habitat, 
water quality renovation, and sediment control during construction. 
Description 
This site was visited on August 17, 1991, approximately three 
growing seasons after the wetland restoration was completed. 
According to the US SCS soil survey for the county, over 50 percent 
of the soils at the site were hydric (see Map 46). The local zoning 
office reported the zoning of the site to be B2E, a business zone. 
There were nine buildings counted within 500 feet of the wetland 
edge. 
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The site consisted of an open water pond with marsh and scrub 
shrub vegetation. The restored site can be seen in the photographs 
on page 132. The restored wetland site is surrounded by roads and 
the Travel Center on all sides, creating a significant disturbance m 
the adjacent upland. Within the wetland, there was evidence of 
disturbance, with an old silt fence still in tact as well as rusted cables 
and barrels at a corner of the site. The wetland is surrounded by a 
high hill, called Ichabod Hill, on one side. Interstate 84 travels up 
this hill on one side of the wetland. It appears that runoff from the 
roads and hills will end up in the low-lying restored wetland. 
Mowing of the adjacent upland is evident on the edges of the 
wetland. Phragmites have taken over much of the existing 
southwestern wetland. Farming is taking place across the street 
though there is no evidence of draining for agricultural or any other 
purpose. There is no corridor for wildlife to gain access to the site. 
The site is surrounded by roads, though they are not immediately 
adjacent to the wetland itself. 
Southbury Travel Center - Control Site 
Control Site 
Description 
This site is located about a quarter mile away from the 
restoration at the Travel Center. The natural site 1s an 
emergent/scrub shrub wetland, southwest of the Southbury Travel 
Center (see Map 47). The soils are mostly hydric according to the US 
SCS soils survey for the county (Map 46). This site is also zoned B2E, 
a business district. 
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An unnamed tributary of the Pomperaug River runs through 
the wetland. Only one building was within 500 feet of the wetland 
edge. The wetland is located at the base of Horse Hill. Thus, wildlife 
may access the site along this woodland area. The wetland is 
naturally occurring, receiving its source of water from the stream, as 
well as from runoff from the hill and the adjacent roads. 
There was little human activity noted within the mucky soils of 
the control wetland (see photos, page 136). However, there was a lot 
of trash noted in the immediately adjacent upland. The trash 
included rusted barrels and cans, an old bike, and some maJor 
appliances. The two adjacent roads and the trash indicated a high 
amount of activity in the upland. 
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The hypothesis (wetlands created or restored by humans 
cannot be satisfactory replacements for natural wetlands) was 
evaluated through an analysis of data collected in the field (as 
described above), together with library research, personal interviews 
with wetland specialists, and research of the mitigation proposals. 
I researched the mitigation proposals in June and July, 1991. 
The permits that were available for the created/restored sites can be 
seen in Appendix B. I conducted the site visits during the height of 
the growing season, on weekend days from August 10, 1991 though 
September 30, 1991. The field sheets for each site can be seen in 
Appendix A. 
The water quality information was obtained from a water 
quality expert at the US EPA - Region One, (Hall, personal 
communication: 5/5/92), for the waterbodies associated with each 
wetland in the study. The water quality information is listed m a 
table on the top of the following page. 
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Table 3 
WATER QUALITY CLASSIFICATIONS 
Waterbody Wetland Associated With It Class 
1. Sagamore Creek Portsmouth H.S. & Control Site 
2. Salmon Brook Bradgate Associates (Control) 
3. Porcupine Brook Rockingham Mall 
4. Spicket River Rockingham Mall (Control) 
5. Crook Fall Brook Woonsocket Route 99 
6. Long Brook Woonsocket Route 99 (Control) 
7. Deep Brook Arthur Nemon (Control) 
8. Broad Meadow Bk. Signal/Resco Resource Recovery 
9. Ramshom Brook Signal/Resco Resource (Control) 
10. Quinnipiac River Cheshire Waste Water Tmt. Plant 
11. Pequabuck River Robertson/Tomasso & Control Site 
12. Copts Brook CT Route 7 (Control) 
13. Pomperaug River Southbury Travel Center 
The soils information was either requested from the 
appropriate regional US Soil Conservation Service office, or was 
gathered from the US SCS soil survey itself. The soils maps for each 
site can be found with the according wetland site description above. 
Soils information could not be obtained for two sites; the Robertson 
Airport/Tomasso Nature Park Control Site and the Signal/Resco 
Resource Recovery Plant Control Site. Thus, to determine if the 
hydric soils comprised; a). more than 50 percent, b ). between 25 and 
50 percent, or c). less than 25 percent of the wetland site, I based my 
decision on the results of a similar site. 
For example, the Signal/Resco control site was adjacent to a 















Route 99 control site. Since the Woonsocket Route 99 control site had 
over 50 percent hydric soils on the site, I assumed the same was true 
for the Signal/Resco control site. For the Robertson Airport/Tomasso 
Nature Park control site, the conditions were similar to the Bradgate 
Associates control site . Both were located adjacent to a stream, along 
the stream corridor. Again, since the soils information was not 
available for the Robertson(fomasso site, I assumed the hydric soils 
covered over 50 percent of the site, as they did at the Bradgate 
control site. 
Zoning information was gathered in the Spring of 1992. Phone 
calls were made to the appropriate office at the municipal halls in 
the communities where each wetland was located. The zoning 
information for each site can be seen in the table below. 
Table 4 
SITE ZONING CLASSIFICATION 
Zoning 
Wetland Name Location QMS 
1. Portsmouth High School Portsmouth, NH SR2 
2. Portsmouth High School (Control) Portsmouth, NH SR2 
3. Bradgate Associates Nashua, NH R40 
4. Bradgate Associates (Control) Nashua, NH R18 
5. Rockingham Mall Salem, NH Com/Ind 
6. Rockingham Mall (Control) Salem, NH Residential 
7. Woonsocket Route 99 Lincoln, RI RA40 
8. Woonsocket Route 99 (Control) Cumberland,RI Not Avail 
9. Arthur Nemon Saco, :ME RIA 
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10. Arthur Nemon (Control) Saco, .ME Industrial 
11. Signal/Resco Resource Recovery Millbury, MA 12 
12. Signal/Resco Resource (Control) Millbury, MA Suburban Res 
13. Cheshire WWTP Cheshire, CT R40 
14. Cheshire WWTP (Control) Cheshire, CT R80 
15. Robertson AP{fomasso Nature Pk. Plainville, CT Industrial 
16. Robertson AP/Tomasso (Control) Plainville, CT Residential 
17. CT Route 7 Norwalk, CT R40 
18. CT Route 7 (Control) Norwalk, CT R40 
19. Southbury Travel Center Southbury, CT B2E 
20. Southbury Travel Center (Control) Southbury, CT B2E 
Zoning information for one site could not be obtained. The site 
was the Woonsocket Route 99 control site. In this case, I chose to go 
with the current land use that I observed, as allowed by the Ne w 
Hampshire Method. Also, at the Robertson Airport/Tomasso Nature 
Park control site, the zonmg classification given to me conflicted with 
the current land use at the site. As directed in the New Hampshire 
Method, I chose to go with the current land use classification that I 
observed. 
Data Calculations 
I next completed the calculations as described in the New 
Hampshire Method. I took the average of the functional value 
indexes (fvi) for each section: ecological integrity and wildlife habitat. 
I rounded them off to three points beyond the decimal. I then 
multiplied the fvi by the acreage of the wetland. Thus, in the New 
Hampshire Method, the values given to the wetlands are influenced 
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by the size of the wetland: the larger the wetland, the higher the fvi 
for that value of the wetland. 
The final fvi' s for both values were then added together to 
produce a final functional value index for the wetland. The 
calculations can be found on the field sheets for each site m 
Appendix A. These values can be used to compare the wetlands to 
each other. However, in this study, it is only equitable to compare 
the created wetlands to the control sites chosen for them. The values 
can be seen in the table below. 
Table 5 
FUNCTIONAL VALUE INDEXES 
Wetland Name Type 
1. Portsmouth High School Created 
2. Portsmouth High School (Control) Natural 
3. Bradgate Associates Created 
4. Bradgate Associates (Control) Natural 
5. Rockingham Mall Created 
6. Rockingham Mall (Control) Natural 
7. Woonsocket Route 99 Created 
8. Woonsocket Route 99 (Control) Natural 
9. Arthur Nemon Restored 
10. Arthur Nemon (Control) Natural 
11. Signal/Resco Resource Recovery Created 
12. Signal/Resco Resource (Control) Natural 
13. Cheshire WWTP Created 
































15. Robertson AP{fomasso Nature Pk. Created 3.80 5.202 
16. Robertson AP/Tomasso (Control) Natural 4.50 6.940 
17. CT Route 7 Created 3.10 3.428 
18. CT Route 7 (Control) Natural 3.00 3.543 
19. Southbury Travel Center Restored .65 .642 
20. Southbury Travel Center (Control) Natural 1.25 1. 710 
As can be seen, in all but one comparison, the natural, or 
control site, has a higher fvi than the created or restored wetland. 
The Woonsocket Industrial Highway (Route 99) created site was the 
exception. In this comparison, the created wetland had a higher 
combined wildlife habitat/ecological integrity fvi than the natural 
wetland. However, as was mentioned above, the fvi's are influenced 
by size. Thus, in cases where the natural wetland was larger than 
the created/restored wetland, the fvi would naturally be higher. 
That occurred with eight of the ten created/restored wetlands. Since 
there is a difference in eight of the comparisons, it is necessary to 
recompute the fvi's to determine if the natural wetlands truly have a 
higher fvi than the created/restored wetlands. 
The only point during the calculations that the size of the 
wetland can influence the fvi, is at the very end, where the fvi for 
each of the two values (ecological integrity, wildlife habitat) is 
multiplied by the acreage of the wetland. Up until this point the fvi 's 
are not in any way influenced by the size of the wetlands. Thus, if 
both the created/restored and natural wetlands were multiplied by 
the same acreage, the results would be more representative of the 
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true fvi's. This has been done and the results are shown m the table 
below: 
Table 6 
RE-CALCULATED FUNCTIONAL VALUE INDEXES 
Wetland Name 
1. Portsmouth High School 
2. Portsmouth High School (Control) 
5. Rockingham Mall 
6. Rockingham Mall (Control) 
7. Woonsocket Route 99 
8. Woonsocket Route 99 (Control) 
9. Arthur Nemon 
10. Arthur Nemon (Control) 
11. Signal/Resco Resource Recovery 
12. Signal/Resco Resource (Control) 
13. Cheshire WWTP 






Created 3 . 5 0 









15. Robertson AP{fomasso Nature Pk. Created 3.80 
3.80 16. Robertson AP/Tomasso (Control) Natural 
19. Southbury Travel Center Restored 



















As can be seen by the table, the results have changed slightly. 
By assuming the wetlands are the same size and multiplying the fvi's 
of the two wetlands by the same acreage value, there is a decline in 
the final fvi of the control sites. 
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When evaluating the difference it made in the comparisons, it 
can be seen that two of the created wetland sites now have a higher 
functional value index than their natural counterparts. These two 
created wetlands are the Cheshire Waste Water Treatment Plant and 
Woonsocket Route 99. 
This study has shown that in 8 of the 10 comparisons made, 
the natural site was determined to have a better potential wildlife 
habitat than the created/restored site. Thus, only 20 percent of the 
created/restored sites were determined to be sufficient replacements 






It was the intention of this study to evaluate the hypothesis; 
human-made wetland replicas are not sufficient replacements for 
natural wetlands. An assessment of the potential wildlife habitat 
value of freshwater wetlands was performed. A comparison was 
used to determine if the potential wildlife habitat was better in 
created and restored wetlands or in natural wetlands. The tool used 
to evaluate the wildlife habitat value was the Method for the 
Comparative Evaluation of Nontidal Wetlands in New Hampshire. 
The results are listed in Chapter Seven, Data Analysis. 
It was determined that the potential wildlife habitat m natural 
wetlands was superior to that of the created/restored wetlands. It 
was also indicated that eighty percent of the time, the 
created/restored wetlands are not sufficient replacements for 
natural wetlands. These results concurred with similar studies 
described in Chapter Four, Research Hypothesis. 
Since the hypothesis was determined true, it indicates that 
wetland replications and restorations are not fulfilling their purpose. 
Creations and restorations are supposed to functionally replace the 
altered or destroyed natural wetland. If they cannot perform the 
functions of a natural wetland, then they are not sufficient 
replacements for them. 
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Since these wetlands that are supposed to serve as mitigation 
for the destroyed natural wetlands are not functioning as well as the 
natural wetlands, then it is highly possible that wetlands are not 
being adequately protected. We are losing wetlands rather than 
preserving them. We are destroying them rather than replacing 
them. If this is the case, then there may be a problem with the 
mechanisms that are supposed to be protecting wetlands. 
The protection of wetlands is piecemeal (Pontius, 1990: 12). 
Wetlands allegedly receive sufficient protection from the overlapping 
of federal, state, and local wetland protection efforts. However, if 
mitigation, the mechanism that is used by regulatory agencies to 
compensate for natural wetland loss, is not producing viable 
alternatives, then it can be suggested that the federal, state, and local 
protection efforts are not succeeding. Maybe protection specialists at 
all levels should re-evaluate the effectiveness of mitigation . There 
may be another alternative that will produce more promising results. 
Permit applicants usually propose to compensate for wetland 
losses by creating a wetland from an upland habitat or by enhancing 
existing wetland habitats (Thompson & Williams-Dawe). This type 
of mitigation is attractive to developers, because it is just averaged 
into the cost of construction. It is also attractive to regulators 
because they feel they are succeeding in not allowing any further net 
loss of wetlands (Thompson & Williams-Dawe). However, mitigation 
has several problems. 
One of the main problems with wetland mitigation is the lack 
of monitoring. "There are no wetland police ... The development 
industry knows that" (Stevens, 1991: pp. C9). Thus, the agencies 
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that permit the mitigation as compensation, do not follow up to see if 
the artificial wetland is successful. In addition, it appears that those 
that are creating the wetlands, know nothing about wetland 
creation/restoration. " ... As federal and state governments belatedly 
require developers and farmers to compensate for or "mitigate" any 
loss of wetlands they cause, inexpert, inexperienced, often less 
competent practitioners are rushing into the field" (Stevens, 1991: 
pp. Cl). Some believe that wetlands cannot be created. "Based upon 
the limited studies of both intentional and unintentional restoration 
and creation projects to date, there is a general scientific consensus 
that no wetland can be duplicated or replicated exactly" (Kusler, 87: 
3 ). Yet others believe that wetlands can be created, though they do 
not know how long it takes to create one. "No one can be positive 
how long it takes to establish artificial wetlands, much less how to 
judge a level of success sufficient to justify the avoidable destruction 
of natural habitats" (Thompson & Williams-Dawe). 
Many of created, enhanced, or restored wetlands have been 
reported as successes. However, most are not really successes upon 
close inspection. It seems that the criteria used to evaluate success 
in many cases was simply whether wetland plants had established 
themselves on the site (Larson, 1987). 
However, it is reported that some functions of wetlands can be 
created. "There appears to be a consensus among scientists and 
observers that certain types of wetland wildlife habitat -- primarily 
waterfowl and marsh bird habitat -- can be created in upland areas 
where the right combinations of topography and water supply are 
present" (COEQ, 1988: 2). 
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Thus, there is agreement that there are problems with wetland 
mitigation. If wetland mitigation is to continue, the regulatory 
agencies should focus more clearly on avoidance and minimization 
and less on compensation as an alternative. Care should also be 
taken to permanently preserve those wetlands that are particularly 
valuable to society. If there are no alternatives and wetland 
mitigation is the only solution, then the applicants should be 
required to do a study of the existing values of the wetland they are 
destroying (as the EPA and COE require under Section 404 ). They 
should then be responsible to create a wetland that serves those 
same functions. If wetlands are allowed to be restored and created, 
a monitoring program should be an necessary aspect of the 
mitigation plan. Someone should also be appointed to maintain the 
new wetland site. The cost of a wetland creation or restoration 
should not be allowed to dictate the kind of wetland created or 
restored. Should something go wrong rn the creation/restoration 
attempt, there should be provisions for new action to be taken, 
(COEQ, 1988). 
Whatever the future course of wetland protection 1s, it 1s 
expected that planning will take a larger role in mitigation strategies. 
"Under programs now under way by federal agencies, wetlands 
considered unsuitable for development will be better mapped, 
enabling planners to steer projects away from problematic areas" 
(Krohe, 1989: 9). 
In conclusion, wetlands should be regulated not as plant 
communities, but rather as intricate ecosystems that provide 
functions for the benefit of society (Larson, 1987). Also, it is 
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important to keep in mind that, "The easiest kind of wetlands 
damage to mitigate, ... is the damage that isn't allowed m the first 





UJtf /iJtliilllJJj AfiiaUJW rJiaJJlJ . i s 4 
SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD (Jrtdhtlt: 
Wetland name or code /m1u;!l!Jt./fl; lf!J/J 6dJot2/ Total area of wetland I (I ffll 
County £o:JJ1 Town /kJ612Uttlfl I/!/ Date ,Af!Jil<51 /4 /9 9 / 
1nvesr19ato«s> __ _ tJ /fMll_?be, O!i'JW l/;Llo~ 
Functlonal 
Value 
1. Ecological Integrity 










Wetland Value Units 
BxC 
3. Finfish Habitat: ..__0. n PartA·A~e~and&reams ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~/~,/~~~~~~ 
Part B - Ponds and Lakes 
4. Educational Potential 
5. VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
8. Ground Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
1 O. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
12. Urt>an Quality of life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
0: Visual/Aesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
B. 1 
Poff5(';/()I///), !I 5, 
Functional Value 1 
ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY 
155 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• Zoning ma;:; 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305{b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc.) 
• Ruler or scale 










Functior.: ' ValL 
Index =-; :. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetl~nd ha~ing 211 /~ /.::? 7~ 
very poorly drained soils or / ) bJ 
1 Hydric A soils and/or open [,,fl ml 'µ7 
water. 
a. More than 50 percent 
_A From 25 to 50 percent 
(;) Less than 25 percent 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland {see town zoning 
map) . Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
S K.2 a. Agriculture. forestry , or / · 1~ &v.~'1A d"'Jh/IL sim~laropen space Ld'I() fl, flJ.ldl t .w /{,{,(I, 
1 
) zoning i(} (17/(!I JO, ()0/) ) r30i > b. Rural residential . 
~ c. Commerc1aV1ndustnal, 
high density residential 






3. Water quality of the water- . (jJJ/l(l/lztd fliO/J/rJA/J ~f 
course, pond, or lake associ- ~ - . /'J.,,.A:~~J 
@High: Minimal pollution. 1.0 
Actual water quality 
ated with the wetland. sy tl/flff& LA~ meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu-
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within 
500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres). 
5. Percent of original wetland 
filled . 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a buffer of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width . 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 
10 acres (<0.10) 
b. From 1 bldg: 1 O acres to 
1 bldg: 2 acres (0.10-
0 50) 
ore than 1 bldg: 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
MA cf J d()~' ;Ital a;tl//lJJtl /(}fod a. Less than 10 percent 
11tvvJ (!~ ;,,, Ji~i .J b From 10 to 50 percent /Jt//tffe ttJt"" tJ(liL 7!UD' @More than 50 percent 
tfll atntLl /!(lt~ /Jli/!1f/'ttf; f))at/!fJtffj,{; ft nJS ore than 80 percent rom 20 to 80 percent ess than 20 percent 
7. Level of human activity 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi-
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
fl/In ,/// . d. ~ 111t11 alld JI Ptlflfj a. Low level : Few trail~ in 
CtAA'/./1.A./ TflV Wt 't:fV!, use ard'or sparse litter tUuf -/tJr ttltle tlf#7l4J /)Jllpt2/i '~oderate level : Some 
/)/) '/)iflm,1 /4 mt/M . u~ed trails, roads, e~c. r U 'f/1 :.:_J c. High level : Many trails, 
roads, etc. within wetland Continued on next page .•• 























fir/S(IJOtdh /f 5. 
B 
Computations 
or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued) : 
8. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
danced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comrrunity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosestrife). 
10. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
11 . Number of public road and/or 
railroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland). 
12. Long-term stability. 
(Jff/l f!)tdd ~t/ 
r!Jj[bm!' 
11 trl7l vi par!)) ta ~ 
~tlaif .· 








Index (FV ll 
a. Low level: Few trails in use 1 .0 
and/or sparse fitter 
b. Moderate level : Some trails. 0.5 
scattered residences, etc. 
@High level: Many trails, 0.1 
roads, etc. within upland 
G)Less than 1 o percent 1 . o 
b. From 10 to 50 percent 0.5 
c. More than 50 percent O. 1 
QLess than 1 O percent 
b. From 10 to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
(;)None 
b. One or fewer 
c. Two or more 








,;r naturally occurring, not d/tuJ~()fft~ · 1:...J ~ impoundedbydamordike 
nf111 r/]J J ,("}'] ' / / . M~· ;,,... b. Wetland appears to be l_Ylflt)'l .t:.J1A {// 1 "-!---,,,1 Cl . r I I somewhat dependent on {bvl e/tf{/.fftt(J -I' }vll q al ~t /1t artificial diking by dam. 
dfl/J /JJ// {j)H/lel ffttf/ fUJll~ road, till , etc. 
HJUJ!LfCI #b4/lv 
.; 5 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 •Average of column 0 • -•--· .5375 ~ f.J,LJ-6 i /). 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 •Total area of wetland• ___ / ___ acres. 
8·3 
,, :;: •• Q I ,•..., , •Q 1 11 C: _ .....,. \,,,o C , ----------------- fcrt f/Jou/IJ /1 5 . 1 5 7 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map ancVor recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc .) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake, or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4. Wetland diversity. 
5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes ancVor open water. 
Continued on next page ••• 
B-4 
Functional Value 2 




Funciional Va lu 
Criteria Index (FVll 
Average FYI from Functional Value 1 
a. More than 3 acres 
~rom 0.5 to 3 acres 
c_s,Aess than 0.5 acre 
FYI from Question V.1 .3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
present {f) Two wetland classes present 







@Emergent marsh ancVor shallow 1 . O 
open water 
b. Forested ancVor scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 
c. Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or 0.1 
wet meadow 
a. At least two wetland classes highly 1.0 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwork quilt (9 Moderate interspersion of wetland 0.5 
classes 
c. Low degree of interspersion. Each 0.1 
wetland class is more or less con-
tiguous and separate from the other 
classes 




7. Wetland juxtaposition. 
B 
Computations 
or Actual Value 
a. Number of islands or inclu- h , · 
sions of upland within <5 fU)JJ //J 1n/bt1altlif J 
wetland. £/llJJ JJ/!lfJ flit/ "ft) 
ffll !Jatt fletd 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland) . Travel 
lanes should be 50-100 
feet wide. 
10. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlife 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland. or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
?fflf /) J tJ tiff; If 5 . 
Functional Value 2 







Functional Va lu e 
Index (FV I) 
~Wetland connected to other 1.0 
V wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
by perennial stream or lake 
b. Wetland connected to other 0.5 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologically O .1 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 
a. Two or more 1.0 
lb.Jone 0.5 
Y. None 0.1 
a. Free access along well 1.0 
vegetated stream corridor, 
/.:")woodland, or lakeshore 
l9/ Access partlally blocked by 0.5 
roads, urban areas, or 
other obstructions 
c. Access blocked by roads. 0.1 
urban areas, or other obstruc-
tions 
A More than 40 percent 
(!Y From 1 O to 40 percent 




AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 •Average of column 0 a -·JI..+--+"/ 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. Total area of wetland. ____ !____ acres. 
B-5 
SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD 
07lt:_}tlif 159 
Wetland name or code !Jrh1770~1ff j/:J:f !f:-~otal area of wetland -v; .;;1-5 aerP 
County fMloi!J!:;jTown /}z_ J"----;- _ , Date ,AyllJ!d4 !'if/ 
1nvestigator(s) _____ _ O/ (!ff()Jbt; /)Jltl!J/ltd5 ti:zO t1 
Functional 
Value 
1. Ecological lnt~rity 










Wetland Value Unl1s 
BxC 
/.o(JF 
3. Finfish Habitat: _j_ J-n J j/j(J PartA · R~e~aro&~ams~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~/_1~_/_~~~~~~~~~t~ 
Part B ·Peros aro Lakes /, 07¥ 
4. Educational Potential 
5. VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
8. Ground Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
10. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
i 2. Urban Quality of life 
8 : Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
D: VisuaUAesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
B - 1 
(dlft /JM 4at~dtcll~ 4Pvtd ~) 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
·Zoning map 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
·A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc.) 
• Ruler or scale 
·Map wheel (Optional) 
;Ju.t41!lftd!i 11-. 5 . {{!r/lJm) 
Functional Value 1 
ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY 













QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having 
very poorly drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map). Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
,,; ~ _L ~~ /;)More than 50 percent 
J .7 /l / · ~From 25 to 50 percent t'_ff. 7 f!/JlfJ%7{J ,Pe) Less than 25 percent 
c~ 1 ,.. .,,1 NJML/!;J1711 J,11 a. ~g~tture. forestry, or 
U ~ ,,XL,.{ I 't ~~ vu 1Y'-""7 similar open space A141du/!Jd, zoning 






0.1 TJ ') ~~mmerc1aV1ndustnal, 
high density residential 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the water-
course, pond, or lake associ· 
ated with the wetland. 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within 
500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres) . 
5. Percent of original wetland 
filled. 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a buffer of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width . 
7. Level of human activity 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi-
denced by litter. bike trails, 
roads, residences. etc. 
Continued on next page ..• 
B-2 
~High: Minimal pollution. 1.0 V Actual water quality 
meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu- 0.5 
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 
1 O acres ( <0 .1 o) 
b. From 1 bldg: 1 O acres to 
1 bldg: 2 acres (0.10· 
/\ 0.50) 
~ More than 1 bldg: 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
(;;]Less than 1 O percent ~ From 1 o to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
(";) More than 80 percent 
'-?. From 20 to 80 percent 










~ow level: Few trails in 1 O 
use and/or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level: Some 0.5 
used trails, roads. etc. 
c. High level: Many trails, 0.1 




















Index (FV I) 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued): 
8. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
denced by litter. bike trails, 
roads. residences, etc. 
/ ftJad~~'tU) /?tJtUtft~a. Low level : Few_ trails in use 
· · h _,J- , 15 :) and/or sparse lttter ae fall /, ~ ,"U '.tM • b. Moderate level : Some trails , /(J,JI; J _,.{)tAA 1 ti scattered residences, etc. 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comrn.mity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosestrife). 
10. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
11 . Nurrber of public road and/or 
railroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland). 
12. Long-term stability. 
c. High level: Many trails, 
roads, etc. within upland 
m Less than 10 percent 
le'. From 10 to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
hJ Less than 1 O percent 
'?.' From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
~None 
~ One or fewer 
c. Two or more 
~ Wetland appears to be 
naturally occurring, not 
impounded by dam or dike 
b. Wetland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam, 
road, fill, etc. 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 •Average of column 0 • ~.L..:.:l"-
















, , ;,- ,. C , .... 1'10 11 •C: -VY!; . ------------------ fbrl5mtJttffi !15. I M7JIMIJ 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and/or recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
·A method to caleulate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc .) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake, or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4. Wetland diversity. 
5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes and/or open water. 
Continued on next page ..• 
B-4 
Functional Value 2 






Functior.a ! ValL 
Index =) i l 
Average FYI from Functional Value 1 
a. More than 3 acres 
b. From 0.5 to 3 acres 
{!)Less than 0.5 acre 
FYI from Question V.1.3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
present 
@rwo wetland classes present 








a. Emergent marsh and/or shallow 1.0 
open water ~Forested and/or scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 Y Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or O. i 
wet meadow 
a. At least two wetland classes highly 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwor1< quilt 
oderate interspersion of wetland 
classes 
c. Low degree of interspersion. Each 
wetland class is more or less con-





,va1 1an.:1 ,., ., , .. c -- '"""' · ---------------- -- (1rfJ(!J (}/) tTJ II -J · ( Ul I 




7. Wetland juxtaposition. 
8. Number of islands or inclu-
sions of upland within 
wetland. 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland) . Travel 
lanes should be 50-100 
feet wide. 
1 O. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlife 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland, or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
B 
Computations 
or Actual Value 
Functional Value 2 1 63 








a. Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
by perennial stream or lake 
Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
wetlacids are present wjtbjo a 
1 mile radius 
c.-Wetland not hydrologically 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 









{i) Free access along well 1.0 
vegetated stream corridor, 
woodland, or lakeshore 
b. Access partially blocked by 0.5 
roads, urban areas, or 
other obstructions 
c. Access blocked by roads, 0.1 
urban areas, or other obstruc-
tions 
~More than 40 percent 1.0 
¥.From 10 to 40 percent 0.5 
c. Less than 1 O percent O .1 
AVERAGEFVIFOAFUNCTIONALVALUE2·Averageofcolumno • • (tC/5 . ( (.l .CJt.f.& -:-10) 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. TotaJ area of wetland. _._/_,J-_5 __ acres. 
B-5 
SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD 
Wetland name or code /Jr~ dtf tf!/l//M Total area al wetland A// dtf-rt) 
County u;~ Town /Vadw~ ;VI/ Date ~!!c5f/C; /9'1_! 
1nvestigato~s) __ _ _ _ }!JRIJJ/Jty /)ant/ f/f{/5t/Jtg 
Functlonal 
Value 
1. Ecological Integrity 










Wetland Value Units 
BxC 
3. Finfish Habitat: fo h I '/// 
Part A - Rivers and Streams _______________ ..:........::;__!-= lll ___ _;, '-ti'.:.....&.... __ _ 
Part B - Ponds and Lakes 
4. Educational Potential 
5. VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
8. Ground Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
1 O. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
i 2. Urban Quality of life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
D: VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
B - 1 
16 4 
!)rll..litl flit ./f ~ iJ {!,/ tL1 .J::X-1 J Functional Value 1 165 NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
·Zoning ma~ ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc.) 
• Ruler or scale 













QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having 
very poorly drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map). Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
.,1 ~More than 50 percent Lft' From 25 to 50 percent 
Si'"' ll fi1 If /7 ...-fA {!n; /) c. Less than 25 percent 
J {;111 / ~Ju J . i~ .- /Ju ~I l. /w d,17t..( u;.tlftl/Jc1 1J111~.51!:f 1 n 'rfU.f Jtn. vi~ 
U · ~ a. Agriculture, forestry, or 
£ #J Lda#-fl~fm(;f)S - sim~lar open space 
a/f(J/dl.{f;J zoning 
· A Rural residential 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
~CommerciaVindustrial, 
high density residential 
3. Water quality of the water- ~ltlleJ//t!!7dtt/ tl)/Jl//lld @:igh Minimal pollution. 
course, pond, or lake associ- -Ii Actual water quality 
ated with the wetland. · meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu-
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
4. Ratio of the number of a. Less than 1 bldg: 
occupied buildings within ~/0 /JU!ldl7JJ .' /turv 10 acres (<0.10) 500 feet of the wetland edge b. From 1 bldg: 1 o acres to 
to the total area of the 1 bldg: 2 acres (0.1 O· 
wetland (acres). 0.50) 
e)More than 1 bldg: 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
5. Percent of original wetland a. Less than 1 o percent 
filled. b From 1 Oto 50 percent 
(£>1ore than 50 percent 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
/!Me,, al atlbN~ . a. More than 80 percent bordered by a butter of ~rom 20 to 80 percent 
woodland or idle land at least ~m~11rM ~ ess than 20 percent 500 feet in width. 
7. Level of human activity 
rtJ!l£/. 
a. Low level : Few trails in 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi- ~ -l77u/l tl//dt!Jf use and/or sparse litter denced by lit1er, bike trails, @ Moderate level: Some 
roads, residences. etc. {UlfWlf!# 11(}~ used trails, roads. etc. 
c. High level: Many trails, 
Continued on next page ••• roads, etc. within wetland 




























Ou est ions 
B 
Computations 
or Actual Value 
Functional Value 1 







Index (FVI ) 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued) : 
8. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comrrunity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
IOosestrife). 
1 o. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
1 1. Nuni)er of public road and/or 
railroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland). 
12. Long-term stability. 
WM!l/lt/ ~.d/.i.lr't!Wlrftd. a. Low level : Few_trails in use 
· · d" ,/~i /11 l1 /7 )- and'or sparse litter YU/dt/Jh u,J:/V · ~~'f: ~LI b. Moderate level: Some trails . (tl./t1 m tltt .41~ '/{)ultl/.o ;:-)scattered residences, etc. 
- &High level: Many trails. 
roads, etc. within upland 
a. Less than 1 O percent 
).\ From 1 O to 50 percent U More than 50 percent 
(;)Less than 1 O percent 
'--?.'From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
a. None 
~~ne or fewer 
L:;/. wo or more 
a. Wetland appears to be 
naturally occurring, not 
impounded by dam or dike (§) Wetland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam. 
road, fill, etc. 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 • Average of column 0 • Jllfl_, ,J 9J..:( J./ . 7 ·._:_ /)-) 

















NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map andlor recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
• A methOd to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc .) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1 . Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent . .JM/ ~allt/~11. 
open water (less than 6 feet V. 1 .k. , h •.Jhr-i deep) including streams rnv -v'l,t,/ .illnw7 . 
in or adjacent to wetland. J'f f. da/J Ill ~
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake. or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
&a~· ?lie /f:,JU [!,; (Ll t<! 
167 Fune onal Value 2 







Average FVI from Functional Value 1 .31). 
a. More than 3 acres 
b. From 0.5 to 3 acres 
GJ.ess than 0.5 acre 




4. Wetland diversity. . • a. Three or more wetland classes 
L)~)/lrt,,-U)b{(, ;?trr/K~ present 
1.0 
g · v - J, b Two wetland classes present 
(}?Ul)L£1. flww;tLfilz:U 1?1tuJh ~ne wetland class present 0.5 0.1 
{!M:I ~t}; tO!df/ UJtJ-tdd ft_ f-1-v 
{k7n11l1UJI 
5. Dominant wetland class. QEmergent marsh and/or shallow 
open water 
1.0 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes andlor open water. 
Contlnutld on next page ..• 
8·4 
b. Forested and/or scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 
c. Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or 0.1 
wet meadow 
a. At least two wetland classes highly 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwork quilt 
b. Moderate interspersion of wetland 
classes 
c. Low degree of interspersion. Each 
wetland class is more or less con-





.ve1 1ano""' ' ' <; -- - - - ----------------- (jpl1! ii !Lie /f dd-t ti tl/M 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
A 
Evaluation 
Ou est ions 
7. wetland jux1aposition. 
8 
Computations 
or Actual Value 
;da/JJ7m !31nf; btd Hu/J 
I 11u!t tUJJa:f: 1lf~ /dtJWLei 
wd!Mch 11J v-,(l4 1UULtw 
/J)tLf. 
a. Number of islands or inclu-
sions of upland within 
wetland. 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland). Travel 
lanes should be 50-100 
feet wide. 
10. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlife 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland. or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
i=u~ional Value 2 1 68 








a. Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
eby perennial stream or lake Wetland connected to other wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
.wetlands are present within_} 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologically 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 
a. Two or more 
b. One 
{)None 
a. Free access along well 
vegetated stream corridor, 
woodland, or lakeshore 
b. Access partially blocked by 
roads, urban areas, or 
other obstructions 
(§_)Access blocked by roads. 
urt:Jan areas. or other obstruc· 
tions 
a. More than 40 percent 













AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 •Average of column D • ,3&,? . 0 (J . (o9~...;.. to) 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 • Total area of wetland • ___ / ___ acres. 
B·S 
SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD 
l!,..L..J.4.<..l,~~~"--L..::=..i::~.Lilt::.!.~-1..J~...!...!....!~/..,£.- Total area of wetland ,u /!?ti~ 
Functional 
Value 
1. Ecological Integrity 




. fd I 
Date ~ciJ,, /171 
c 





Wetland Value Units 
BxC 
,~/ 
3. Finfish Habitat: .hh/ f!!!J_ PartA-R~e~and~~ams~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~/~~~~·~~~~-9~ 
Part B - Ponds and Lakes ~ 
4 . Educational Potential 
5. VisuaL'Aesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
8. Ground Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
1 O. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
i 2. Urban Quality of life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
D: VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
8 - 1 
169 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
8mtUJ fift ./Jk!t&a/U { (!flJr!J I J. 
\..../, Functional Value 1 1 70 
·Zoning map 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc .) 
• Ruler or scale 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
i . Percent of wetland having 
very poor1y drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
1z_p; /JV(){!. J 6n. C; ffs bJ ~B ~ /wd/il! -(intJ sr 'fl Ntl 1;!wi, 








fi0 More than 50 percent ~ From 25 to 50 percent 




2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map). Use current land use if 
different f ram what is zoned. 
p - / f7 .A, /f 1;1 /) / LJ , °; .U a. A.g~ulture, forestry , or ('.. O v ~0 U/ ra!)U ~J;, 
1 
~ J- s1m1lar open space 
1.0 
v/.UJ dt/til ttf!/AAJ fl I )lt/U · un zoning 
.,,IJ' ;d 1r011; d1 ~_7b. Rural res~e~tial . / V./,L.f,, V' 101 , vu ~- c. Commerc1aV1ndustnal, 
0.5 
0.1 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
high density residential 
3. Water quality of the water· 
course. pond, or lake associ· 
ated with the wetland. 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within 
500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres). 
5. Percent of original wetland 
filled. 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a buffer of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width . 
7. Level of human activity 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi· 
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences , etc. 
Continued on next page .•• 
B·2 
@High: Minimal pollution. i .0 
Actual water quality 
meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu· 
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 
1 O acres ( <0. i O) 
b. From 1 bldg: 1 O acres to 
1 bldg: 2 acres (0 . i O· 
0.50) ~ore than 1 bldg: 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
ra.l.ess than 1 O percent 
'1!" From 1 o to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
a. More than 80 percent 
b. From 20 to 80 percent {9 Less than 20 percent 
@..ow level: Few trails in 
use and/or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level: Some 
used trails, roads, etc. 
c . High level: Many trails, 


























or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued) : 
8. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comm.mity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosestrife). 
1 o. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
11 . Nun"ber of public road and/or 1 ,, , ,., / /, / 
railroad crossings per 500 (}Lt . /J d/tllj).}- "I j}tvltllA£L.. 
feet of wetland (measured vv• 
along long axis of wetland) . 
i 2. Long-term stability. 










a. Low level : Few trails in use 
and/or sparse litter 0 Moderate level: Some trails, 
scattered residences, etc. 
c. High level : Many trails. 
roads, etc. within upland 
(;)Less than 1 O percent ~From 10 to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
raJ Less than 1 O percent 
~ From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
a. None 
fb.J One or fewer 
'-t( Two or more 
{j) Wetland appears to be 
naturally occurring, not 
impounded by dam or dike 
b. Wetland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam. 














AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 •Average of column 0., 100 .(t.!f i J)-) 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 • Total area of wetland • acres. __ __,....__ __ 
8-3 
.. ;: .. .: .. - ·":'""' ~ "'" "' · ----------&z(-!ILla/e ~kfte1cJ)z.5ftt?i1 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: F~tlonal Value 2 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and/or recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
·A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc.) 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
WETLAND WILDLIFE HABITA 
1 7 2 
A 
Evaluation 
Ou est ions 
B 
Computations 







QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse , 
lake, or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4 . Wetland diversity. 
5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes and/or open water. 
Continued on next page .•• 
B-4 
Average FYI from Functional Value 1 
d?More than 3 acres From 0.5 to 3 acres Less than 0.5 acre 
FYI from Question V.1.3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
present 







@Emergent marsh and/or shallow 1.0 
open water 
b. Forested and/or scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 
c. Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or 0.1 
wet meadow 
MAt least two wetland classes highly 1.0 
D interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwor1< quilt 
b. Moderate interspersion of wetland 0.5 
classes 
c. Low degree of interspersion. Each 0.1 
wetland class is more or less con-
tiguous and separate from the other 
classes 
,.,.a11ar . .:i ' "'' " "' ~~ "' · --------------0;;liUJtih Am«i:dbl ({!/71/lt~I,, 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: F.Jnctional Value 2 173 




Ou est ions 
7. wetland jux1aposition. 
8. Number of islands or inclu· 




or Actual Value 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland) . Travel ff(l(Ul{llW Uflt/JA, M tLfl-r 
lanes ~hould be 50-100 / ) / "',J-··v; fl j'J/J /i1r.77 , / A 1 _f feet wide. vu 1!7?/9 ,W' 1 {,AIU 1 1 • (;ti/ {,UJ ,v- .. 
{1r {jJw ! j-~ I ti) I dt_ . 
10. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlle 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland. or idle land) 







MWetland connected to other 
V wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
by perennial stream or lake 
b. Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mi le radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologieally 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 
la'J Two or more 
l6. One 
c. None 
fa~ree access along well 
l/vegetated stream corridor. 
woodland, or lakeshore 
b. Access partially blocked by 
roads, urban areas, or 
other obstructions 
c. Access blocked by roads, 
urban areas. or other obstruc· 
tions 
A More than 40 percent 
l;' From 1 O to 40 percent 













AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 •Average of column 0. · fD j 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. Total area of wetland. __ ...._ ___ acres. 
B-5 
/Jl7fjtJlr/~%f!tfJ 17 4 
SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD {!flj]-t&f 
"': et1and name or COO• fb{!kJ(!jhflJ!l Alf/}(.. Total area ot wetland ;ff(JW;q_pH / tUIL-
County /(4f}<l/#!4Jbown~/I Date ,~JUf di, /9'J / 
lnvest,gator(S) ___ / {M__ _t/f/ajj~ 
Functlonal 
Value 
1. Ecological Integrity 











Wetland Value Untts 
BxC 
,313 
3. Finfish Habitat: . IA.ltJJ 9o 
Part A · R~e~andStreams ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~-'~~~~~~ 
Part B - Ponds and Lakes 
4. Educational Potential 
5. VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
8. Ground Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
1 O. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
12. Urban Quality of Life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
D: Visual/Aesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
B. 1 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• Zoning ma;; 
• SCS soi ls map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, plan imeter, etc.) 
• Ruler or scale 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having 
very poorly drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map). Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the water-
course. pond, or lake associ-
ated with the wetland. 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within 
500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres). 
5. Percent of original wetland 
tilled. 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a buffer of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width. 
7. Level of human activity 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi-
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
Continued on next page .•• 
B-2 
/(~(!):Jiit/ / /(i// / ~/VA-






Functiona l ValL 
Index · Fl/ n 
a. More than 50 percent 
(b.):rom 25 to 50 percent 
\..e( Less than 25 percent 
a. Agriculture , forestry , or 
similar open space 
zoning 
A-Rural residential 
~ CommerciaVindustrial , 
high density residential 
~igh: Minimal pollution. 
~ctual water quality 
meets or exceeds Class A 
Gor B standards Medium: Moderate pollu-tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 
10 acres (<0.10) 
b. From 1 bldg : 1 O acres to 
1 bldg : 2 acres (0 .1 O· 
0.50) ~ore than 1 bldg : 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
a. Less than 1 O percent 
b From 1 Oto 50 percent 
D1ore than 50 percent 
a. More than 80 percent 
)-.{rom 20 to 80 percent 
c_:/-ess than 20 percent 
G Low level : Few trails in 
use ard'or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level: Some 
used trails, roads, etc. 
c. High level: Many trails, 


























Ou est ions 
B 
Computations 
or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued): 
8. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
danced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
II ff."' A!tf.iL ""R~tLi<t -1 I tu litl2 t:M 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comrrunity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(lnciude areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosestrife). 
1 o. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
11 . Nurreer of public road and/or 
railroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland). 
12. Long-term stability. 
DD 0 









Index (FV I) 
a. Low level: Few trails in use 
and/or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level: Some trails, 
scattered residences. etc. 
/;'\High level: Many trails, 
D roads, etc. within upland 
/;)Less than 1 O percent ~From 10 to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
~Less than 1 O percent 
Y. From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
a. None 
Hneorfewer 
c.:.:J' wo or more 
a. Wetland appears to be 
naturally occurring, not 
·mpounded by dam or dike 
etland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam. 














AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 •Average of column 0 • . J../..26. ( tf./ ~ 0-) 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 •Total area of wetland• __ ........... f___ acres. 
B-3 
••t:: \ 1 a11~ 1~a11 1 c::: . ""'"'""c . ------------------
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and/or recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
·A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc.) 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
'S!Y)~c:1J)j !Jill 
Fune I na Va~ 2 1 77 













QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1 . Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quaUty of the watercourse, 
lake, or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4. Wetland diversity. 
Average FVI from Functional Value 1 
a. More than 3 acres 
b. From 0.5 to 3 acres 
eess than 0.5 acre 
FVI from Question V.1.3 






c 1 ;155 A 11 ./ /J n J.. /) ,.../ present /-/ti/, ~ 1'(/G(Y ~ ... b. Two wetland classes present 
//J ;0-W, mtJ5f!Y c. One wetland class present 0.5 0.1 
5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes and/or open water. 
Continued on next page .•• 
e;il 
B-4 
G)Emergent marsh and/or shallow 1.0 
open water 
b. Forested and/or scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 
c. Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or 0.1 
wet meadow 
a. At least two wetland classes highly 1.0 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwor1< quilt 
b. Moderate interspersion of wetland 0.5 
classes 
r;..'.-ow degree of interspersion. Each O .1 ~etland class is more or less con-
tiguous and separate from the other 
classes 
sa113no "'di' .c -w"''- C . ------------------ K~t/<J!Jq/?MJ .l/llilL 




7. Wetland juxtaposition. 
a. Number of islands or inclu-
sions of upland within 
wetland. 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland) . Travel 
lanes should be 50-100 
feet wide. 
1 O. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlh 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland, or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
B 
Computations 
or Actual Value 
Funct\.Qfia1 Value 2 1 78 








@wetland co_nn_ected to_ other , .0 
wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
by perennial stream or lake 
b. Wetland connected to other 0.5 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologically 0.1 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 
a. Two or more , 0 
b. One 0.5 
{!)None 0.1 
a. Free access along well , 0 
vegetated stream corridor, 
woodland, or lakeshore 
b. Access partially blocked by 0.5 
roads, urban areas, or 
other obstructions 
f::tccess blocked by roads . 0.1 
rban areas. or other obstruc-
tions 
a. More than 40 percent , 0 
<J')From 10 to 40 percent 0.5 
Less than 1 O percent 0.1 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. Average of column D. I 313. (3 . 11-~ ~ /0 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 • Total area of wetland • ---'---acres. 
8-5 
;:)1 /55 
SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD l'V/.S°!l.U'tS 
wetland na".16 or cod• ~lill!1.All1il(r;Jr;;;~ / <ik)o1a1 area ol wetland~ 
county /Qf1f!!pff/own c ~ ~ Date 4gwf ·h 199 I 
1nvestigatorts1 '{) / r!UJ2/J~ O!br;d f!alot/Jey 
Functional 
Value 
1. Ecological ln1~rrty 














3. Finfish Habitat: frJftl) J.j/ 7 PartA-A~e~andStreams ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~ 
Part B - Ponds and Lakes 
4. Educational Potemial 
5. VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Comrol Potential 
8. Ground Water Use Potential 
9. Sedimem Trapping 
1 O. Nutrien1 Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
1 2. Urban Quality of Life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
D: VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Poten1ial 
14. Noteworthiness 
8 - 1 
179 
!(c &J fl a n tV?; A1 w { r!t o 11i 1) J Functional Value 1 NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
· Zoning ma;:; 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc.) 
• Ruler or scale 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having 
,}tfA, 31., () 
very poorly drained soils or IJ:ir·e; Hydric A soils and/or open r;;~ 'f/uJ Jm I) water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning Ka1dv1flflL. map) . Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the water-
course, pond, or lake associ-
- ·6p1alaf f(Jrer ated with the wetland. 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within 
It) J /to!i5ts : c3 tLVi,!4 500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres). 
5. Percent of original wetland 
filled. 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a buffer of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width. 
7. Level of human activity 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi-
denced by lit1er, bike trails, 
roads , residences, etc. 
Continued on next page .•• 
B-2 







~ore than 50 percent , 0 
b. From 25 to 50 percent 0.5 
c. Less than 25 percent 0., 
a. Agriculture , forestry, or , .0 
similar open space 
zoning 
@Rural residential 0.5 
c. Commercial/industrial, 0., 
high density residential 
Qigh: Minimal pollution. 1.0 
Actual water quality 
meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu- 0.5 
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 1.0 I 
10 acres (<0 .10) 
b. From 1 bldg : 1 O acres to 0.5 l 1 bldg: 2 acres (0.10-
Q0.50) 
More than 1 bldg: 0 1 I 2 acres (>0.5) Q Less than 1 O percent 1.0 
b. From 1 O to 50 percent 0.5 I c. More than 50 percent 0.1 
~More than 80 percent 1.0 j From 20 to 80 percent o.5 
c. Less than 20 percent 0.1 
@Low level: Few trails in 1.0 
use and/or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level: Some o.5 
used trails, roads. etc. 
c. High level: Many trails, 0.1 
roads. etc. within wetland 
~ 
""' ""'""' ·'"'"'"' "'""'""'· ----------;?t·&v1JCJhv11 ,k/r()I ( eo1 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: Funcii6nal Value 2 1 8 1 
WETLAND WILDLIFE HABITA 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and'or recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc.) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake, or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4. Wetland diversity. 
5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes and/or open water. 








Average FVI from Functional Value 1 
a. More than 3 acres 
b. From 0.5 to 3 acres f) Less than 0.5 acre 
FVI from Question V.1.3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
present 
G)rwo wetland classes present 







a. Emergent marsh and/or shallow i o 
open water 
rb'J Forested and'or scrub-shrub wetland o 5 ~Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or o i 
wet meadow 
a. At least two wetland classes highly 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwor1< quilt 
b. Moderate interspersion of wetland 
- ) classes 
c. Low degree of interspersion. Each 
wetland class is more or less con-








/({(!}ol /OIJMJ ,///f/.l,I_-, Functional Value 1 











Index (FV I) 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued): 
8. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comrrunity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosestrife). 
1 O. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
11. Nurrber of public road andlor 
railroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland) . 
12. Long-term stability. 
,..)~/) d IJ rJ r1 IlvhJJ .... -1. 711/,La4 @Low level : Few_ trails in use 1 .0 UOUI' ~'(;I )<WI l&I {/' /Iv. andlor sparse lrtter 
b. Moderate level : Some trails, 0.5 
scattered residences, etc. 
c. High level : Many trails, 0.1 
roads, etc. within upland 
(J Less than 10 percent 1 . O 
'-6.' From 1 O to 50 percent O. 5 
c. More than 50 percent 0.1 
t::'J Less than 1 O percent 1 . O ~ From 10 to 50 percent 0.5 
c. More than 50 percent 0.1 
(Y None 1 o 
b. One or fewer 0.5 
c. Two or more O. 1 
~etland appears to be 1 .o 
naturally occurring, not 
impounded by dam or dike 
b. Wetland appears to be 0.5 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam, 
road , fill , etc. 
AVERAGE FYI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1. Average of column D. I f'f !J (~o . to _: 1-J 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 • Total area of wetland• / • b acres. 
8-3 
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7. wetland juxtaposition. 
a. Number of islands or inclu-
sions of upland within 
wetland. 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland) . Travel 
lanes should be 50-100 
feet wide. 
10. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlife 
habitat (brush. woodland, 
active farmland. or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
B 
Computations 
or Actual Value 
Functional Value 2 









{i) Wetland connected to other 1 .0 
wetlands within a 1 mile rad ius 
by perennial stream or lake 
b. Wetland connected to other 0.5 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologically 0.1 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 
~Two or more 1 0 
One 0.5 
c. None 0.1 
G)Free access along well 1.0 
vegetated stream corridor. 
woodland. or lakeshore 
b. Access partially blocked by 0.5 
roads. urban areas, or 
other obstructions 
c. Access blocked by roads. 0.1 
urban areas. or other obstruc-
tions 
Q More than 40 percent 1.0 
From 1 O to 40 percent 0.5 
c. Less than 10 percent 0.1 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 •Average of column D • . 1),f . (.J_ f j -~ /() 




1. Ecological Integrity 
2. Wildlife Habitat 
B 
FVI From 
Data Shee .. 
c 




Wetland Value Units 
BxC 
3. Finfish Habitat: L-1-/1 / q 
Part A- R~e~aooSt~ams ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'~'~~~~~~·~7_/~'~~ 
Part B - Pooos aoo Lakes 
4. Educational Potential 
5. VisuaL'Aesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
8. Grouoo Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
10. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
12. Urban Quality of Life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C : Educational Opportunity 
D: VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
i 3. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
B - 1 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
·Zoning ma~ 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc.) 
• Ruler or scale 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
i . Percent of wetland having 
very poorly drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map). Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the water· 
course, pond, or lake associ· 
ated with the wetland. 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within 
500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres). 
5. Percent of original wetland 
filled. (;, 7 ti.UY I (}JjJ atitd /, q cf/. 3 cJ cJ.S /Wrlkf vififtc/ 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a butter of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width . 
/i?tmWltid Otj tJ~;j {J)tl/ tuui:J tlllcl U)ttf LP<I 
/!fl qc-; 








A More than 50 percent 
(.El From 25 to 50 percent 
c. Less than 25 percent 
a. Agriculture . forestry. or 











~igh: Minimal pollution. 1.0 
Actual water quality 
meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu· 0.5 
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan· 
dards 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 1 .0 
10 acres (<0 .10) 
@From 1 bldg : 1 O acres to 0.5 
1 bldg: 2 acres (0.1 O· 
0.50) 
c. More than 1 bldg: 0.1 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
a. Less than 1 O percent 
~From 10 to 50 percent 
c_:JMore than 50 percent 
~ More than 80 percent ~From 20 to 80 percent 







7. Level of human activity Jvtl/d .it.tar ,,<£/Jt/f b~!/J -/l'ree/ ,-;a_a. Low level : Few trails in 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi· . , · ~? use and/or sparse litter 
denced by litter. bike trails, /I) /.ltl; tUjJJJ- ttJ~tiJ ~fl b. Moderate level: Some 
roads, residences, etc. <J!ft,/ YlJ/r Od/J. fi)/. flt ~ ~ used trails, roads. etc. 
1 0 
0 5 
flfl.ff,,.}14ilt.J flzE;;::tfe/ , "' c. High level: Many trails. 
Continued on ~ext pag•... 'J:/ ../it,. (Y},{"M~ Y'l{_tlit/i#l) t1ll roads, etc. within wetland 
f!(l/J;//ul ~ . 2 
0.1 
Functional Value 1 












Functional Va lL 
Index (FV I) 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued): 
8. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comrrunity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosestme). 
1 o. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
11. Nunt>er of public road and/or 
railroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland). 
a. Low level : Few trails in use 
!.:) and/or sparse litter 
l/ Moderate level: Some trails, 
scattered residences, etc. 
c. High level: Many trails, 
roads, etc. within upland 
{iJ Less than 1 O percent 
b. From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
(Ji Less than 1 O percent 
b. From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
A None 
(_9J One or fewer 
c. Two or more 
i 2. Long-term stability. a. Wetland appears to be 
h ~ naturally occurring, not Ji~· /7 /Ja;JfJ~· 7 ~7)w:n I M r;~ :7 impounded by dam or dike • ~ b. Wetland appears to be U 7U (j tvtl.hWJ ;flUlP!Ul nq d so~e~ha~ ~ependent on 
1i JA 1 J. ~ ,',v 1 '1 J/I A ~ 'l eL, y/; jl/-,:_-f,.1J,t/f tll) artif1c1al d1k1ng by dam. wr.r!M Irv {./Y /(;U'fi . tlu road, fill, etc. 
!JJ ~ ~ll/IJZl1 W:; 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 •Average of column D • ., 15'8 . ( q ./ _;. 12) 
















11 :;' .. Cl ll \J 1 •Q1 1 1 C: '-""'1,,,.tC:: . ------------------ ;<1e97 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and/or recent aerial photographs 
• Auler or scale 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc.) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake, or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4. Wetland diversity. 
55£M 
I 
5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes and/or open water. 
Continued on next page •.• 
9.4 
Functional Value 2 





Functional Va lu 
Criteria Index (FVI) 
Average FVI from Functional Value 1 
a More than 3 acres 
;b."'}rom 0.5 to 3 acres 
L?.'Less than 0.5 acre 
FVI from Question V.1.3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
~resent 
ty~wo wetland classes present 







f:'I Emergent marsh and/or shallow 1.0 
V open water 
b. Forested and/or scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 
c. Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or 0. 1 
wet meadow 
&t least two wetland classes highly 1 .o 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwork quilt 
b. Moderate interspersion of wetland 0.5 
classes 
c. Low degree of interspersion. Each 0. 1 
wetland class is more or less con· 
tiguous and separate from the other 
classes 
.·t·at :ana 1 "t"1 l l ~ - - · - .... . ------------------ Rfltf9 




7. wetland juxtaposrtion. 
8. Number of islands or inclu-
sions of upland within 
wetland. 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland) . Travel 
lanes should be 50-100 
reet wide. 
10. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlife 
habitat (brush. woodland, 
active farmland. or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
B 
Computations 
or Actual Value 
Functional Value 2 18 8 







Index tFVI ) 
G Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
by perennial stream or lake 
b. Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologically 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 








@Free access along well 1.0 
vegetated stream corridor. 
woodland, or lakeshore 
b. Access partially blocked by 0.5 
roads, urban areas. or 
other obstructions 
c. Access blocked by roads. o. 1 
urban areas, or other obstruc-
tions 
~ore than 40 percent 1 . O 
b. From 10 to 40 percent 0.5 
c. Less than 10 percent 0.1 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 •Average of column D • • ! 1/e. ( . 75f ~ ..... /{) 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 •Total area of wetland• .J. acres. 
B-5 
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{£Jtq/2su~MARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD 
Wetland name or code ~/r.J'tJda/]/Jc/. I/ W. fht/l/Jc/) Total area of wetland /Vd. f'{) /l&l'N , 




1. Ecological Integrity 






Size of Evaluatlon 
Area (Acres) 
0 
Wetland Value Units 
BxC 
3. Finfish Habitat: J_,,../-/) I PartA·R~e~aoo&reams ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~/~t~~~~~~~·~Z=~~~~ 
Part B - Pooos aoo Lakes 
4. Educational Potential 
5. VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
8. Grouoo Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
1 O. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
1 2. Urban Quality of life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
D: VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
B - 1 
189 
ft/I f t"?lO ft/lei,) 
l 1NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
·Zoning ma;:; 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc.) 
• Ruler or scale 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having 
very poorty drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map) . Use current land use if 




/ft4J dPfl ;:t.L 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the water-
course. pond, or lake associ· 
ated with the wetland. 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within ft.h tuAt1 ; 3 . r fLt(t4 
500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres). 
5. Percent of original wetland 
filled. 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a butter of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width . 
7. Level of human activity 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi-
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences. etc. 
Continued on next page .•• 
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r.;)More than 50 percent 
L?.' From 25 to 50 percent 
c. Less than 25 percent 
a. Agriculture , forestry , or 











h'High: Minimal pollution. 1.0 
D Actual water quality 
meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu- 0.5 
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
a. Less than 1 bldg: , .0 
10 acres (<0.10) 
b. From 1 bldg: 1 O acres to 0.5 
1 bldg : 2 acres (0. 1 O· 
0.50) 
f)More than 1 bldg : 0.1 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
~Less than 1 O percent 1.0 
From 1 O to 50 percent 0.5 
c. More than 50 percent 0.1 q More than 80 percent 1.0 
From 20 to 80 percent o.5 
c. Less than 20 percent 0 1 
@:ow level : Few trails in 1 O 
use and/or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level: Some 0.5 
used trails. roads. etc. 
c. High level: Many trails. 0.1 

















QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued) : 
8. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comrrunity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosestrife). 
1 o. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
11 . Nun"ber of public road and/or 
railroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland). 
12. Long-term stability. 
@Low level : Few trails in use 
and/or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level: Some trails , 
scattered residences, etc. 
c. High level: Many trails, 
roads, etc. within upland 
M ess than 1 O percent 
'?From 10 to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
MLess than 1 O percent ~From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
faJ None 
'if One or fewer 
c. Two or more 
~etland appears to be 
naturally occurring, not 
impounded by dam or dike 
b. Wetland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam. 
road, till, etc. 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 •Average of column D • , g:_g!3 v~. {p _;.-/):) 
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NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and/or recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc .) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake. or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4. Wetland diversity. 
5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes and/or open water. 
Continued on next page •.• 
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Functional Value 2 





Cri1eria Index 1FVI ) 
Average FYI from Functional Value 1 
a. More than 3 acres 
~rom 0.5 to 3 acres 
vess than 0.5 acre 
FYI from Question V.1 .3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
present 
fhJTwo wetland classes present 








a. Emergent marsh and/or shallow 1.0 
open water 
rb.)Forested and/or scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 Y Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or O. 1 
wet meadow 
a. At least two wetland classes highly 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwork quilt 
b. Moderate interspersion of wetland 
C'lclasses 
lY':.ow degree of interspersion. Each 
wetland class is more or less con-





,•,'et ianu ... ..;i . 1 1 • ·- -~ c - ------------------ /(ffJ/Cj { f,fflJ//t /) 




7. wetland juxtaposition. 
a. Number of islands or inclu-
sions of upland within 
wetland. 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland). Travel 
lanes should be 50-100 
feet wide. 
10. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlife 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland, or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
B 
Computations 
or Actual Value 
Functional Value 2 193 








@wetland co.nn.ected to. other 
wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
by perennial stream or lake 
b. Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologically 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 
a. Two or more 
b. One ~None 
&ree access along well 
vegetated stream corridor, 
woodland, or lakeshore 
b. Access partially blocked by 
roads, urban areas, or 
other obstructions 
c. Access blocked by roads, 
urban areas, or other obstruc-
tions 
rarJMore than 40 percent 
l?( From 1 O to 40 percent 













AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 •Average of column 0 • • {p/f . ~ ./fJ ~ / rV 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 • Total area of wetland • __..d..__. f' ____ acres. 
B-5 
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v ltftLht-n 19 4 
SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD I 
Wetland name or code Arill!lr J1/tJrzm Total area ot wetland , S tlt!/'t...5 
County Vffl1__ Town t:j-r!://:;· Date f/31 /9/ lnvest~ato~: '2fat/ f/f/ eMC /, --ZdJ@htfmy 
Function al 
Value 
1. Ecological Integrity 










Wetland Value Units 
BxC 
. /6 0 
3. Finfish Habitat: 4fzLI_ >!../-60 
Part A - Rivers and Streams ---------------~--------­
Part 8 - Ponds and Lakes 
4. Educational Potential 
5. VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
a. Ground Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
10. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
12. Urban Quality of Life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
D: VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
8 - 1 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
·Zoning map 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
·A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc .) 
• Ruler or scale 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having 
very poorly drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map) . Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the water· 
course, pond, or lake associ· 
ated with the wetland. 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within 
500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres). 
5. Percent of original wetland 
filled. 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a butter of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width . 
7. Level of human activity "m /l 11 /-Y M J{,)1)/-jf 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi· Vtf(j ffe 1 1tA..M., WI~ . 
de need by. litter, bike trails , _;_,,..~· 'It_ . ..h/JJ A ,/11 //1 ;Jt/tUriJ1l1 
roads , residences, etc. /I 'f/1%h If tJ(lbUfl fnlAleJ/~I 
/flt/J c/L!itf a l r tAl2 <t_Y 
Continued on next page... J 0 V tr' 
8·2 
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G).iore than 50 percent 
b. From 25 to 50 percent 
c. Less than 25 percent 
a. Agriculture, forestry, or 
similar open space 
~zoning 
\...91 Rural residential 
c. CommerciaVindustrial, 







@High: Minimal pollution. 1.0 
Actual water quality 
meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu· 0.5 
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan· 
dards 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 1.0 
10 acres (<0.10) 
b. From 1 bldg: 1 o acres to 0.5 
1 bldg: 2 acres (0 . 1 O· 
f:\, 0.50) 
t_V More than 1 bldg : 0.1 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
a. Less than 1 O percent 1.0 A From 10 to 50 percent 0.5 
\:)More than 50 percent 0.1 
a. More than 80 percent 
b. From 20 to 80 percent CV Less than 20 percent 
(:;) Low level : Few trails in 
\.7 use and/or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level : Some 
used trails, roads , etc. 
c. High level : Many trails . 





















or Actual Value Index (FVI) 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued) : 
1.0 8. Level of human activity IN c2 ( jf/iJ~'{JJ 'fl; ~-ftto . a. Low level : Few tra ils in use 
UPLAND within 500 feet of ~A<~ fll II- fJ=/ tu f-eJ and'or sparse litter 
the wetland edge as evi f wl . . ;WA @ b. Moderate level : Some trails, 
danced by litter, bike trails, M /(}fell~ M , jO -:r scattered residences, etc. 
roads, residences, etc. c. High level: Many trails, 
0.5 
0.1 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
com1T1Jnity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosest rite). 
1 o. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
11 . Nun"Cer of public road anc:vor 
railroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland). 
12. Long-term stability. 
roads, etc. within upland 
(;)Less than 10 percent 
"?.' From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
faJ Less than 1 O percent ~ From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
a. None 
b. One or fewer 
(!!Jrwoormore 
@wetland appears to be 
naturally occurring, not 
impounded by dam or dike 
b. Wetland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam, 
road, fill, etc. 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1. Average of column D 1.lJ) .--=- / 2) ' ifO(J 













NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and/or recent aerial photographs 
• Auler or scale 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc.) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake, or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4. Wetland diversity. 
~!VtmtTJJ 197 
Functional Value 2 





Funct ional Valu 
Index (FVll 
.(;00 
Average FYI from Functional Value 1 m 
a. More than 3 acres , .o 
_h From 0.5 to 3 acres 0.5 
vless than 0.5 acre 0 , 
FYI from Question V. 1 .3 
, .0 a. Three or more wetland classes 
present ~ ->b. Two wetland classes present ~- c. One wetland class present 0.5 0., 
5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes and/or open water. 
Continued on next page ••• 
B-4 
a. Emergent marsh and/or shallow 1 .0 
open water 
~ Forested and/or scrub-shrub wetland O 5 
~Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or o. i 
wet meadow 
a. At least two wetland classes highly 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwork quilt 
b. Moderate interspersion of wetland 
!':"\classes 
L::Jlow degree of interspersion. Each 
wetland class is more or less con-





,ve1 1ancl l'o a •, ,c: '"''"''"'c: . ------------------ ~llY l//t//lfl) 




1. Wetland juxtaposition. 
a. Number of islands or inclu-
sions of upland within 
wetland. 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland). Travel 
lanes should be 50-100 
feet wide. 
i O. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlle 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland, or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
B 
Computations 
or Actual Value 
/~unctiona1 va1ue 2 i gs 







Index (FVI ) 
a. Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
;:') by perennial stream or lake 
l/ Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other uoeonnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologically 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 
a. Two or more 
b. One 
{!)None 
a. Free access along well 
vegetated stream corridor, 
woodland, or lakeshore 
b. Access partially blocked by 
roads, urban areas, or 
other obstructions 
{;._\ Access blocked by roads, 
V urban areas, or other obstruc-
tions 
a. More than 40 percent 
b. From 1 O to 40 percent 













AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 • Average of column 0 • ...;...• .........,......._. 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. Total area of wetland. _______ acres. 
B-5 
SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD 
d 'Cillo lJl I 1 u., v;, 
tit! tiJ t/l~ 
wetland name or code .df j/lur /Vtlllt/1 {CNJ-/7~/) Total area of wetland ~ 16~ 
'/tr/<_ Town &u4; JdC: Date 4!!f u:i di_,, !99/ 




1. Ecological Integrity 











Wetland Value Units 
BxC 
.5# 
3. Finfish Habitat: hl-,, I / /_ PartA·R~e~and~raams ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~O~~~w~~ 
Part B - Ponds and Lakes 
4. Educational Potential 
5. VisuaVAesthetk: Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
a. Ground Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
10. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
i 2. Urban Quality of Life 
8 : Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
D: VisuaVAesthetk: Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 




(tJ_j ;!tt 5 / !}cf 9 Jj) 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
·Zoning ma~ 
· scs soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate a0 (Dot grid, planimeter, etc.) d ) 
• Ruler or scale . , <ivr /()/o / £11 o/ / S5 cf/rt-
• Map wheel (Optional) '\..Jf.Ji 
A B 
Evaluation Computations 
Questions or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having 
very poorly drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map). Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the water· 
course, pond, or lake associ· 
ated with the wetland. 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within ·1' / /Jtu/ d/fl 4 
500 feet of the wetland edge .__/ 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres). 
5. Percent of original wetland 
filled. 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a buffer of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width. 
7. Level of human activity 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi· 
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads , residences, etc. 
Continued on next page ... 
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~ore than 50 percent 1 0 
rom 25 to 50 percent 0.5 
c. Less than 25 percent 0. 1 
a. Agriculture, forestry, or 1.0 
similar open space 
zoning c9 Rural residential 0.5 
CommerciaVindustrial, 0.1 
high density residential 
&igh: Minimal pollution. 1.0 
Actual water quality 
meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu- 0.5 
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 1.0 
10 acres (<0.10) 
b. From 1 bldg: 1 O acres to 0.5 
1 bldg: 2 acres (0.1 O· 
0.50) @ More than 1 bldg: 0.1 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
~ Less than 1 O percent 1.0 
From 1 O to 50 percent o.s 
c. More than 50 percent 0.1 
$More than 80 percent 1.0 
From 20 to 80 percent o.s 
Less than 20 percent 0 1 
{i) Low level: Few trails in 1.0 
use and/or sparse liner 
b. Moderate level: Some 0 5 
used trails , roads, etc. 
c. High level : Many trails , 0.1 






or Actual Value 
Functional Value 1 







Index (FV I) 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued) : 
a. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comrrunity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosest rite). 
1 o. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
&m!liL .ljfl~ t/)/ (AJe/lfl/lc/.f/S a. Low level : Few trails in use 
1iJ/1' ,_t . f?ttJ/l n r~ and/or sparse litter 
vV tlf.t/!1 . Y'J!'tjf; "'-/I (£)Moderate level: Some trails. 
/ S htJfftJ'VJ scattered residences, etc. 
c. High level: Many trails, 
roads, etc. within upland 
~ass than 1 O percent 
'-?'From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
r;)Less than 1 O percent 
'-?.'From 1 Oto 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
11 . Nun'"ber of public road and/or ¢/ia_ IJ L/)~'U tlfL!i '"~JI .fl>· 
ra ilroad crossings per 500 tJ ~e/l f 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland). 
one 
ne or fewer 
wo or more 
i 2. Long-term stability. @wetland appears to be 
naturally occurring, not 
impounded by dam or dike 
b. Wetland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam, 
road, fill , etc. 
AVERAGE FYI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 • Average of column D • , Z25 . ( f • 7; /~ 
















,•;at1 .ana "' " ' " "' '-' V'-'"' · -----------------
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
;1('ef!lff! ( (!17 l/ 7tJ I) 
Functional Value 2 












0-Jestions or Actual Value Index (FVI) 
7. Wetland juxtaposition. 
a. Number of islands or inclu-
sions of upland within 
wetland. 
a. Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
!':\by perennial stream or lake V Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other ynconoecte~ 
wetlands are present witbir:i a 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologically 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 











9. Wildlife access to other /':!Free access along well 1.0 
V vegetated stream corridor, 
woodland, or lakeshore 
wetlands (overland) . Travel _(/ivrTinn::t Vl'IJ ~ 
lanes should be 50-100 V M' ~J: it,µ rA.JI d 
feet wide. 4uufJ µ 1. u I j / • b. Access partially blocked by o. 5 
roads, urban areas. or 
other obstructions (ll/H /lllJ pit /UU# /'WJ 
tl/)f5 f/lf /ULJL, c. Access blocked by roads. 0.1 
1 O. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlife 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland, or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
urban areas. or other obstruc-
tions 
~ore than 40 percent 
-/tltlrlq //ll1J (]Mf/t/.btdJi)J1-t;!F~om 10 to 40 percent 
~def yA.L,!fllJU c. Less than 10 percent 
())efi/lief 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 •Average of column 0 • • fti3 /) .4-2.!'J -f /0 





Al t/J1 rn ( Cl!ll / f(J P 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: Functional Value 2 2 0 3 
WETLAND WILDLIFE HABITA . 
• J SGS topographic map 
• Land use map and'or recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc.) 











Functiona l ValL 
Index rF"/ ll 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake. or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4. Wetland diversity. 
Average FYI from Functional Value 1 .JlJi. 
a. More than 3 acres 1 . O 
~rom 0.5 to 3 acres 0.5 
VLess than 0.5 acre O 1 
FYI from Question V.1.3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
present 




5. Dominant wetland class.~1/J J/ 1 Jh 111 11 f v.,J ~ a. Emergent marsh and' or shallow u ,'411 (/ VV lW f If.I../ ,<)open water 
,4/;utb ,J/k a ;Jjtf.tfA-/ (J?/ Forested and'or scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 
YJ. A-L.I; /1 
11 
j -" ') (} c. Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or o. i 
1.0 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes and'or open water. 
Continued on next page ... 
7 v {))tJt{U{,Vt(.PQ wet meadow 
B-4 
a. At least two wetland classes highly 1.0 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwor1( quilt 
b. Moderate interspersion of wetland 0.5 
classes 
@Low degree of interspersion. Each O .1 
wetland class is more or less con-
tiguous and separate from the other 
classes 
lj 'f!/ Z/) ) /J f/ I t V.J I Vf 
u1Z1lJt c l) z o 4 
SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD 
Wetland name or ood•t(J)jf(tJtJtlJtt fmt/f!J ~otat area ot wetland ,)1/,()0(} p ' c. '.J-U 




1. Ecological Integrity 












Wetland Value Units 
BxC 
.2//5 
3. Finfish Habitat: Jn h I , QI 6-Part A - Rivers and Streams ------------------=-ZJ}___..__1___,o. UA__ _..::..._ _ _ 
Part B - Ponds and Lakes 
4. Educational Potential 
5. Visual/Aesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
8. Ground Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
10. Nutrient Attenuation 
11. Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
12. Urban Quality of Life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
D: Visual/Aesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
B - 1 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• Zoning map 
· scs soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc.) 
• Ruler or scale 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having 
very poorly drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map). Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the water-
course, pond, or lake associ-
ated with the wetland. 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within 
500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres). 
5. Percent of original wetland Jj S-OOD 'r/1,1h~IJ({i · 
filled. (7'- ) Vt«J4 f 2 ""':: J.A _) 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a buffer of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width . 
7. Level of human activity 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi-
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads , residences, etc. 
Continued on next page ... 
r).!J- 000 (;7I (JfttJA t,_,{Y 
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a. More than 50 percent , .0 
@From 25 to 50 percent 0.5 
c. Less than 25 percent 0., 
a. Agriculture, forestry, or , .0 
similar open space 
zoning 
~ Rural residential 0.5 
CommerciaVindustrial, 0.1 
high density residential 
@High: Minimal pollution. 1.0 
Actual water quality 
meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu- 0.5 
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 1.0 
1 O acres ( <0. 1 O) 
b. From 1 bldg: 1 O acres to 0.5 
1 bldg: 2 acres (0 .10-
0.50) {i) More than 1 bldg : 0 , 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
a. Less than 1 O percent , .0 
b. From 1 O to 50 percent 0.5 
E)More than 50 percent 0.1 
~ore than 80 percent , 0 
rom 20 to 80 percent o.s 
ess than 20 percent 0 1 
@.ow level : Few trails in , 0 
use and/or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level : Some 0 5 
used trails , roads, etc. 
c. High level : Many trails, 0 , 
roads, etc. within wetland 
Funct ional Va lue 1 
ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY 
(cont inued) 












Index (FV I) 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued) : 
8. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comrn.mity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosestrife). 
1 O. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
11 . Nurrber of public road and/or 
railroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland) . 
12. Long-term stability. 
a. Low level : Few trails in use 
and/or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level: Some trails, 
~scattered residences, etc. 
l5/High level: Many trails, 
roads, etc. within upland 
a. Less than 1 O percent 
f6J From 1 Oto 50 percent 
'i. More than 50 percent 
(J Less than 1 O percent ~ From 10 to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
/l.lM m tltl an fikf totlirmJ ~ : ~~~eor fewer 
t!!Jd (/ill// dJV ti/._, . (9 Two or more 
@etland appears to be 
naturally occurring, not 
impounded by dam or dike 
b. Wetland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam. 
road, fill, etc. 
AVERAGE FYI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 •Average of column 0 .' /114{ij .. ( 0.. ()-/- /), 
















NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and/or recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter , etc) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1 . Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including S1reams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake, or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4. Wetland diversity. 
5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes anc11or open water. 
Continued on next page ..• 
B-4 
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Functi~al Value 2 
WETLAND WILDLIFE HABITA 
D c 
Evaluation Functional './a:L. 
Criteria Index t F1/I \ 
Average FYI from Functional Value 1 
a. More than 3 acres 
~ From 0.5 to 3 acres (3 Less than 0.5 acre 
FYI from Question V.1 .3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
present {j) Two wetland classes present 








a. Emergent marsh anc11or shallow 1.0 
open water 
b. ForeS1ed anc11or scrub-shrub wetland O. 5 
6)Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or 0.1 
wet meadow 
a. At least two wetland classes highly 1.0 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwork quilt 
b. Moderate interspersion of wetland 0.5 
classes 
fi:)-ow degree of interspersion. Each 0.1 
wetland class is more or less con-
tiguous and separate from the other 
classes 
i ::'" Wetland Name.COOe : -----------------1 NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: If! lj () tU I !(c..: {,, tJ 2 as Functtonal Value 2 
I 
WETLAND WILDLIFE HAS/TA I 
(continued) 
I 






or Actual Value Index (FYI) 
I 7. Wetland juxtaposition. ~etland connected to other 1.0 
wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
by perennial stream or lake I 
I 
b. Wetland connected to other 0.5 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mile radius 
I 
I 
c. Wetland not hydrologically 0.1 
I a. Number of islands or inclu-sions of upland within 
wetland. 
fl (/,f),I} (/ f(}(}IJ/Jt/S 11 .-
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 
~Twoormore ~One . 
c. None !ff /ztlj}!lh/?M l//J111Jh 
I 9. Wildlife access to other a. Free access along well 
wetlands (overland). Travel #![;{ tl(!ttlf tlt/!72,t/ vegetated stream corridor, 
lanes should be 50-100 A ,,...-1 /J i'YI {./717, ,/ ,.,...,/ tJif /.:'\woodland, or lakeshore 
feet wide. t, (,,-(,U:£ j /, u-<:,r,.; A ) C7' Access partially blocked by 
ufU/J f,,U.£1 ~ l~U-P</ n . roads, urt:>an areas. or 
c3 41·du,; /!fl Y£ilf lki;tdf c. ~=~~=.:n~Y roads. 
trJ .dji; A "tit_, ~rban areas. or other obstruc-
-,-, ,,,v.-r · t ions 
' 
1 0. Percent of wetland edge-
' 
bordered by upland wilcM9 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland, or idle land) I at least 500 feet in width. 
a. More than 40 percent 
fb.)From 1 O to 40 percent 
Y. Less than 1 o percent 
l 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 • Average of cokJmn D • , J j 0 . ( S .j ~ / Q) 











SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD 
,J(;IZL/J di; I 2<-b I 
MlCJt/}I 
Wetland name or code illf!J!ll,/£t5CI) {&!Jm/ olfv) Total area of wetland -0/ tlt/V 
County tymt5f1/ Town A/._11/0aq;, df1: Date r)}p/tf'l)/J(LJ{: /'1'1/ 
1nvestigator(sl /)and~ 0Jar,; ~~ 
Functlonal 
Value 
1. Ecological Integrity 









Wetland Value Units 
BxC 
3. Finfish Habitat: -;;, ~ .... I PartA-R~e~aoo&reams~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~;~,~~~~~~~ 
Part B - Pooos aoo Lakes 
4. Educational Potential 
5. VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. · Flood Control Potential 
a. Grouoo Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
10. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
12. Urban Quality of life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C : Educational Opportunity 
D: VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 




NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• Zoning ma;; 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc .) 
• Ruler or scale 






or Aciual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having 
very poorly drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map) . Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the water· 
course , pond, or lake associ-
ated with the wetland. 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within 
500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres). 
5. Percent of original wetland 
filled. 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a butter of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width. 
7. Level of human activity 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi-
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, res idences, etc. 
Continued on next page .•• 
M1J & )1) /Ytfl tlllcl. 
!/!! ?W' 6 :Jfl . 
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Criteria Index (FV:! 
QMore than 50 percent 
o. From 25 to 50 percent 
c. Less than 25 percent 
a. Agriculture. forestry , or 
similar open space 
zoning Q Rural residential 
c. CommerciaVindustrial , 







QHigh: Minimal pollution. 1.0 
Actual water quality 
meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu- 0.5 
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
@.ess than 1 bldg: 
10 acres (<0.10) 
b. From 1 bldg : 1 o acres to 
1 bldg: 2 acres (0 .10-
0.50) 
c . More than 1 bldg: 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
Qess than 1 O percent 
b. From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
~ore than 80 percent 
b. From 20 to 80 percent 










Vow level : Few trails in 1.0 
use and/or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level : Some O 5 
used trails, roads. etc. 
c. High level: Many trails, 0.1 







U ltf(ltl/ /f ?L& ( L'.Y7?i!tJiunctional Value 1 2 11 










Index (FVI ) 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued) : 
a. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
denced by litter. bike trails, 
roads. residences, etc. 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comrrunity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosestrife). 
10. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
11 . Nun"t>er of public road ancvor 
railroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland). 
12. Long-term stability. 
/J; /(J"1. /rtlJJS ~ Low level : Few_trails in use 
/] ancvor sparse litter ltfr J /lflfl';J Q -/rJb . b. Moderate level: Some trails, 
U scattered residences, etc. 
c. High level: Many trails, 
roads, etc. within upland 
~Less than 1 O percent ~ From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
fa) Less than 1 o percent · 
'--b. From 10 to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
(i}None 
b. One or fewer 
c. Two or more 
(j) Wetland appears to be 
naturally occurring, not 
impounded by dam or dike 
b. Wetland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam. 
road, till, etc. 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 •Average of column D • / CJ5f . // , .5 -; / ')-
















1tC \1 clll'-' 1-.a11 1 C: . \JV~C:. -----------------
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
.u~r;11tU / ;f t5{!l Ct111lt I 2 1 2 
Flfnctlonal Value 2 
WETLAND WILDLIFE HAS/TA 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and/or recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc.) 











Criteria Index (FVI ) 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake, or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4 . Wetland diversity. 
Average FVI from Functional Value 1 
a. More than 3 acres 
Hrom 0.5 to 3 acres 
l:./'"ess than 0.5 acre 
FVI from Question V.1 .3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
present 
@rwo wetland classes present 








1.0 5. Dominant wetland class. f , ,,..; a. Emergent marsh and/or shallow 
4(!(1!,V ti lirJM1 tl/Jv open water Al!JZl/J ,d/;1-M; 7J/i.I-!~/.! ~ b. Forested and/or scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 
Af (l-,;,,1 f- !IJ~m l.7 _, c. Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or 0.1 
() (,,a.J wet meadow 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes and/or open water. 
Continued on next page ... 
a. At least two wetland classes highly 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwork quilt 
J/T/j/u ~) b. Moderate interspersion of wetland 
./<"Y' 0 ~ classes 
/ !llelJjJff 4Jn) c. Low degree of interspersion. Each 
wetland class is more or less con-






,V.?t i.?. n d Ndlll ~ '-""-'~· ----------------




7. wetland juxtaposition. 
a. Number of islands or inclu-
sions of upland within 
wetland. 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overtand) . Travel 
lanes should be 50-100 
feet wide. 
1 O. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland widh 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland, or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
B 
Computations 
or Actual Value 
JI (//7 fl/ I t t/ ~ ( 01rrf~I) 
F\ITictional Value 2 21 3 








a. Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
(.,. '\ by perennial stream or lake V Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologically 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 








{i) Free access along well 1.0 
vegetated stream corridor, 
woodland, or lakeshore 
b. Access partially blc>d<ed by o.s 
roads. urban areas, or 
other obstructions 
c. Access blocked by roads, 0.1 
urban areas, or other obstruc-
tions 
(;"")More than 40 percent 1.0 ~From 10 to 40 percent 0.5 
c. Less than 1 O percent O .1 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 •Average of column D. , hhb. {& , (J;5f? 7 I 0 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. Total area of wetland• / acres. 
B-5 
SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD 
/jd/lp; bt!JfJ u 1l !U 
(Yt£}1C77 
wetland name or code C/;?Jh/rt' 1114.5ft ?JW l}JJf /}If. Total area of wetland • J!J-tlm5 
county Af cu: t/0tnn Town (}/J.(.S/;1rz,:! (If oa1e 1!J«61 LZ !l'l J 
lnvestigato«sl \.fbJ& Ila/ (J/)f(}/Jt1 Oa,yjd_~~ 
Functional 
Value 
1. Ecological Integrity 





Size of Evaluation 
Area (Acres) 
0 
Wetland Value Units 
BxC 
3. Finfish Habitat: _ /_..t P~A-R~eraaoo&reams~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~_,_a_~-5~~ 
Part B - Pooos aoo Lakes 
4 . Educational Potential 
5. Visual/ Aesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
a. Grouoo Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
1 O. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
i 2. Urban Quality of Life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
D: Visual/Aesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
B - 1 
214 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
·Zoning map 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
·A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc.) 
• Ruler or scale 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having ph Pn A 130,A 
very peony drained soils or / n 11 v/Aj1 ,1 if,11 ,6i-A-lls) Hydnc A soils and/or open u t Oil t ~ C/ 'tu Iv f/ t I ' V 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map) . Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the water-
course. pond, or lake associ-
ated with the wetland. 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within 
500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres) . 
5. Percent of original wetland 
tilled. 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a butter of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width . 
7. Level of human activity 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi-
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads , residences, etc. 
Continued on next page ... 
8-2 








a. More than 50 percent 1.0 
b. From 25 to 50 percent 0.5 
@Less than 25 percent 0.1 
a. Agriculture, forestry, or 1.0 
similar open space 
zoning @ Rural residential 0.5 
c. Commercial/industrial , 0.1 
high density residential 
(VHigh : Minimal pollution. 1.0 
Actual water quality 
meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu- 0.5 
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 1.0 
10 acres (<0 .10) 
b. From 1 bldg: 1 O acres to 0.5 
1 bldg : 2 acres (0 .1 O· 
0.50) 
@More than 1 bldg : 0.1 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
a. Less than 1 O percent 1.0 @:om 1 O to 50 percent o.s 
ore than 50 percent 0.1 
a. More than 80 percent 1.0 
~rom 20 to 80 percent os 
ess than 20 percent 0 1 
0.:ow level : Few trails in , 0 
use and/or sparse lit1er 
b. Moderate level : Some 0 5 
used trails , roads . etc. 
c. High level : Many trails. o., 






or Actual Value 
Functional Va lue 1 








QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued) : 
af/Jtiltd</J't/.e/4 /ltuht;J ~ a. Low level : Few trails in use 8. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
duJ eu f11!Jfa' If fit!,/(J and/or sparse litter (tJI f -ht' 'IJ /J _; ~ / (}/ /J!UL, {j) Moderate lev~I: Some trails, tlJljtLWJ I. c; wtO<l l t scattered residences, etc. 
-:/ A( rJ//<b. c. High level : Many trails, 
ll roads, etc. within upland 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comrrunity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmiles or purple 
loosestrife). 
1 o. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
11 . Number of public road and/or 
railroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland). 
12. Long-term stability. 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 •Average of column 0 • 
~ ess than 1 o percent 
'?From 10 to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
fa.JLess than 1 O percent 
"?( From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
fa.1None 
'?.'One or fewer 
c. Two or more 
a. Wetland appears to be 
~aturally occurring, not 
~mpounded by dam or dike 
b. Wetland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam, 
road, fill, etc . 
. {f,L'!.· (t.66 -.. ;?-j 

















NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and/or recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc.) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake, or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4. Wetland diversity. 
5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes and/or open water. 
Continued on next page ••• 
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Functional Value 2 




Fune1 ional va:i.; 
Criteria Index rFVll 
Average FYI from Functional Value 1 
a. More than 3 acres 
b. From 0.5 to 3 acres e Less than 0.5 acre 
FYI from Question V.1 .3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
present 







a. Emergent marsh and/or shallow i .o 
open water G) Forested and/or scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 
c. Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or O. i 
wet meadow 
a. At least two wetland classes highly i . o 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwork quilt 
b. Moderate interspersion of wetland 0.5 
classes 
@Low degree of interspersion. Each O. i 
wetland class is more or less con-
tiguous and separate from the other 
classes 
•'•"a1•ar el ,..., a 111i::: -'-"-'c · ---------------- -- C/Jt5J1irt 141YTP 






or Actual Value 
7. Wetland juxtaposition. 
Nl Jlller &dt f OwmljJ/dt, 
/(/Vtr 
8. Number of islands or inclu-
sions of upland within 
wetland. 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland). Travel 
lanes should be 50-100 
feet wide. 
10. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlife 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland, or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
Functional Value 2 21 s 






Functional Va lue 
Index (FVI ) 
@wetland connected to other 1 o 
wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
by perennial stream or lake 
b. Wetland connected to other 0.5 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologically 0.1 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 
a. Two or more 
b One 
@None 
@Free access along well 
vegetated stream corridor, 
woodland, or lakeshore 
b. Access partially blod<ed by 
roads, urt::>an areas, or 
other obstructions 
c. Access blocked by roads, 
urban areas, or other obstruc-
tions 
;;)More than 40 percent Y From 10 to 40 percent 










AVERAGE FYI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. Average of column D,. , 6 S3. ~ ,'5b'7 -i Io) 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. Total area of wetland·--· _f:_:5 __ acres. 
8-5 
SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD 
wetland name or code (!/;@;re WftT/ {{/,Jo/JO/ Olk) Total area ot wetland NI aifv 
County ~~~ Town .JdUidt!z,. {!,/ Date q/,;.o/q / lnvest~ato;.J = = J/A (@m/J~ &/nd t/tdJ~tq 
Functional 
Value 
1. Ecological Integrity 











Wetland Value Units 
BxC 
3. Finfish Habitat: _.L Lf. PartA-R~e~aoo&raams ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~/~_/_,_/~~~~ 
Part B - Pooos aoo Lakes 
4. Educational Potential 
5. VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
8. Grouoo Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
1 O. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
i 2. Urban Quality of Life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
D: VisuaVAesthetic: Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Histoncal Site PotentiaJ 
14. Noteworthiness 
8 - 1 
2 19 
fi o(J/}}M oil !(ff etYP1r R~dd) 
~EEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
·Zoning map 
· scs soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc .) 
• Ruler or scale 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having 
very poorly drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map) . Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
R-fO 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the water-
course, pond, or lake associ-
ated with the wetland. 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within 
500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres) . 
5. Percent of original wetland 
tilled. 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a buffer of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width . 









More than 50 percent 
From 25 to 50 percent 
Less than 25 percent 
a. Agnculture , forestry , or 
similar open space 
zoning ~Aural residential 
c. CommerciaVindustrial, 







(;}High: Minimal pollution. 1.0 
l7 Actual water quality 
meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu- 0.5 
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 1.0 
10 acres (<0.10) 
b. From 1 bldg: 1 o acres to 0.5 
1 bldg: 2 acres (0. 1 O· 
CJ0.50) V More than 1 bldg : 0.1 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
;;)Less than 10 percent 1.0 ~ From 10 to 50 percent 0.5 
c . More than 50 percent O 1 
;,..., More than 80 percent 1. O 
(o/ From 20 to 80 percent 0.5 
c. Less than 20 percent O 1 
7. Level of human activity 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi-
denced by litter, bike tra ils , 
roads , residences , etc . 
. 0 -L a. Low level : Few tra ils in 
v / (lf/.){ MJtJWJf t?-1 /rtlf n @-? use and/or sparse litter ~ b. Moderate level : Some 
1 0 
os 
Continued on next page ... 
B-2 
used trails , roads , etc . 
c. High level : Many tra ils . 
roads, etc. with in wet land 
0 1 






Ou est ions 
8 
Computations 







QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued) : 
8. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
danced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comm.Jnity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(lnciude areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosestrife). 
1 o. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
11 . Nurrber of public road and/or 
railroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland). 
12. Long-term stability. 
a. Low level: Few trails in use 
J. fJ11/jJ(,J i'ltl/!J ~~fat@: and/or sparse litter 
rJ v /A/?' b. Moderate level: Some trails, 
scattered residences, etc. 
c. High level: Many trails, 
roads, etc. within upland 
falLess than 1 O percent 
"1?.' From 1 Oto 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
( ;) Less than 1 O percent 
'-6: From 1 Oto 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
a. None 
(b.)one or fewer 
'¥. Two or more 
a. Wetland appears to be 
naturally occumng, not 
~impounded by dam or dike 
C/Wetland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam. 
road, fill, etc. 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL v ALUE 1 • Average of column D • I (J 7 6 . 
















1 1 ~ . C] 1 1 ..,. 1 11 Q1 1 • C '-''""""'""C . ------------------ (!,~u); ;fl / Wf!VT? {jnJ /?2 222 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and/or recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
·A method to calculate area (Dot grid , planimeter. etc .) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake, or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4. Wetland diversity. 
5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes and/or open water. 
Continued on next pag• ... 
8·4 
Functional Value 2 
WETLAND WILDLIFE HABITA 7 
D c 
Evaluation Functional Va !Lt 
Criteria Index 1Fl/ ll 
Average FYI from Functional Value 1 
a. More than 3 acres 
b. From 0.5 to 3 acres 
@Less than 0.5 acre 
FYI from Question V.1.3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
present 
~Two wetland classes present 







a. Emergent marsh and/or shallow 1.0 
open water 
N~rested and/or scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 
~rub-shrub saturated (bog) or o. 1 
wet meadow 
a. At least two wetland classes highly 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwori< quilt 
b. Moderate interspersion of wetland 
;:-)classes 
(..S!Low degree of interspersion. Each 
wetland class is more or less con-








,a.; a1 1a r.d ,'<d 1l •c ·-'"''-'"" · ------------------ O/Jts/Jirt fll#TP t11?m1 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
A 
Evaluation 
Ou est ions 
7. Wetland jux1aposition. 
a. Number of islands or inclu-
sions of upland within 
wetland. 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland). Travel 
lanes should be 50-100 
feet wide. 
10. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlle 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland, or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
B 
Computations 
or Actual Value 
Functional Value 2 2 2 3 








a. Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
by perennial stream or lake 
etland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake. OR other unconnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland n@ hydrologically 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 
a. Two or more 
b One 
@None 
@Free access along well 
vegetated stream corridor, 
woodland, or lakeshore 
b. Access partially blocked by 
roads, uroan areas, or 
other obs1ructions 
c. Access blocked by roads, 
uroan areas, or other obstruc-
tions 
r:luore than 40 percent YF~om 1 O to 40 percent 













AVERAGE FYI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 •Average of column D • , t./ltrf. (!.(; 7 0 ~/OJ 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. Total area of wetland.--+---- acres. 
B-5 
Wetland narr.e or code 
Functional 
Value 
1. Ecological Integrity 





Size of Evaluation 
Area (Acres) 
0 
Wetland Value Unt1s 
BxC 
3. Finfish Habitat: / PartA·R~e~aoo&reams ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~~~6~·~~~~~~ 
Part B - Pooos aoo Lakes 
4. Educational Potential 
5. Visual/Aesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
a. Grouoo Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
1 O. Nutrient Attenuation 
11. Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
12. Urban Quality of Life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
O: Visual/Aesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
B • 1 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
· Zoning ma~ 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc.) 
• Ruler or scale 
• Map wheel (Optional) 
/(~jo-Joo11 .4t1;Jnl: 















QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having 
very poorly drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map) . Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
Pm~ 
~&an~ 
f t5 fJJ {!Id .U1daftnd.I-
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
MMore than 50 percent ~From 25 to 50 percent 
c. Less than 25 percent 
a. Agriculture, forestry , or 
similar open space 
zoning 
b. Rural residential 
D.:ommerciaVindustrial , 







3. Water quality of the water· 11 J} . '; /" (.~igh : Minimal pollution. 1.0 course, pond, or lake associ- rtJJ/,ld/J ~ !CJ Lv u J Actual water quality 
ated with the wetland. ..... 'P · _ d. L, ~.., /I .. ,1 _,Ir meets or exceeds Class A 
/YU/~ . IV!} . ? b. Medium: Moderatepollu- 0.5 A/11.I-; · fl;::J;. I  fffeafLJff~ ~at/lf...J or B standards w~ i . tion. Aciual water quality I 
is below Class B stan-
4. Ratio of the number of 
N ;1 /Jwf tf1!Js : 3. t tL6 occupied buildings within 
500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres). 
5. Percent of original wetland /171 J .fl tLe filled. 
6. Percent of wetland edge {1/)vl~ p ~ ~ : bt11dfftel bordered by a buffer of 
woodland or idle land at least !-ii tiuuilttl 1 ra/UI) q, ~ 500 feet in width . 
7. Level of human aciivity A~djf: 4f Mi. Y.2 ~ 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi- btrr dtrtl/ bq 6//W n U 117. 
denced by lit1er, bike trails, 
roads , residences, etc. 
Continued on n•xt pag• ... 
B-2 
dards 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 
10 acres (<0.10) 
b. From 1 bldg: 1 O acres to 
1 bldg: 2 acres (0. 10-
0.50) 
Qore than 1 bldg: 
2 acres (>0.5) 
a. Less than 1 O percent 
t>:om 10 to 50 percent 
ore than 50 percent 
a. More than 80 percent 
b. From 20 to 80 percent c:J Less than 20 percent 
@.ow level: Few trails in 
use and/or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level: Some 
used trails, roads, etc. 
c. High level: Many trails, 
































Index (FV I) 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued) : 
a. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
danced by litter. bike trails, 
roads. residences, etc. 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comm.mity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosestrife). 
1 o. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
flwl~ ru ! dt/1,e,1<1) 
I (Ul tilt 1I1 tu1 pa 
a. Low level: Few trails in use 1.0 
and/or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level: Some trails. 0.5 
scattered residences, etc. /c\ High level: Many trails, 0.1 U roads, etc. within upland 
(~Less than 1 O percent 1 . O 
'--?.'From 10 to 50 percent 0.5 
c. More than 50 percent O. 1 
~Less than 1 O percent ~From 1 O to 50 percent 




11 . Nurrber of public road and/or /JO fO tJ. d r / £1_ 1 S ..;/ztlf a None 
ra ilroad crossings per 500 {U )/J ;..fJ11,~ 1 / ,' ,.,,.../~fl..WlJ-: ~ne or fewer 1 .0 0.5 
0.1 feet of wetland (measured 'U /J.M ~ W tu~ , ~, /J , t.1h\ \ c. Two or more 
along long axis of wetland). O'/ll~tf/./iJ tbjlfJ ll' 7tu.. pnt11t/ ,/ 
i 2. Long-term stability. a. Wetland appears to be 
naturally occurring, not 
impounded by dam or dike 
b. Wetland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam. 
road, fill , etc. 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 •Average of column D. '5fR!J_ (p. 75 --:- /J-




•tC: \1 Q l 1'- . 1Q.1 1 1C: ....,-..J~t: . ------------------ /(c Otr/f fl I 41 r{Jorf' 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map ardlor recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc.) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
1 
2. /J L {). .,, v-
lake, or pond associated with the rt/l (j{l!J/J._{}k., ruJ'u 
wetland. 1 
4. Wetland diversity. 
5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes anG'or open water. 
Continued on next page .•• 
B-4 
227 
Functional Value 2 







Average FYI from Functional Value 1 
~ore than 3 acres 
cv:rom 0.5 to 3 acres 
c. Less than 0.5 acre 
FYI from Question V.1.3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
present Q Two wetland classes present 







(!)emergent marsh anG'or shallow 1.0 
open water 
b. Forested and/or scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 
c. Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or 0.1 
wet meadow 
QAt least two wetland classes highly 1 o 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwork quilt 
b. Moderate interspersion of wetland O 5 
classes 
c. Low degree of interspersion. Each 0.1 
wetland class is more or less con-
tiguous and separate from the other 
classes 
,,,'e t iJ GCl ~di 11 0:: . '-""-'o::. ---------------- -
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
iltbtrf5t7l 41/ptY!:--
F'unctional Value 2 22 s 












or Actual Value Index (FVI) 
7. Wetland jux1aposition. {!) Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
by perennial stream or lake 
b. Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologically 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 
8. Number of islands or inclu- ;d/!ltl.lt mtlJJ--)~ 
~~~=~·upland within /(.{ !t/J;Jx/ a/ fl) (J/u ( (k 
f:") Two or more 
'?.One 
c. None {J!),dl -i fJ fff lt!Va/lti?l ?) . 
0ree access along well 9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (over1and) . Travel 
lanes should be 50-100 
feet wide. 
1 O. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlife 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland, or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
t1)lt, frarei /fUl£ ;J _/.fl.A vegetated stream corridor, 
,J ,,_j v--· J woodland, or lakeshore 
{J)t/1 (Uel 4Jrtfi./11 . . r \ b. Access partially blocked by {!ttrldJ-r { atA!tlLf;/71 $~ roads, urtJan areas, or 
other obstructions 
c. Access blocked by roads, 
urtJan areas, or other obstruc-
tions 
A More than 40 percent 
(.!V From 1 O to 40 percent 
c. Less than 1 O percent 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. Average of column o. / fO b . ( f .O(R.3 .' I 0 














411116 <iJ;ruh / 
-t/il'"inliJLr 22 9 
SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD !.£/' t- -
w etland name or code Ro/Je;10W /7iJ7JJ55() {04f!/m/) Total area of wetland /L--i6"tttrt5 
County c/la;tfirf./ ' Town I OJJ.Jo ville; e;( Date/~~ I rp_, 
1nvest 1gato~s1 0/{!1!.. tl~~m/Je1 Uar!d 6ht/se!mf 
A e c o 
Functional FVI From Size of Evaluation Wetland Value Units 
Value Data Sheets Area (Acres) e x c 
1. Ecological lntegrrty 
,71/ 
2. Wildlife Habitat ,J.~34 
3. Finfish Habitat: / ~ .J-/1 / , / /1 
Part A - Rivers and Streams ________________ ._TO..._._! l"'""W-.'#---~~·.....:1_TV,___ _ 
Part B - Ponds and Lakes 
4. Educational Potential 
5. VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
8. Ground Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
1 O. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
i 2. Urban Quality of Life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
D: VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
B • 1 
( ofl W;n;);q;p-j) ~) NEEDED FOin-HIS EVALUATION: 
·Zoning ma~ 
;(clx rr#fl I J;r11tzt--_1f{ &? ;1; 
Functional Value 1 · 230 
ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc.) 
• Ruler or scale /'i;:- h 













QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having ~ More than 50 percent 1.0 
very poorly drained soils or From 25 to 50 percent 0.5 
Hydric A soils and/or open c. Less than 25 percent 0.1 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of }j,tEJUil ffltcjfJl/ll!~ t µ~/, a. Agricunure. lorestry, or 1.0 
wetland (see town zoning I ;J tittdr?.1.1 {J J,5/f)t/eei, . ~u V: s1m~1ar open space 
map). Use current land use if p;zm;l/tUld UU/ Id /W/U'.- ~~~~esiclential dit!erenffrom wliaf 1s zoned. 0.5 
rtpd,t/Jlt ILL . CommerciaVindustrial, 0.1 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
high density residential 
3. Water quality of the water- w11wwlfnh~ ofliu t)igh: Minimal pollution. 1.0 course, pond, or lake associ- ctual water quality 
ated with the wetland. Rf ta/J/lt/6 R/ ~. meets or exceeds Class A or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu- 0.5 
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
4. Ratio of the number of 
,,/ /ltfW// : 4. !) ~ a. Less than 1 bldg: 1.0 l occupied buildings within 10 acres (<0.10) 
500 feet of the wetland edge b. From 1 bldg: 1 O acres to 0.5 I to the total area of the 1 bldg: 2 acres (0.10-
wetland (acres). GO.SO) 
More than 1 bldg: 0.1 . I 2 acres (>0.5) 
5. Percent of original wetland $.Less than 1 O percent 1.0 ~ filled. From 10 to 50 percent 0.5 c . More than 50 percent 0.1 
6. Percent of wetland edge @ More than 80 percent 1.0 
' 
bordered by a buffer of From 20 to 80 percent 0.5 
woodland or idle land at least c. Less than 20 percent 0.1 
500 feet in width. 
7. Level of human activity Qow level : Few trails in 1.0 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi- use and/or sparse litter 
denced by lit1er, bike trails, b. Moderate level : Some o.5 
roads, residences, etc. used trails. roads, etc. 
c. High level: Many trails, 0.1 









or Actual Value 
Functional Value 1 






Functional Va l 
Index (FV I) 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued) : 
a. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comrrunity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosestrife). 
1 o. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
11 . Nurrt>er of public road and/or 
ra ilroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland). 
12. Long-term stability. 
@; a. Low level: Few trails in use __...;> and/or sparse litter b. Moderate level: Some trails, 
scattered residences, etc. 
c. High level: Many trails, 
roads, etc. within upland 
{Y Less than 1 O percent 
b. From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
!:)Less than 1 O percent ~From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
}\None 
~ One or fewer 
c. Two or more 
~etland appears to be Vn~turally occurring, not 
impounded by dam or dike 
b. Wetland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam, 
road, fill, etc. 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 • Average of column 0 • / 11 J. 9. 35 + /£) 
















.. " .. " · ·.... • "" .. = '"""' "' "' · ------------ - ;(c/;u IS n ;jfr!-r11a j s 0 {!fl;, ?tY1 
232 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and/or recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
• A method to caleulate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc.) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake, or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
Functional Value 2 





Functional Va lL 
Index (FV ll 
Average FYI from Functional Value 1 
,J"-More than 3 acres 
c_vFrom 0.5 to 3 acres 
c. Less than 0.5 acre 




4. Wetland diversity. . Of j 55 / FO 
(j VI Xl Im td(t/ fl IM 
cJl~ //Jj . 
~l a. Three or more wetland classes 
~) present 




5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes ancl'or open water. 
Continued on next page .•• 
8-4 
c. One wetland class present 
a. Emergent marsh ancl'or shallow 1.0 
open water 
(§)Forested ancl'or scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 
c. Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or 0.1 
wet meadow 
{;)At least two wetland classes highly 1 .o 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
patchwor1< quilt 
b. Moderate interspersion of wetland 0.5 
classes 
c. Low degree of interspersion. Each O .1 
wetland class is more or less con-
tiguous and separate from the other 
classes 
.va1 1ano r.d" '"' ~c . ------------/(r0_11/sf} 7 /fi'rll!l55j (JfiJ/l{) 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: FUnctional Value 2 233 




Ou est ions 
1. Wetland juxtaposition. 
a. Number of islands or inclu-
sions of upland within 
wetland. 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland). Travel 
lanes shou Id be 50-100 
feet wide. 
1 O. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlle 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland, or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
B 
Computations 







Q Wetland co.nn.ecied to other 1 .0 
wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
by perennial stream or lake 
b. Wetland connecied to other 0.5 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologically 0.1 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 






{j) Free access along well 1 .0 
vegetated stream corridor. 
woodland, or lakeshore 
b. Access partially blocked by 0.5 
roads, urban areas, or 
other obstructions 
c. Access blocked by roads. O. 1 
urban areas. or other obstruc-
tions 
G)More than 40 percent 1 O 
b. From 1 Oto 40 percent 0.5 
c. Less than 10 percent O. 1 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 • Average of column 0 .. / 7fej . 1, ft)_ 9 -f / 0 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. Total area of wetland. ~ 5 acres. 
8-5 
£f!Jt/?;t1Jr I &r~dJ 234 4-ll/U/J ti yl/7 tfn 
SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD 
Wetland name or code CT Dur - @ti.It 1 Total area of wetland d· I tl..ffffe:I 
County f:tuYl!tJe/ Town /1/flWtl.tt er Date Ar!Jl?ff 14 ,19 7 I 
1r,estigator(sJ Lf'ftlAL flt)/ MZJz/;~ i2t:Wc/ !lt!JJeh~ 
Functional 
Value 
1. Ecological Integrity 










Wetland Value Untts 
BxC 
/. 11/t 
3. Finfish Habitat: t!l I 21' 
Part A · R~e~aooStreams ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~-~~~~~~ 
Part B • Pooos aoo Lal<es 
4. Educational Potential 
5. VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
8. Grouoo Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
1 O. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
1 2. Urban Quality of Life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C : Educational Opportunity 
0: VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
B • 1 
CT k t C. 7 
Functional Value 1 23 5 NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY 
·Zoning ma~ 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc .) 
• Ruler or scale 













QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
i . Percent of wetland having 
very poorly drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map). Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
a. More than 50 percent }1-, From 25 to 50 percent 
l:)Less than 25 percent 
a. Agriculture, forestry, or 
similar open space 
(~zoning 
~ Rural residential 
c. CommerciaVindustrial, 
high density residential 
3. Water quality of the water- . _ j ,'('I / n-it/'/ f 11 IJUf//r#hJ1 QHigh: Minimal pol~ution . 
course, pond, or lake associ- J fl UU ui f.;1/ U I t.u fl • Actual water quality 
ated with the wetland. ~~(!1- //Jlt/77J/ "eJ7 (//l/?fl/Ltd meets or exceeds Class A 
· vt-A ,,../J 11 JY1 or B standards 
. -11 . , /V4 {<.ft-I 1/ . ;, / /} ,,-/ 1 Jt-.rt b. Medium: Moderate pollu-
. n - Vfl/,J ~r /.ljj/ // J ~ !'tf' aJ~ ( :U ~ ~1/1 tion. Actual water quality u.1 IY tl1)Ult{!,, /e;"r ti/' bur r1'l/!.Jl, 0/'V 1 v<-tl£YU is below Class B stan-
()fl /2/t fYlJ!J/f!ltd H if- . dards 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within 
500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres) . 
5. Percent of original wetland 
filled. 
6. Percent of wetland edge~ ri· {;11/t Ottl/).U ff f-0 / ,d_, -
bordered by a butter of /X Ld ~/JI~ 'Ii ) () (!1.. e/i-ff--r £ 
woodland or die land at least ~}P/ /7l~. 7!/lreA-.1/J ! It!/-
500 feet in Width. a.it!t1<11brf 11 /))/ /d)/P6 
7. Level of human activity 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi-
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
Continued on next page ..• 
B-2 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 
10 acres (<0.10) 
@From 1 bldg: 1 o acres to 
1 bldg: 2 acres (0. i O· 
0.50) 
c. More than 1 bldg: 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
a. Less than i O percent 
b. From 1 O to 50 percent 
[)Aore than 50 percent 
a. More than 80 percent 
b. From 20 to 80 percent {!) Less than 20 percent 
{!)Low level : Few trails in 
use andlor sparse litter 
b. Moderate level : Some 
used trails, roads, etc. 
c. High level: Many trails, 































or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued): 
a. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
danced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comrrunity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosestrife). 
1 o. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
11 . Nun"'ber of public road and/or 
railroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland) . 
12. Long-term stability. 









Index (FV I) 
a. Low level : Few trails in use 
and/or sparse litter 
b. MOderate level : Some trails . 
scattered residences, etc. 
@High level : Many trails. 
roads, etc. within upland 
(;;) Less than 1 o percent 
'--6. From 10 to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
(~Less than 10 percent ?. From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
j.:..,_None 
~One or fewer 
c. Two or more 
a. Wetland appears to be 
naturally occurring, not 
~impounded by dam or dike 
LV Wetland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam. 















AVERAGE FYI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 • Average of column D • • S jj • cj :--· i8I! J J-) 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 •Total area of wetland. __ J_._/ ___ acres. 
B-3 
, , :;; . .:l • . ...... ~ a11 • C' .....,....,\...l e . ------------------ 2 37 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and/or recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc.) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1 . Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) inciuding streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake, or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4. Wetland diversity. 
5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes and/or open water. 
Functional Value 2 
WETLAND WILDLIFE HABITA , 
D c 
Evaluation Fune1ional Va·:.. 
Criteria 
Average FYI from Functional Value 1 
More than 3 acres 
om 0.5 to 3 acres 
ess than 0.5 acre 
FYI from Question V.1.3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
present ~Two wetland classes present 
c. One wetland class present 








Ci) Emergent marsh and/or shallow 1 . O 
open water 
b. Forested and/or scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 
c. Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or 0.1 
wet meadow 
a. At least two wetland classes highly 1.0 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
. ~atchwork quilt 
,du,, 7'Jl/lp {dlleJ I b. oderate interspersion of wetland o 5 
Vt()tJtlllr/f) ~HJ c. ~:s~~ree of interspersion. Each 0.1 
vi wetland class is more or less con-
tiguous and separate from the other 
classes 
Continued on next psg• ..• 
B-4 
•• .. auar .J .... . ~ t " C' ..._....._.._c . -----------------
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
Cf/&-e_ 7 
Functional Value 2 





Ou est ions 
B 
Computations 







7. wetland juxtaposition. a. Wetland connected to other 
wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
~~ perennial stream or lake 
/ / J /Ji/A//, ,./ ,,( m7 Ml/Jt),d//f ~etland conn_ected to other [/V-if!lu? (,,VJ {II v /I' wetlands Within a 1 to 3 mile 
.A' :rl "l /VU / i /Jr/ 11 Jl/JA.Jh.J. radius by perennial stream or ~Uk Cfa//,V ~ ..._.,U lake, OR otherunconnect~d Wtl/M tl(!,,e,Udj ;pat/_ tLiL C&"lJ!Jeded ~etl_ands ~re present within a 
\./ 1 ,. & . . 1 mile radius t/0 111.iJ t'llt- /I/) I 114 c. Wetland not hydrologically 
_/ connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 
a. Number of islands or inclu-
sions of upland within 
wetland. 









9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland). Travel fo (!/rte/ at/J? & 4-f a. Free access along well 1.0 
lanes should be 50-100 Ot/JJIJ/j,/.dij )t; oJi!IJ--r-
feet wide. /J ' /t(ilif-1 · 
10. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlh 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland, or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
vegetated stream corridor, 
woodland, or lakeshore 
b. Access partially blocked by 0.5 
roads, urt:>an areas, or 
other obstructions ?~ccess blocked by roads, 0.1 
Vu°man areas, or other obstruc-
tions 
a. More than 40 percent 1 .o 
b. From 10 to 40 percent 0.5 
0Less than 10 percent 0.1 
AVERAGE FYI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. Average of column 0. I §13 S,78 3 ..::10 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. Total area of wetland. _..3 __ 1____ acres. 
B-5 
pt/ /55 239 
SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD 
Wetland name or code (l[ /)? ~ &t 1 @;m I s1!0) Total area of wetland :1 i dtl"td 
County E/Vdltlr:( Town J;YA5fii Date 7d/~c ?'t( /9'1 / 
lnvestigator(S) t.f/::lf!J tio/UJJJ~~ 
Functlonal 
Value 
1. Ecological lnt~rity 









Wetland Value Units 
BxC 
3. Finfish Habitat: J... PartA·R~e~aoo&raams ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+~~~~~~-~~~·~~~~~~~ 
Part B - Pooos aoo Lakes 
4. Educational Potential 
5. VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
8. Grouoo Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
10. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
12. Urban Quality of Life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
D: VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
B • 1 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
·Zoning ma~ 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
·A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc.) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having 
very poorly drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map) . Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the water-
course, pond, or lake associ-
ated with the wetland. 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within 
500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres) . 
5. Percent of original wetland 
tilled. 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a butter of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width . 
7. Level of human activity 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi-
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads , residences , etc. 
Continued on next page ... 
B-2 
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e. More than 50 percent 1 0 
From 25 to 50 percent 0.5 
c. Less than 25 percent 0. 1 
a. Agriculture, forestry, or , .0 
similar open space 
~zoning 
Rural residential 0.5 
CommerciaVindustrial , 0.1 
high density residential 
GHigh: Minimal pollution. , .0 
Actual water quality 
meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu- 0.5 
tion . Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 1 .0 
10 acres (<0 .10) 
b. From 1 bldg: 1 O acres to 0.5 
1 bldg: 2 acres (0. 10-
0.50) 
@More than 1 bldg : o. 1 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
G. Less than 1 O percent 1.0 
From 1 O to 50 percent 0.5 
c . More than 50 percent 0.1 
@) More than 80 percent 1.0 
From 20 to 80 percent 0.5 
c . Less than 20 percent 0 1 
{j) Low level : Few trails in 1 0 
~use and/or sparse litter 
Moderate level : Some 0 5 
used trails , roads. etc . 
c . High level: Many tra ils. 0 1 
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B 
Computations 









QUESTIONS TO ANS'NER IN THE FIELD (continued) : 
/ J I'\ ad Ii 1 /l ,,//fl A ~ A.j a. Low level: Few_ trails in use a. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
danced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences, etc. 
/W l/W(~~- J and/or sparse litter 
vUviflf Mi/auv ld.L @Moderate level: Some trails , 
/It/ti iiHt.Jmrj scattered residences, etc. 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comrrunity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(lnciude areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosestrife). 
1 o. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
11 . Number of public road and/or 
railroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland). 
12. Long-term stability. 
J c. High level: Many trails, 
flrIJJt er!M 
roads, etc. within upland 
a. Less than 1 O percent 
~From 10 to 50 percent 
(;)More than 50 percent 
MLess than 1 O percent 4?.' From 1 O to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
~None 
C:JOne or fewer 
c. Two or more 
/:"\Wetland appears to be 
V naturally occurring, not 
impounded by dam or dike 
b. Wetland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam, 
road, fill, etc. 
AVERAGE FYI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 • Average of column D • 1 (.ef3 f. 1_ ·J· / 2.) 
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NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and/or recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
·A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter. etc .) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including S1reams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake, or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4. Wetland diversity. 
5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes and/or open water. 
Continued on next page .•• 
B-4 
Functional Value 2 





Criteria Index rFV: 
Average FVI from Functional Value 1 
a. More than 3 acres 
b. From 0.5 to 3 acres e Less than 0.5 acre 
FVI from Question V.1 .3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
present @ Two wetland classes present 







a. Emergent marsh and/or shallow 1.0 
open water {i) ForeS1ed and/or scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 
c . Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or O. i 
wet meadow 
a. At least two wetland classes highly 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered with in wetland like a 
patchwork quilt 
b. Moderate interspersion of wetland 
;:-},classes 
\5/~ow degree of interspersion. Each 
wetland class is more or less con-
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1. Wetland juxtaposition. 
s. Number of islands or inclu-
sions of upland within 
wetland. 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland) . Travel 
lanes should be 50-100 
feet wide. 
1 O. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlle 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland. or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
B 
Computations 
or Actual Value 
Functional Value 2 








(i) Wetland connected to other 1.0 
wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
by perennial stream or lake 
b. Wetland connected to other 0.5 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologically 0.1 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 
a. Two or more 1.0 
b. One 0.5 0 None 0.1 
a. Free access along well 1.0 
vegetated stream corridor, 
woodland, or lakeshore 
@)Access partially blocked by 0.5 
roadS, urban areas, or 
other obstructions 
c. Access blocked by roads. 0.1 
uroan areas, or other obstruc-
tions 
A More than 40 percent 1 . O 
lo/ From 1 Oto 40 percent 0.5 
c. Less than 1 O percent O .1 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2 • Average of column 0 • , J./ ~ f ~ , 1 cf j -;. f 0 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. TotaJ area of wetland. 3 acres. 
B-5 
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SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD 
r t:5 /vr µ_r107; 
Welland name or code l ('tl!iflJ~ Total area ot wetland . It S tlt'./14 
County M@ flV@ Tow= === Date 4gruf L? ! 991 
lnvestigato~s) LfJJjjJ f/j /r!nr;/J C, Oll.fld._ f!tdst/J9 
Function al 
Value 
1 . Ecological Integrity 





Size of Evaluation 
Area (Acres) 
D 
Wetland Value Untts 
BxC 
.JOI 
3. Finfish Habitat: hfa/ 4. PartA·R~e~aoo&raams~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'&~~~~~~ 
Part B • Pooos aoo Lakes 
4. Educational Potential 
5. VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
a. Grouoo Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
1 O. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
12. Urban Quality of Life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
D: VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
B • 1 
Jldlffh/Jt))3 J111rt1 &A/vv24s 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
·Zoning map 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc.) 
• Ruler or scale 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having 
very poorly drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map). Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
R./JJ AIJ / (} 01 !Vn . 
it IJM~(t!1~f !J;1)vw 
fJLE -/JWU!Ukf 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the water-
course, pond, or lake associ-
ated with the wetland. 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within .-V q 
500 feet of the wetland edge /tlt 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres). 
5. Percent of original wetland 
filled. 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a buffer of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width . 
H//ttf, /.I a6 
7. Level of human activity ,1 / /.J.. f; / J1d , /,/ 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi0fl:,J/ II 1 VJ U - /~/;J (l tJ;a..._,,-
denced b~ litter. bike trails. rUAfte/ (Ja)/l ..;- b~rt)S 
roads , residences, etc. 
Continued on next page ... 
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~ore than 50 percent YF~m 25 to 50 percent 
c. Less than 25 percent 
a. Agriculture, forestry, or 




high density residential 
@:iigh: Minimal pollution. 
Actual water quality 
meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu-
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 
10 acres (<0.10) 
b. From 1 bldg: 1 O acres to 
1 bldg: 2 acres (0. 1 o-
G 0.50) More than 1 bldg : 2 acres (>0 .5) 
a. Less than 1 O percent A From 10 to 50 percent 
(5.)More than 50 percent 
a. More than 80 percent 
b. From 20 to 80 percent 


















{j)Low level : Few trails in 1 0 
use and/or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level : Some O 5 
used trails, roads. etc. 
c. High level : Many trails, O 1 
roads, etc. within wetland 






Ou est ions 
B 
Computations 







QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued) : 
a. Level of human activity IN 
UPLAND within 500 feet of 
the wetland edge as evi 
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads, residences. etc. 
a. Low level: Few trails in use 1.0 
and/or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level : Some trails, 0.5 
scattered residences. etc. ~igh level: Many trails, 0.1 
roads, etc. within upland 
9. Percent of wetland plant . JJ.. / Ii 1 1 >rl /;;;)) 
1
a. Less than 1 O percent 
comrrunity presently being 1/:~' ~(j}1() rrf.h vjJ ///Jlv ~b. From 10 to 50 percent 
altered by mowing, grazing, · f/t.t llJt:l//l.lld c. More than 50 percent 
farming, or other activity. / 
(Include areas now dominated /}} 'of; Y/Lt ~µ:/-U/J t£lt/fMtief 
:,:~":~ttos or purple /!tt1! 'ef ;JIJ!!f f//!lu ti!MVfltll/I) 
10. Percent of wetland actively _.£,, ~ "Y1 Ii /J /1 ni /A ~, , / /./-~"@h ~ess than 1 O percent 
being drained for agriculture 7().,/ I I I ~/ r-w .u,,f v "J b. From 10 to 50 percent 
or other purposes. (/ /tl/ ()I!} l.f !J l et/tdfA.T c. More than 50 percent 
11. Number of public road and/or ~ A d ·'A a. None 
railroad crossings per 500 . . ff)~ ~tu.L,/~ 111 ~Ona or fewer feet of wetla~ (measured 'tltl/Jr .;.,-pt/./~ ~Two or more 
along long axis of wetland). · 
12. Long-term stability. ~etland appears to be 
£,, . J. ti A naturally occurring, not { ;,/' /1 ))/J/ tl./l tu/ ~ impounded by dam or dike 
d 4 . d 1 1 b. Wetland appears to be fJt) /1 1/7 +-j)}fltu,/ {).,/ tC/lJtf/4,; somewhat dependent on 
~; /:J;r~:;/%/!/{!Jj11/jj!Jd:i~~ by dam. {U/2#~ '/7)7/J~Ul/dl!lf ~ /j)tfiild 
Mt/ t/.JitVi11 ~I 
AVERAGE FYI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 •Average of column 0 • 1 ~.25_ (.P .3 -:-'!;;} 
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NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: Functional Value 2 
WETLAND WILDLIFE HABITA . 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and/or recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
·A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc.) 










Funct ional Valu 
Index (FVI\ 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse, 
lake. or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4. Wetland diversity. 
Average FYI from Functional Value 1 
}..., More than 3 acres 
(!Y From 0.5 to 3 acres 
c. Less than 0.5 acre 
FYI from Question V .1 .3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
present 
/b.'JTwo wetland classes present 







5. Dominant wetland class. a. Emergent marsh and/or shallow 1.0 
open water (§) Forested and/or scrub-shrub wetland 0.5 
c. Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or 0.1 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes and/or open water. 
wet meadow 
a. At least two wetland classes highly 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
. patchwor1< quilt 
4f}U /XI >V~2 f!..AMiJ!C/ ~ b. Moderate interspersion of wetland 
~1 J,, ,, lil !U<f~ ~~ classes T f{...(/ ,,,,,J · . c. Low degree of interspersion. Each 
. wetland class is more or less con· ;OflJd Cl-- W '(/j/dfqu4 tiguous and separate from the other v ' classes 
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7. wetland juxtaposition. 
a. Number of islands or inclu· 
sions of upland within 
wetland. 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland) . Travel 
lanes should be 50-100 
feet wide. 
10. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlife 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland, or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
B 
Computations 







@wetland co.nn.ected to. other 1.0 
wetlands within a 1 mrle radius 
by perennial stream or lake 
b. Wetland connected to other 0.5 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologically 0.1 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 
a. Two or more 




1 0 a. Free access along well 
xi/re ~UAJ/tf/ vegetated stream corridor. 
ff. woodland, or lakeshore ~W -~ lljJ~ l1l~p.b. Access part1a11y blocked by roads, urban areas. or 
other obstructions 
£\Access blocked by roads, 
Durnan areas, or other obstruc· 
tions 
a. More than 40 percent 
Nrom 1 O to 40 percent 






AVERAGE FYI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. Average of column D .. • 'f{,j . 'JI, 625 f-/0 
EVALUATION AREA FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. Total area of wetland. __ ,-"(;'"-j ___ acres. 
B-5 
£A-i/55 
SUMMARY SHEET FOR THE N.H. METHOD 
Welland name or code \ fJJllf/J~ Jltlf't/ !!Ir {tro;zz;,;}rotal area ot wetland ""/./. j -/lf!./µ 
county /l/@sh/mlJ Town ~01!;:/j Date/&pm;/#~f? l 'l/1 




1. Ecological lntegrtty 









Wetland Value Units 
BxC 
3. Finfish Habitat: ..h ff J / PartA·R~e~aoo&reams~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~--·-Z_i_~~~~ 
Part B - Pooos aoo Lakes 
4. Educational Potential 
5. VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
6. Water Based Recreation 
7. Flood Control Potential 
8. Grouoo Water Use Potential 
9. Sediment Trapping 
10. Nutrient Attenuation 
11 . Shoreline Anchoring and 
Dissipation of Erosive Forces 
i 2. Urban Quality of Life 
B: Wildlife Habitat 
C: Educational Opportunity 
D: VisuaVAesthetic Quality 
E: Water Based Recreation 
13. Historical Site Potential 
14. Noteworthiness 
B - 1 
249 
t][)tt/fJ~ 71anJ (!mrtt -fcJ!'l1!zl) 
25 0 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: 
·Zoning map 
• SCS soils map 
• N.H. Water Quality Report to Congress 305(b) 
• USGS topographic map or recent aerial photograph 
• A method to calculate area (Dot grid , planimeter, etc.) 
• Ruler or scale / / 1 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Percent of wetland having 
very poorly drained soils or 
Hydric A soils and/or open 
water. 
2. Dominant land use zoning of 
wetland (see town zoning 
map). Use current land use if 
different from what is zoned. 
Af 8) A-tf f}SC ~~~(1Jll1~1 U'#.;J" SP1! r.; 
82£- bUd!Mld 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the water-
course, pond, or lake associ-
ated with the wetland. 
4. Ratio of the number of 
occupied buildings within 
500 feet of the wetland edge 
to the total area of the 
wetland (acres). 
5. Percent of original wetland 
filled. 
6. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by a butter of 
woodland or idle land at least 
500 feet in width. 
7. Level of human activity 
WITHIN WETLAND as evi-
denced by litter, bike trails, 
roads , residences. etc . 
Continued on next page ... 
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(;J More than 50 percent ~ From 25 to 50 percent 
c. Less than 25 percent 
a. Agriculture , forestry , or 




high density residential 
(}) High : Minimal pollution. 
Actual water quality 
meets or exceeds Class A 
or B standards 
b. Medium: Moderate pollu-
tion. Actual water quality 
is below Class B stan-
dards 
a. Less than 1 bldg: 
10 acres (<0 .10) 
b. From 1 bldg: 1 O acres to 
1 bldg: 2 acres (0 .1 O-
r:l 0.50) 
(,;;More than 1 bldg: 
2 acres (>0 .5) 
f;J Less than 1 O percent 
'o:' From 1 O to 50 percent 
c . More than 50 percent 
A More than 80 percent 
(_!V From 20 to 80 percent 
c. Less than 20 percent 
/a) low level : Few trails in 
l-/ use and/or sparse litter 
b. Moderate level : Some 
used trails , roads. etc. 
c . High level : Many tra ils , 





















Functional Value 1 













Index (FV !) 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD (continued) : 
a. Level of human activity IN .~ ,...// ,1 J., ~- _£.,A, . ,1 AV?I A . ()ttMLow level: Few trails in use 
UPLAND within 500 feet of j I~' 7 v of ,J(IAl! I,~' 1, . and/or sparse litter 
the wetland.edge ~s evi. a; ,,;li//' ) ';J)dt/ ~ //,luft£/ b. Moderate lev~I: Some trails, 
denced by litter. bike trails, lffT. l I -... . scattered residences, etc. 
roads, residences, etc. btU1VS ol- !}?. tf) ,,. dj)jJUtl/) ~c. High level: Many trails, 
9. Percent of wetland plant 
comrrunity presently being 
altered by mowing, grazing, 
farming, or other activity. 
(Include areas now dominated 
by phragmites or purple 
loosestrife). 
i O. Percent of wetland actively 
being drained for agriculture 
or other purposes. 
ii . Nurrber of public road and/or 
railroad crossings per 500 
feet of wetland (measured 
along long axis of wetland). 
i 2. Long-term stability. 
MMf1 !1iad h ~; /'{M;J roads, etc. within upland 
fa.J Less than 1 O percent ~From 10 to 50 percent 
c. More than 50 percent 
f;;j Less than 1 O percent 
l."fi From 1 Oto 50 percent 
c . More than 50 percent 
A None 
l9) One or fewer 
c. Two or more 
~Wetland appears to be 
D naturally occurring, not 
impounded by dam or dike 
b. Wetland appears to be 
somewhat dependent on 
artificial diking by dam, 
road, fill, etc. 
AVERAGE FYI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 1 •Average of column D • • 71.5 . f. 1 -:- fr) 


















" '"' · •
0
"· C _ ... -..c . ---------~u ........ rt?lfll/J0u; /!W'll {!ll ~ {ifiJ/ 2s2 
NEEDED FOR THIS EVALUATION: Functl6nal Value 2 
• USGS topographic map 
• Land use map and/or recent aerial photographs 
• Ruler or scale 
·A method to calculate area (Dot grid, planimeter, etc.) 






or Actual Value 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE OFFICE: 
1. Ecological integrity. 
2. Area of shallow permanent 
open water (less than 6 feet 
deep) including streams 
in or adjacent to wetland. 
QUESTIONS TO ANSWER IN THE FIELD: 
3. Water quality of the watercourse. 
lake, or pond associated with the 
wetland. 
4. Wetland diversity. 
5. Dominant wetland class. 
6. Interspersion of vegetation 
classes and/or open water. 
Continued on next page ••• 
B-4 
WETLAND WILDLIFE HABITA . 
D c 
Evaluation Fundior.2· '/a!u 
Criteria Index =. :1 
Average FYI from Functional Value 1 
a. More than 3 acres 
b. From 0.5 to 3 acres e Less than 0.5 acre 
FYI from Question V.1.3 
a. Three or more wetland classes 
/l present 
~ Two wetland classes present 









a. Emergent marsh and/or shallow 1. o 
open water 
rb.J Forested and/or scrub-shrub wetland O. 5 
Y Scrub-shrub saturated (bog) or 0. i 
wet meadow 
a. At least two wetland classes highly 1 o 
interspersed. Areas of each class 
scattered within wetland like a 
/\Patchworl( quilt 
(_g.)Moderate interspersion of wetland 0.5 
classes 
c. Low degree of interspersion. Each O. i 
wetland class is more or less con-
tiguous and separate from the other 
classes 
s a1 1ari o "' d' ' 11:: '"''-"""' · ------------------.,..--t--i>td17/w11.; 1i?LYtl &;Jl iY (CEli1 
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7. wetland jux1aposition. 
a. Number of islands or inclu-
sions of upland within 
wetland. 
9. Wildlife access to other 
wetlands (overland). Travel 
lanes should be 50-100 
feet wide. 
10. Percent of wetland edge 
bordered by upland wildlife 
habitat (brush, woodland, 
active farmland, or idle land) 
at least 500 feet in width. 
B 
Computations 





Functional Valu e 
Index (FVI) 
la\ Wetland connected to other 1 . o 
V wetlands within a 1 mile radius 
by perennial stream or lake 
b. Wetland connected to other 0.5 
wetlands within a 1 to 3 mile 
radius by perennial stream or 
lake, OR other unconnected 
wetlands are present within a 
1 mile radius 
c. Wetland not hydrologically 0.1 
connected to other wetlands 
within 3 miles and no other 
unconnected wetlands within 1 
mile 
a. Two or more 1.0 
~One 0.5 
(_S/NOne 0.1 
@Free access along well 1.0 
vegetated stream corridor, 
woodland, or lakeshore 
b. Access partially blocked by 0.5 
roads, urban areas. or 
other obstructions 
c. Access blocked by roads. 0.1 
urban areas. or other obstruc-
tions 
~ore than 40 percent 1 .0 
b. From 10 to 40 percent 0.5 
c. Less than 1 o percent O .1 
AVERAGE FVI FOR FUNCTIONAL VALUE 2. Average of column 0. I (;4.3 (/ ,t.f J3 -:-10 




DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PERMIT 
Permittee Rhode ls land De pt . 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Permit No. Rl-P AWT-87- 0~/ 
of Transportati o n, J ames R. Capald i, State Office B11ilding, 
0290 3 
APPLICATION NUMB ER: 12-86-852 
Is.suingOffice Ne w England Division 
NOTE : The term "you" and its derivatives, as used in this permit, means the permittee or any future transferee. The term 
" this office" refers to the appropriate district or division office of the Corps of Engineers having jurisdiction over the permitted 
activity or the appropriate official of that office acting under the authority of the commanding officer. 
You are authorized to perform work in accordance with the terms and conditioru specified below. 
Project Description : 
place fill in waters and wetland in conjunction with the 
construction of the Woonsocket Industrial Highway, Route 99. 
The project involves the placement of fill material within 5 
freshwater wetland sites adjacent to the Crook Fall Brook 
totaling 7.2 acres. In addition, temporary fill will impact 0.2 
acres of wetland adjacent to the Blackstone River. Approx-
imately 141,200 cubic yards of fill will be placed within the 5 
wetland areas whereas, approximately 770 cubic yards of 
temporary fill will be placed below ordinary high water in order 
to facilitate bridge construction across the Blackstone River. 
In accordance 1.1ith the attached plans ent i tled "Woonsocket Industrial 
Highway/Route 99 at Cumberland, Lincoln, Woonsocket, Provid~nce County , State 
of Rhode Island" in 18 sheets dated 1/ 5/87 . 
Project Location : 
I n wetlands adjacent to Crook Fall Brook and the Blackstone River 
At Lincoln and Cumberland, Rhode Island 
Penni t Conditions : 
General Conditions : 
L The time limit for completing the work authorized ends on December 31 , 1990 . If you find that you need 
more t ime to complete the authorized activity, submit your request for a time extension to this office for coruideration at least 
one month before the above date is reached . 
2. You must maintain the activity authorized by this permit in good condition and in conformance with the terms and condi· 
tions of this permit. You are not relieved of this requirement if you abandon the permitted activity, althoul(h you may make 
a l(OOd faith transfer to a third party in compliance with Gt!neral Condition 4 below. Should you wish to ceue to maintain 
the authorized activity or should you desire to abandon it without a l(ood faith transfer, you must obtain a modification of 
this permit from this office, which may require restoration of the area. 
3. IC you discover any previo~ly unknown historic or archeological remains while accomplishinl( the activity authorized by 
this permit, you must immediately notify this office of what you have found . We will initiate the Federal and state coordina· 
tion required to determine if the remains warrant a recovery effort or if the site is elil(ible for listing in the National Reiister 
of Historic Places. 
ENG FORM 1721, Nov 86 EDITION OF SEP 82 IS OBSOLETE. (33 CFR 325 (Appendix AJJ 
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4. If you sell the property asoociated with this permit, you must obtain the signature of the new owner in the space prov ided 
and forward a copy of the permit to this office to validate the transfer of this authorization . 
5. If a conditioned water quality certification has been i.s&ued for your project, you must comply with the cond itions specified 
in the certification as special conditions to this permit . For your convenience, a copy of the certification is attached i f it co n-
tairu auch conditiona. 
6. You must allow representatives from this office to inspect the authorized activity at any time deemed necessary to ensure 
that it ia being or ha.a been accomplished in accordance with the terms and conditions of your permit . 
Special Conditioru : 
1. All areas of wetlands which are disturbed during construction 
shall be restored to their approximate original elevation (but 
not higher) and condition by careful protection, and or removal, 
and replacement of existing soil and vegetation. In addition, 
if upland clearing, grubbing or other construction activity 
r2sults in or may result in soil erosion with transport and 
deposition into wetland, devices such as hay bales, sediment 
trenches, etc., shall be installed and properly maintained to 
minimize such impacts during construction. These devices must 
be removed when no longer needed. 
Further Information : (SPECIAL CONDITIONS CONTINUED ON PAGE 4 
1 . Congressional Authorities: You have been authorized to undertake the activity described above pursuant to : 
( ) Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 (33 U.S .C. 403). 
( X) Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (33 U.S .C . 13H). 
( ) Section 103 of the Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 (33 U.S.C. 1413). 
2. Limita of this authorization . 
a. This permit does not obviate the need to obtain other Federal, state, or local authorizations required by law . 
b. This permit does not irrant any property rights or exclusive privileges . 
c. This permit does not authorize any injury to the property or rights of others. 
d. Th i& permit does not authorize interference with any existing or proposed Federal project. 
3. Limita of Federal Liability. In issuing this permit, the Federal Government does not assume any liability for the following : 
a. Damages to the permitted project or uses thereof as a result of other permitted or unpermitted activities or from natural 
cause&. 
b. Damages to the permitted project or uses thereof as a result of current or future activities undertaken by or on behalf 
of the United States in the public interest. 
c. Damages to person5, property, or to other permitted or unpermitted activities or structures caused by the activity 
authorized by this permit. 
d. Design or construction deficiencies associated with the permitted work . 
2 
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e. Damage claims associated with any future modificat ion , suspension, or revocat io n of this permit . 
~ . Reliance on Applicant's Data : The determination of this o ffi ce that issuance of this permit is not contrary to the pub li c 
interest was made in reliance on the information you provided . 
5. Reevaluation of Permit Decision . This office may reevaluate its decision on this permit at any time the circums tanc es 
warrant. Circumstances that could require a reevaluation include , but are not limited to, the follow ing : 
a. You fail to .:omply with the terms and conditions of this permit . 
b . The information provided by you in support of your permit application proves to have been false, incomp lete. or 
inaccurate (See 4 above) . . 
c. Significant new information surfaces which th is office did not consider in reaching the original public interest decision . 
Such a reevaluation may result in a determination that it is appropriate to use the suspension, modification, and revocat ion 
procedures contained in 33 CFR 325 .7 or enforcement procedures such as those contained in 33 CFR 326.4 and 326.5. The 
referenced enforcement procedures provide for the isauance of an administrative order requiring you to comply with the terms 
and conditions of your permit and for the initiation of legal action where appropr iate. You will be required to pay for any 
corrective meaaurea ordered by thia office, and if you fail to comply with auch directive , this office may in certain situat ions 
(such u thoae specified in 33 CFR 209.1 70) accomplish the corrective measures by contract or otherwise and bill you for the 
COit. 
6. Exteruiona. General condition 1 establishes a t ime limit for the completion of the activity authorized by this permit . L' niesa 
there are circumatancea requiring either a prompt completion of the authorized activity or a reevaluation of the public interest 
deciaion, the Corps will normally give favorable consideration to a request for an extension of thia time limit . 
Your aiiinature below, u permittee, indicates that you accept and agree to comply with the terms and condition• of thia permit. 
(PERM/TTEE) (DATE) 
whe~ the Federal official, designated to act for the Secretary of the Army, has signed below. 
(DATE) 
structures or work authorized by this permit are still in existence at the time the property is transferred, the terms and 
conditions of this permit will continue to be binding on the new owner(s) of the property . To validate the transfer of this permit 
and the associated liabilities associated with compliance with its terms and conditions, have the transferee sign and date below. 
(TRANSFEREE) (DATE) 
3 






23-85-610 ~ '.~ Permit Number MA-WORS-85-177 
Sipaal !nYiroaltelltal Sy1t ... , Inc. NweUjljlM~nnt ___ ___:=----------.....:....---'----
, . ... ' \j! I U ( ~ 
lffecth9 D•t• _· __ ___:S:..:e:.Jp:..:t:..!e:..::m~b:::=e:..:.r~l.:.2 ...... _.i..1.,L9~8,5 _________ _ 
bptrltloft 011• (If epplkiabw) -----------------
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
PERMIT 
Ref•rrilll loo wriuaa requeat J1ted Augu1t 6, 1985 forapanalt loo: 
' • ', .. · ; ), 
··· ·'·' · : 
.. ; .. , . 
. t I •I 
I I Perform work la or affect.iq a1v1c9bl1 ~•Coln of the United Stat.II, upoa Ui1 !'9COmm1adatioa of the Chief of l!:aclaMn, 
pun11aat loo S.CUoa lOof Uie Riven 111d Hubon Ac:t of March 3, lM 1.U U.S.C. 40.S); .• "'"''1"n· 
( 11 DI ...... dndpd « fW mamrial 1.a&o wa'8rl of U.. Ullialld Sta&ea •poa die ll111Uca of• permit from U.. s.c:r...., of..._ 
Ana1 adiq Uiroap the Chief of E~11n punuaat loo s.ct.ioa 404 of the Cleaa Water Act I.SS U.S. C. 13441; . 
I I Traa.apon ~mat.rial far Ula purpoH of d11mplq i& lato oc:ua ••Coln upoa Ula luuaact1 of a penall ~.~ 
8een&&rJ of I.be Ana1 aetiq Lhrol.llh the Chief of~"" punu111t loo Secdoa lOS of the MariJl1 Proc..ct.loa, ~ ~· 
SaaewariHActof191'2(8fSC.t.105J;P.L.tf.&m; · · ' •'I • 
Sipaal !nvironmcatal Sy1teiu, Inc. 
Liberty Lane 
liamptoo. Nev Hmnp1hire 03842 
la llanby authoriled b7 Ula Secretary of the Anay: 
'° 
\ / LI•; 
: ) I'~ 
1 : :J 
place apprOiimately 400 cubic yard• of m&terial into a 21,,00 eq. ft. ve~laid 
area ln ol-der to coiutruct a eolid waste ruource reco•ery facility. tn addi'tiO.. 
a JS,000 eq. ft. wetland area will be created, •• coopen1atioa for the vttlaada 
beina fill-4. ·:. ' '· · 
tributary to Broad Meadow Brook 
a& Millbury, M411achu1ett1 
, .· 
. •.1 
la eccorcluce with the plaaa aad dr1wiq1 attached hereto which ue LDcorporated la ud made 1 part or Ulla permit I• "-" 
~ ~"" ~. oWrtUiWU 61UatilbdM _. .. , ' 
"Millbury i11ource i1ccr#ary Facility" 
!a 4 undated 1heet1. 
L Clt!wll Can ltlone: "'"'I 
· L Tbal aD ad.iTfdea ldea&lfied 111d 111thoriled h1rala •hall be coul•Wlt with Ula tarma aad coadldoaa of th.la penDjs;' U. 
&Mt U7 acU.W.. ao& 1pedtlcall7 ldnUlltd aad 111thoriled heraLD 1hall couUblt. a vloladoo or &.be t.rma aad coiadldom' ol 
tkia puaJl wlt.Jdl ma, raauh la the modHtc:auoa. 1111paa1loa or ravocauoa of thl1 perm.It, la whole or la put, u M& fonla -. 
'' dflca'17 Iii 0-.nJ Coadldoaa J or k hll'fto, 1ad la the wutuuoa of 1uch l1pl procetdl.ap u Ula Uaittd Stat. ao.,... 
_.me)' eo~ appnpriat.e, •bet.her or a<>' Uil1 pen:Dit hH b.a prrrioaal7 modified. nl'pllldad or rnobd la wllole «la 
..... . . . , . ,,. ;,>-






~ nu Ml IC\IYIU.. ..ahorised benla •ball, If the~ la~n. durtq tWr ~OD or operadoa, .. , dteett .... 
pon11taDU la\o waten of Ui. UDfted Stai.. or oc.u wat..n, be at all tlmM eonal•taDl wit.II applicable was. <tulltJ l\Udu 
alfhl111t llmlLILloa• and 1t.a11dard1 of performuic., problblLlona. pNtnatment 11.andarda ud mu.,_eDt pncLlcee M&U• 
Ml pvreuHt lO the CIM11 Wn. Aet lolt U.S.C. 1144), the Martn. ~. RHHJ"Clt and Sa11Ct11ar1M Act of lm \.9.L. ...... 
• se.r. tout. cw panlMlllt to appUeabhi State and local law. · 
c. That wb111 tht 1rUvit1 aathorlatd htrel.a lnvolvt1 a dJ1chu19 durlo& It.I coDltncUoa or opersUoia, or U1 polh~ 
~·• dn4ftl o• fUJ "'41uri4"1. lot.o waLlrt of tht United Stat11, the aut.horlud acLlvlty ahall. If appUcablt water qulltJ'....:. 
datt • .,.. r.-riled or modified durlllf the Linn of th la permit. be modified. If n~uuy, '° collform with 111ch revleed or modified 
waLlr quality 1t.aadard1 within S month• of the affeci.lva data of any l"lvlaloD or modlflcaUon of water q11allt7 1ta.Ddarda, or u 
dlrtetecl b7 ID lmplemtoLILlcm plu contained lo 111cb rev!Md or modified 1taad~d1, or within 1ucb lonpr per!od of time u t.ht 
Ol1trld Enrin .. r, ia conaultaLloa w:tJi the R.(ioaal Admlai1trator oft.ht Eavlroam1atal ProLlctlon A19~c7, 11117 CS.t..iaiJM to 
be rauonablt undar th• circum1Llllc:e1. 
d. T'iat the diacbarst will aot dHU'o7 a thnataaed ur todaiipred 1,,.clea u Identified under t.111 Eadarpred Sr-* Ad, 
or 1ndanpr th• critical habitat of 1ucb 1peclH. 
a. That t.ht permlUH 111'"' to make every reuoaabla effort to pro1ec11ta the coa1trucLlon or operation of t.ht work 
aaLborl1ed barela la a maoatr 10 H to minimize IUIJ' advent impact oa fi1b, wlldllfa, aad natural envlroamental valan. 
f. That the permittee aci-e t.llat bt will proMC'llte the con1truct1oa or work authorized herein la• muiner 10 u to mialmia.t 
aay d11ndaLI011 of -Ur quallt)'. 
I· That tb1permit:M1ball allow tht Dl1trlc:t Ea(iaMr or bi1111thoriud rtpreeentative41) or dHilnMhl to make periodic la· 
1ptctloaa at ID7 Umt dMmad aec111uy la order to u111re that the activity btin& performed under aut.hority of t.1111pennit11 la 
accord1Dce wit.II tha Llrm1 1Dd coadltloaa pre1crtbtd herein. 
b. That tha pennit&M 1ball malatala the atruc:ture or work authorized btl"lia ia iood condltioa ud la rHtoaabla ac-
cordance with the plall1 a.ad drawl1119 attached b1nto. 
I. That thi1 permit doH not convey uy property ri1hta, tither ia 1"111 11Llta or material, or a.a7 uclu1lv1 privile&M; a.ad 
that It d- ao• authori.u any l.ajury to property or invuioa of rigbta or aay infriapmeat of Fadenl, Stal.I, or local law1 or 
f'll'llaticaa. 
j. That thi.I permit doe• not obviate the requinm1at to obtain 11.Ata or local u11at requind by law for the activity authorla· 
ad benia. 
k. That thi1 permit ma7 be either modified. 1111pended or l"lvoked ID wbol1 or ia part punua.at to the pollcl11 and pro-
cedure• of 33 CFR 32&. 7. 
I. That la iuulag thl1 permit. the Goverumeat bu l"lli•d oa the iafonn1tloa and data wbicb the permit&M bu provided la 
coaaectioa with bit permit app~::atlon. If, 1ubaequ1nt to the luuuca of thl1 permit. 111cb informat.ioa and data prove to be 
materially fa!N, materially lncompl1ta or laaccurata, tbl1 permit m17 bt modified, 1u1pead1d or revoked, in whole or ill pan, 
1Dd/or the Govarumeat may, ia addlt.loa, iJ11t.itute appropriate lecal proceedillp. 
m. That aay modification, 1u1pea1loa, or revocation of thi1 permit 1ball aot be the bui1 for aay claim for dam1111 11aia1t 
the U aitecl St.Ata1. 
n. That the permlt&M 1hall notify the Dl1trlc:t En&iaetr at what time the activity authorir.ed herein will be comm111ced, u 
far ia adv a.ace of the t.i.lnt of commencement u th• Di1tric:t EDti.aeer ma,y 1peclfy, and or a.ay 1u1peii1loa of 1'ork, If for a period 
of more than one WMk, ruumpUoa of work aad ita completion. 
o. Tb.aUf thucLl'litJ aathori.ud herein i.I not completed on or btfort ~q ac day of !>tis , 1t .;d , !W.. ,_.. 
,,..,,,. &A. dilu of luUMCf of W. pennJt u..U11 otlw"'1iH •~cifi«ll thi1 permit. if aot praviou1ly revoked or 1peclflcall7 utead1d. 
1ball aatomatlcally upire. 
p. That thl1 permit doee Do& authorize or approve th• coaatructioa of partlculu 1tructure1, the authorluLloa or approval of 
wbicb ma7 requin authoriutloa by the Coal"H or other 11eaci11 of the Federal Gov1ram1D\. 
q. That If and wbaa the permlUH d11in1to1ba.adoa tile acthtty aat.horiud barel.a, ual111 111ch aba.adoament la part of a 
traufer procedurt by which the permlU.. 11 tre1f1rri111 bl• iaL1re1ta herein to a third puty punuLDt to Gtaeral CondlLloa t 
hereof, be mu1t ,..,to,.. the ana to a condition uti1fac:tory to the Dietrict EafiaMr. 
r. That If th• recordl111 of thl• permit i1 po11ibl1uadar1pplicabl1 State or local law, the permici.t 1ball ta.lie 111cb actloa u 
may be aeceuuy to record thl1 permit with the R.(imr of o..d1 or oLber appropriate official cbarpd witli tha ...,po111lbWt1 
for main&aialac record. of Lit.le to and lnteruta la real property. 




.. fta& &IMr'I •IWI be ............ ble LDLerf.uce witla uvtpUoa "' .. uinleCI or QM of tile ~ ~ 
....... 
I. Thal tlaia permit m87 Do& be traDafarnd to a third pan7 without prior wriU..11 DoUCI to tbe DllVtd EqiMw; ltdllr bJ 
tJa. &ruaferM'• writi.eo lfT"CHDl to compl7 with all term• ud eo11dido111 of t.hJa permit or b7 the &.rualerne nbecribm, io 
&Jail ,.,aJ& i. &Jae 1pace JN'O"lded belew &Dd u...b1 ....-... ti.~ tdtla t.11 term• ud coodidou of thJ• permll. Ia add}. 
u... &la.IM paral'*-t lnM1tn &Ji• !Dter .. 1.1111thoru.d harelD b7 coDvayuce of realty, &he deed ahall rafenoa &Ji.la penal& aad 
&be..,_ aa.d ooadluon• 1pecifled herein 111d thl1 permit 1haJI be 1'9Corded 1!0111 witb UI• deed wltll the Recia&er of Deed. w 
otber tppl'Oprfall otndal. 
IL TU& If the permiu.e. d11ri111 pro1ec11tlo11 of the work 111lhori&ed herein, 111co1111t.n a prevlo121l1 1111ldadfttd .,.. 
~89~ Of o&Jier c:ulwnl ruo11rce ~I~~· erte 111bject to Department of lht Arm7 j11rl1dicdo11 thel mlsht be elfllble fOf 
11.Uq ID tlae Natlur..J ftasi•ter of Hlatoric Pl1cH, ht 1iiell l.mmed.11tel7 not.lf7 the diet.net aqi.DMr. 
a. Tn~ ~tt~c~ ~ d W3ter Qualit y Certification is hareby made 
~ p~r t ~ f th1 ~ p ~rm1t. 
b. A 2~,,00 ~qu~ra foot wetland araa ~ill b~ crQatad~ : .a& , .. . 
ccmper.sat!c~ fQr th~ wetl~nds b~ing filled. 
• • I ' ' : • 1 ~ • ~ I' . 
,· , 1· 1. J ' " : • ' ' . 




' TM followiAI Spedal C4Dd.l\lou will be applJcabM wbu appNpria&.: 
ITIUCTUllS IN OI A"9C'T1NO NA VtO.uU WA TUI Ofl THI UNTID ST A Tac 
L T1lat t.IW penal& doee Dot aa\horbe \he ln&arflJ"IDce with any uinJ..Bi or propoMd FedenJ projed ud diet &JM ,.,...... 
1baU aot be 111&!\Jed to compoua&lon for dama,. or Injury to die 1&.NcWrM or 'll'ortl H~ Mnlll wbJcb aa, lM caued bJ 
or '"uh from ulnJ..ni or future open&lon111n.Hrtak1D by the United St.al.a• 11l &JM pabUc ln&eNn. 
b. T1lat eo •"-JK 1ball be made by di• permlU... t.o prevent the f11U and f1"M aM by &JM pabUc of all UY!c'able ••I.art nor 
1djereat IO &JM ac\lvl&)' 111thorlaed by thl1 permit. 
c. Tbat If the cU1plq of lllhl.a and 1lpal1 Oil uy 1tn1ct11n or work 111thoriaed Mr.I.a la Dot o&hanriN provided for by law, 
111cb ll1b1.1 ud 1lp1l111 mar be pf'91Cribed by the United St.al.a• Coan Guard 1blll be 1A1&alltd ud maiAl&!Md by ud at &JM 
npea11ofth1 pann!U.. 
d. Tbat the penalU., apon l"lctlJK of 1 notice of revoca&lon of thl1 permit or upon l&a upln&lon lMfon compledoa of &JM 
111thorlud 1LN'1.llre or work, 1baU, wlt.ho11t upenM to Ula United St.al.a• and I.a 111cb time and m&DJler u &JM 8ecnbl7 ot &JM 
Army or bl• 111thoriaed repreM11&1&lv1 may dll"Kt. reel.on \ha waterway to II.a former coadl&lou. If Ille perm.IU. faill to com-
ply with the dlrec\lon of th•~ of the Army or b!a a11t.horiaed rep,...n&atlva. die 8ecn&ary or bl1 dMipee mar rw&on 
Ille wal.arway to Ill former coadl&loa, by coa&rac:& or ot.h1rwlM, and rec:ovu \111 con \hereof from die permlU.. 
1. SLNc:lW'll for Small Boe&a: That permltlel blZ'lby racop.1M1 t.h1 po11lbill&J I.hat Ill• 1tncaan perml&&ed b.ma ID&)' be 
111bjact to dama,. b7 wave wub from pe11l111 v11Ml1. Tb1 l1111ance of t.IW permit dole no& f'9li1v1 t.h1 peral&&.11 from llkiq all 
proper 11.ape to ln1V1 die ln&ecrity of Illa 1tn1cture permiti.ad herein and \111 1afety of boau moo19d t.hal'WI from dam.ap b7 
••YI waah and the parmltlel 1ball not hold t.h1 Uall.ad S&a&.11 Hable for any 1uch damap. 
MAINTINANCI DllOGINOI 
1. That wbu Illa work authoriud herein lncludu periodic mainl.anance dndiilll. It may be parformtd andar t.IW permit 
for _ y1ar1 from t.h1 dal.a of l11uance of t.hl1 permit Un YHn ...Wu o!AnviN bwUcsud); 
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maiAl.aaar ;.e d rtdrilll. 
DCSOCAIGIS Ofl DllDOID 01 PIU MA TUIAl INTO WA TUI OP THI UNITIO ST A TISI 
L T1lat th• diecharp •W be carried out la conformity wldl t.ha eow and object.ivu of the EPA Ouidelill1111&ab1Wltd P'll"" 
•au& to Seetlon '°41bl of the Clean Wawr Act ud publl1bed la 40 CFR 230; 
b. T1lat die dlecb&rp wW coD1!1t of 1ultabl1 mal.arial free from to:lic poUututa In tozlc amowste. 
c. Tbat the fW crtated b7 t.h1 dlecharp wlU be properly malntalnad to pf'9vant aro9loa ud other non·polnt IOUl'Cll of poll11-
t!on. 
DCIPOIAL Of DIB>OID MA nmAL INTO OCIAN WA TllSI 
L That die dllpoaal wW be -.amid out I.a conformity with the pale, objletJVll, ud r.qa.lnmenta of &JM EPA aUaria 
"tabU.bld punuant to Sect.Ion l '2 of the Marini Protection, RIHuch and Sanc:&uart.. Ac:t of 1912, pubU1bed IA 40 CFJl ~ 
na. 
b. That &JM penaJc&ea 11Wl place a copy ol &hi• permit la • couplcuou1 place IA the VMMl to be lllld fm &JM '1Ull~ticm 
and/ or dl1pon.l of Illa drtdpd mal.artal H aut.hortaed b1raln. 
Thia permit •ball become efflCtlve on th• date of th• Dl1t.ric:& Enst-'• 1ipatuN. 
Perm.IU.. hereby ac:aptl and qr119 to comply with t.h1 I.arm• and condlt.ion1 of t.hi1 penrlL 
t !' D. HAMMOND, LTC 
DllTllCY .-1 Ill 
.u.LWY.COIPIOfW •I 
. Traut-a..lt7 ICIMI to oompq wi&h &M term.1 ud coac1Woa1 ol ~ penaM. 
DATI 
DATI 
. ·:: . 0!;·1 
I~ ''"1'· 
•• ' · • I. . .. . . " l.. · ;> ::J ~ :0 
DATI 
G .-
·· f ' ' ... :•:• •t: ... '">U'-6 1H llH 01 n·~ W•. l"!Atjl. '"~ '.~ . • ~., : 
a.a. GDW.mmlf 1 ft c.cnU:s ,, 1•s .o .~ _a._i..i0·,_:; :,t;t, 
Ot:PARTMENT OF THE ARMY PERMIT 
Steph e n Ua r t o n , Co r:nect icu t De p t. u t T r .Jr.SF<..Ht .iti on Perm itc.ec ____________ _ 
P.O. Dr .iwer A, We thers f i el d , CT 06 10 9- 0801 
Permit No. _C~T------------ APPLI CATI O~ N C~B E R : 1 ,,; - 8 5 - 8 7 ·1 - ~? ..J::_ 
U.u inc Office New Er. g l a nd Di v is i o n 
NOTE : The c.erm " you " a:id ota derivat ives , u ua"d in th ia perm it , mnna the permitl.ee or any future trarui"erte . The term 
"(hia office" ref era to the appropriac.e dis trict or di vision =frit:c c f the r.orpa of En!;ir.een t: avin1 juriadict ;'Jn o,·er the ptrm itl.etl 
activity or the appropriate official of that office acting under the authority of the command in1 of fi cer. 
You are authorized to perform work in accordance wi th the temu and condit iona apec ified below. 
Project Description : 
This project is the second in a series to complete the 
relocation of Route 7 from Norwalk to Danbury, Connecticut. 
This permit authorizes the placement of fill material within 
10 freshwater wetland site~, totalling 7.8 acres . In 
addition, 2.89 acres of Deering Pond will be filled and 
approximately 1,200 ~eet of the Silvermine River will be 
relocated to support the highway embankment. 
(DESCRIPTION OF WORY. CONTINUED 0N PAGE 1-A) 
Project Location : 
In Norwalk River 
At Norwalk, Connecticut 
Permit Condltion1 : 
General Condltlona : 
31 December 1991 1. The time limit for completin1 the work authorized enda on . It you nnd that you need 
mo ... time to complete the authorized activity, aubmlt your requeat Cora time extenalon to thla om~ Cor conalderatlon at leut 
one month before the abon date ia reached. 
2. You muat maintain the activity authorized by thia permit In 1ood condlt!'>n and In conformance with tbe term.a and condl· 
&;.:>na ot &bil ~~rmll Yo11 are not ... lined c' thia requ.Jrement if you abandon th• permitted activity, alth'.:>11ah you may make 
a 1oocl faith tr&Nfer io a third party in compliance with General Condition 4 below. Sbould you wtah io CHM to maint.aln 
tlle 111thortMCI actlYitJ or ahould you deai ... t.o abandon it without a 1oocl talth tranater, you m11.1t obtain a mocllncatlon of 
Lhia permit Crom tbla ornce, wblch may ... quire restoration or tbe area. 
3. It 1011 dllcowr an1 pnYiolllly unknown biatoric or archeoloaical nmalm wblla accompllabln1 Ula activity autboriMCI bf 
th1a permit, 1011 muat Immediately notlCy Ulla omce of wbat you haYe found. We will Initiate the Federal and elate coordlna· 
Uoa requlnd io detenniae iC &he ... maim warrant a recovery effort or if the alte la ellfllbl1 tor llat1n1 In the National Rtsitter 
or Hlatoric Placee. 
ING FORlll 1121, N-. II EOITION OF SEP 12 IS OBSOLETE . (33 CFR 326 (App.,1diz A)) 
1 
2 6 2 
: : . \... : l. ... :- .. l: . ' 
; I • : ~ ' : •..., • • f'. ;,• : \; l 1 l •,,... 1 t ~ 1 i f I 
t tH· !! .\. ' J l. ' C ~ r 1 t ;1. ·- 1 l - · .• ; ay . · : ... : ': .'- · · ~ 1: • . . •. .. •! d J , \ , r , ~/ ll i \ 1 ' 
Il'Li1...""h u t tht: ~1 l v t· :· r. 11 :H" HJ'.'t ' !. T :1i: :· ·t..J l · ; r, :, ·. · · :; tJ y \. ! ( ' t':, n Gt 
c o n·;cy ·. r. L' a vt'raq ·' U.:l ~! y fl u 'n· ~: ::: : :1c ,· ti'. <' t JV<' I ,-t: rr <·n ly fl n ws 
d~rec:t ly i nto DL'e :· ~ :c; Pcr1rL ~·: ~ ·. · :·~1r ; .. : .. · , .:· ;~ ~ ... ;1r.(1ic·ct is t o 
pr ovi de' ad equa tc- ~-r vi c0 Lo L l'iL· t r .;v,'ll1nq pu bl.1 c: 1I1 til L' No rwalk 
area and better access to the Me rr itt Pa rkwd y . 
Site 1 
This site is located between the NorwdlK Riv~~ and existing 
southbound on-ramp to Route 7 . just south of New Caanan Aven11e. 
At this site a 1.1 acre em~rgent marsh and shrub wetland will be 
created by excavation, deposition of a minimum of 12" of org~nic 
substrate, planting 25% of the area with shrubs, and seeding the 
are~ with herbaceous emergent vegetation. 
Site 2 
At this site, the Route 7 mainline will cross Deering Pond, 
~ausing fill encroachment into 2.9 acres of the pond. A 171' 
bridge consisting of two 85.5' spans and a center pier support 
will be built over the river. An upland animal passage way, and 
two shallow emergent habitat areas will be constructed on both 
sides of the embankment. 
Site 3 
This site is located east of Riverv~ew Drive between Broad StrP.et 
~nd Perry Avenue at the Silvermi~e River. Approximately 1,200 
feet of the existing channel will be filled or abandoned, ~nd 
approximately 890' of new channel will be constructed. The new 
channel will consist of a 30' bottom width for low flows which is 
desiqned to create a meandering tha~wea. Riff le and pool 
complexes will be incorporated into the channel. In addition, 
the original (now abandoned) streambed of the Sil~ermine River, 
west of Deering Pond, will be restored as a mitigation. A 1,0SO 
foot reach of the river will be the new permanent low-flow 
channel. 
Site 4 
The construction of the eastbound and westbound detour roads and 
~amps ~ill re~~ire filling of :.24 acres of wetlands. These 
wetlands are located near the Merritt Parkway overpass of Perry 
~ven~e. The three wetlands are located northwest, northeast and 
south~d&t of the crossing of these two roads. A wetland creation 
ared will be constructed at site 4 totalling 0.60 acres. 
1-A 
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The co nstruc ti on uf a ram!-> ri-1rt h..., c-:,;L u { tile· l<o L:lt' / -Merritt 
Par kway inter ch a ~q e wi l l neccs~l\d L ~ th~ fi l 11 ns uf 0 . 94 3Cr~s 0 f 
wet l ands, Lons i s ting o f ub out 0 . 62 ac•-'='s l' f wu odcd S'.·•a rn p and 0 . 32 
acr e s of marsh. The i mpacted wetland s yst.em co nsist s of thr~e 
small iriterconnec t ed wetla nds . 
Site 6 
This site is locateG north of t he Me rritt Parkway near Louden 
Street. Two wetlanci ~arcels wil l be impacted b~ the 
construction. North of Louden St r e2t, ramp construct ~on will 
impact 0.40 acres of wetland. South of Louden Street, the ramp 
will impact 0.29 acres of wetland. A new drainage system under 
the ramps will also be installed. 
Si te 7 
This site is located along the NUSCO powP.r lines between Louden 
Street and Seir Hill Hoad. A total of 4.lb ac1es of wetland will 
be filled for the construction of Route 7. Two wetland creation 
areas, totalling approximately 3.8 acres, will also be 
constructed at Site 7. 
Site 8 
The Route 7 project wi 11 require re locating OakilOod Avenue to the 
west of the new highway. The north edge of a small wetland will 
be filled to accommodate this relocation. The total wetland area 
impacted is approximately 0.15 acres, comprised of shrub and 
wooded swamp. 
Site 9 
Wetland impacts at this site consist of three wetland areas. 
Approximately 0.38 acres of wooded swamp between Oakwood Avenue 
and Glover Avenue will be filled by the Route 7 embankment. The 
highway construction and relocated Grist Mill Road will 
necessitate the filling of 0.18 acres of wooded swamp. The third 
wetland till area is near the intersection of Oakwood Avenue and 
Grist Mill Road. The relocation of Grist Mill Road will result 
in the filling of 0.3 acres of wooded swamp. 
Site 10 
This mitigation site is located north of Deering Pond along the 
east side of the proposed Route 7 highway. The mitigation will 
con~ist of two creation areas. The northern area will total 0.70 
~cres and will initially ~e utilized as a sedimentation basin, 
Following construction, it will be cleaned out and vegetated to 
create an emergent marsh wetland. South of Perry Road, a 200' 
long narrow riprap and grass drainage swale will be constructed 
to divert th~ highway runoff from the northern marsh wetland to 
Deering Pond. 
1-B 
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4 . IC you ull lht ;-•operty auoc11lrd with lh11 pnm1l . yo u rr.li<l n ht•in lht' 11~nalurt nf !ht nrw ' "'' nrr 1n the 1µ1r r pro"d rrt 
and forward a copy or th• ~rmi t to th ia Jrricr to l'al idatr th~ tra n1rrr o r 1h 11 au 1hor1a1 1o n. 
6. It 1 c:ondilionrd water quality certiric:1tion hu bern iuued ror your p:oject , you muat comply with th• cond ition• apec iri ed 
In the certification u apecial c0nd it ion1 to th ia perm it . For >'Our conven irncr, a copy or the cert iricat ion ia attach~d if 1t con · 
lair.: auc:h cond itiona. 
8 . You m111t allow repr .. ntativH from thla ornc,. to inapect the authorized activi ty at any time dumed nec:euary to enaur• 
that It 1' belnc or hu been accompllahed In accordance with the term• and condltiona of your pumit . 
Special Condltiona: 
(SPECIAL CONDITIONS LISTED ON PAGE 4) 
Further Information : 
1 . Conlf .. lonal Authoriti" : You have bun authorized to undertake the activity described above punuant to : 
~ ) Section 10 of the Rlvel"I and Harbol"I Act of 1899 (33 U.S .C. 403). 
00 Sectloa 404 oftht Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1344). 
( ) Section 103 of the Marine Protection, ReaHrch an~ San~tuuie1 Act of 1972 (33 U.S.C. 1413). 
2. Limit.II of thla authorization. 
L Th!a permit doee aot obY!ate the nttd to obtain other Ftd~ r al, at!~, or local authortutlona required by law. 
b. Thia permit doee aot lf&nt any property rl1ht.11 or n:c:luaive privilecft. 
e. Thia permit doee not authorize any injury to the property or rl1ht.11 of othen. 
d. Thia permit doee not authorize Interference with any n:iatln1 or propoeed Federal project. 
3 . Limit.II of Federal Liability, Ia Luuin1 thl1 permit, the Federal GoYemm,;nt doea not uaume any liability for the Collowin1: 
L Damq• to the pea..nltted project or UM• thereoi u a reault of other permitted or unpermltted actlY!tl .. or from natural 
ca~. 
b. Diunac• to the permitted project or uaea thereof u a reeult of curnat or futio:e actiY!tlea W1dertakea by or oa behalf 
ol the Ualted Stat. In the public later.t. 
e. Damac- to pemoaa, property, or to other permitted or unpermitted actiTitl• or atructuret caUMd by the act.IY!ty 
au&horiaed by thia permit. 
d. Dealp or coaatniction defideacl• UIOCiated with the permitted work. 
2 
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R,..1 ; .. n~i- o n . ..\pp l1cant ' a O atl -1 .hC' dr!""rm : .. .! •. d: ~ l,,· t h : ~ , 1:·:·a·1· th " t : ... .. .; :-\ r. ~· ,~ 1)! ~ n : li rrrr.1 1t : § r:lll r o ntr:n~· to tnt' ri 11 h l 1(." 
1nt ere1~ v.-u mac.le 1n rel iance on tre information y 0 u pron ro ed . 
5 Re~·.- aluat i on of Perm it Dec i1io n. Thi1 offi-. mt :· r ~ ~val· •at " 1U occ11ion on t'1 i1 '.'nmit at an y time t'ie circum1t•nce1 
.. ·arrant . Circum1tanctt that could reqt0i rt a rtf\'alua tion inclucic . bu t are not limited to, :hr followin11 : 
1 . You fa il to comply with the t"m• and cond it ion• of thi • permit . 
b. The information prc.vided by you in 1upport of you r perrl' ' t applicat ion provu to hav~ ~en fa.Jae, incomplete , or 
inaccurate (Stt 4 above). 
c. Slrnificant new information 1urfacea which thi1 office did not con1ider in ruchln1 the ori;inal public int.erest deci1ion. 
Such a rttvaluatio., may rrault in a det.ermination that it i1 aµ;iroprlat.e to UH the 1u1pen1lon, modification, and revo~atlon 
proceduru contained In 33 CFR 325. 7 or enforcement procedurt1 1uch u thOM contaln,.d in 33 CPR 326.4 and 826.f The 
referenced er.forcement procedure. pro,-ide Cur the iuuan.:e of an admlnlatrallve order requlrlns you t.; comply with the t.e!'TM 
and condltiona of your permit and for the Initiation of le1al 1.ction where approoriate. You will be 1'9qulred to pay for any 
corr.c:Uve meuuru ordered by thl1 office, and if you fail to comply with 1uch directive, thl1 office may In certain 1ltu1tlona 
(1uch u thOM 1peclned in 33 CFR 2U9.l 70) accompl!Jh the corrective meuur" by contract or otherwl.M and blll you for the 
COit. 
15 . Ext.enalona. Oenual condition 1 Mt&bllthH 1 time limit for the completion of the activity authorized by thla permit. Unl-
ttltre are clrcumaunc• r1qulrin1 tither 1 prompt completion of the authorized activity or 1 rHnluatlon o( the publl: lnt.er..C 
.;1clalon, the Corpe will normally !Jive favorable e:>nalderatlon to 1 r1qut1t !or ~n utc.,:~lon of thlt time limit. 
Your aJsnature below, u permlttff, lndlcat.et that you accept and •ITH to comply with the temu and condltlo111 of thla permit 
(FERlrlrrTEEJ (DAT~j 
Thi• pe+ilt becom• effective when the Federal official, deei1111t.ed to act for the Secretary of the Army, bu aimed below. 
--- --........___ 
' ~"'"'. :r--,t,; ~ 
(D/STRJ ENG/NEEN) 
f Stanley J. Murphy, LTC 
Corps of Engineers 
J (DATE) 
When the atnactura or work authorized by thia permit are 1t1ll in niat.ence at the ti•n• the ~toperty ia tranafernd, the &emu and 
cor-iitiona of L'lia permit"' .'i contiJlu,. to be bindin1 on ll.; new owner( a} of the property. To nliCS.te the tranafer of thia permit 




DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PERMIT 
1.,.,n1111 ,.,. Prof<'ssion .-11 l'rop L· rt iv~ ,. \ ~ ;,..;, , , . i . 11 ,• . , 11,, ,. I ' I .. ' II I I I I ' I • I \ ~ ~ i I' . 1 f L \1 1. 
Southhurv, l.on necti c ut Oh .'..SR 
Pnmi! :\o CT-SOKY-87- .:, ·~ ', ,\l •1•i 1• I i l•l ', '. I ' ~11', ! I\ : : I I - . •I I 
~ew F.ngla~d Division 
~OTE · Th(" term "you" and it!i ct"rivativl'S, as u!iii1 ·d 111 th1~ 1wr1n11 . 111. •,111' th• · 1u ·ri11 1fl11 · or .111\ t~1:u r1• t r . 1n~1,·n·1· Th" tt·rm 
"this offiC't'" rl'f('rS to tht• :-i ppropriill(' district or d1\" ISIO l1n rf1(' 1•11 i" th1 • ( ' 11rp' fll Fn c11 :•T I' h . l\lr\~ !ll rl,du· r111n 11\' l'f lh1 • prrn\lt!t•d 
acti\·1ty or tht- apprupriah.• official of t hat offict> ar t111c unckr lh•· .1ulh 11r1f \ 1.: 1hr ,·,1n nH.u1d111..: , ,11 1c1• r 
Proi~ct Drscript ion : 
discharge 4000 cubic yards of fil:l inl n 1.1 ..irr. ~; o f 1..;ctl<ind in 
i::onjunction with the developmenl of "phdsE· 2" o f d Travel Center, 
including a bus station and p.-:1rkinq ar-ed for- the pur-pose of 
providing a comrr.uter bt.:s s~r-vice anu corr. : nuu~r- pcirkinq for- t..h~ 
Town of Southbury and vicinity. 
In accordance wLth th~ attacherl plan:. P.ntitled "Sile Development 
Plan Phase "L", Travel Center Mdin Street Sot1lh, Southbury, 
Connecticut Owned and Develop~d by Professional Properties 
Associates" in 6 [Jar;es dated "8/4/87 ... 
Project Location : 
Southbury, Ct at the sou thwest cn rncr o f t:nn110c ti r 11t Kn11t0 17~ :1tld ~1ain Su·L' l't South. 
Permit Conditions : 
General Conditions : 
I . The time limit for compll'tin1: thf' work authori,..,d 1•nds o n December 31 • 1990 If you find that you need 
morr linH· ,.., ·omplE'te thl' ~uthoriz~d acti\'ity , submit your r1·q urst for a timl' , •. ,ten•ion to this office for considl'ration at ll'ast 
onl' month before the abo\'e date is reach~d . 
2. You must maintain th" acti\'ity authori~ .. d by this pl'rm11 1n ~ood condition and in conformenc~ with the tE'rms and condi · 
tions of thi' pE'rmit . You ar~ not rC'lil'\'C'd of tnis rt·qu iremt•nt 1f y0u abar.Jon thl' permitted 2::tivity , although you may make 
a ivud faith t.-:isfl!'r to a th;rd party 111 , impl1ance with Gt.>m•ral Co11dition 4 bf.low . Should you wid: to ceasl!' to maintain 
thf' authorized activity or should you dl!'sir .. to ahandon 1t w ithout a iiood faith transfer, you must obtain a mod ificatio·n of 
this ~rmit fro111 this offic~ . wh:ch ma\' rt'quirt· r,•storation of the area . 
:l . (r you disco\er any pr .. v1ously unknown h1~toric or archt•olu.cical remains while accomplishir.,i the a..:tivity :iuthorized by 
this permit , you must 1mm,•d1atrly nollfy thi. offict• of what you have found . We will initiate thl' F'l'dPral and stall' coordina · 
tion rrquirl'd to dett>rmtnl' 1f th•• rt·m.111 ..... drrant a rt• CO\'t'r~ t•ffurt or if thl' sitl' is eli!Pble for listinl( in the National R~Ki~tl'r 
of Historic Pla.:l's 
ENG FORM 1721, Na.r 86 E01T1Q"'OF S~PB11SOBSOl.ETE (.1.1 CFH :J25 !Appendix A.') 
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J: \ ' l ' J ,. , .j ; ' /1t' prPp1 :'" '. \ , .... 11 ~ 1, 1: 1 d .t I/ , ... ; • • t ~ I ' ', • • , : : 1 • '• I t:: '' • ' 
1!H ! 11r•,.1,, ,1rt ! .1 c o;>~\) ' · ilo· ;) 1 :- n 1, : :11 1/\ 1, 11 · 
,.,, . \ • • t:· • ' 1 II ', o ' I I • I ~ I • ' • 
· :1 • 111 · • . · r . 11 .. . 1111! 1 111 1. ! 1: :111 : ... , ,; \ • .• ir i'• ':'" l11 t l 
1. All areds of ·...i <!t. l . · i n · ~ · ; wt1 1· · 11 .ir• ' · !1 .;t_u r ht: d du rinq c· o n '.;!...r1 1'· t.. i •1n 
shall be rcslurPd t n U11' 1r df>f>ro .-.:i :nd!...1· ·) ririinal e lt>Vd!.:ie>n (h,~:... 
n o L h i 'l h P r ) a n .J · · • i r 1 • f 1 1 1 " 11 l , ' t • · • ir " I° • ; ! p r •. 1 L "r L i 11 ~ , a 1-. :i 1.1 ::- r " 111 ~. ! .J l , 
and replacement o f " ~·i~; t_ 1 ri<1 :;o il c1nd v1:.1etation. In addi t i o n, i.f 
upland clearinq, •1ru1Jhi ;1q 11r 1iU11· 1. ,-, ) ns 1_rur:-Li n 11 dr Li v iLy r-.' :;ults 
in or may rcsulL in ~ ; o il .. rusion wiU1 transport and deposition 
into welland, drv1rt> ~ ; . , • J "~ 1 .-i . ; hc1y bd les, sedimPnt Lr.~n1.. : hes, e tc., 
shall b~ installr~rj cltld p r op,,r l y in..=iintained to r:1inimize such 
impacts durinq r:-onst_r 11, ·•. i •Jl1 . Th•· ~; c devices rnusl he r e mo ved whPn 
no longer ne t> d ...... i. 
FurthNlnformat ion (SPE \. lAL COND I T I ONS CONTINUED ON PAGE 4) 
I St>C'l io n JO of 1h1· I! " "" .11)(111.orhor' .\rt of 1., <l!J 1:>.> l ' SC ·10.1). 
t )() SPC'lion .t0.t of !ht • <' !1·.111 \\";'"" ,\t' I 1 :l .1 l" <; (' : :l t I ). 
I SeC'tion I 0 :1 of lh<' ~lar>rw Pr<>tt•C'lion . R1·s1•a rC'h a nd SanC'I u a r1 t>s AC't of 19~'.l i :i:i l ' .S C l ·11 :l ). 
2 !.. i!'ll i ts of this aulhor11a1111n 
b. This permit doe. nol 1:rant a11y prop!'rl~ ri gn t; or ·- xcl us l\·P pr i\' >lt'i!t'S 
c . This pt'rm1t docs nv: authortl. an~· ll1 Jwry lU t h l' pr0per 1~· or r ii;hts of others 
:i L1m1t~ of F1•dt•ral l.1nl"li1y In " ·'111ni.: this p<'rm il, t h1· F <" cl1•ral (;ovl'rnnwnl clo,·s nnl a>:< um• · :in:; iiahillly fur lhl' followinll 
a . Dnma11f's lo thr p1•rm1lt1·d pro)l'C'I or u"' ' th"'"" f as a rt•su lt of o. ;11·r (ll'rm1lLNl or u11j :•·rmi11 .. <1 arli vi tto •s or from naturnl 
C"aUM'S 
h ll.1mai.:1.. to th .. 111-rrn .. 11•d pr•"t'C'l ~" usi·s th"""' r a., a rt"s ult of •·urrt•nl or fulurt• activitirs uncl•' rlak1•!1 hy or on h<-half 
of !ht• l ' n1t1·d Stal1 ·s 111 !Ill' pultlu· rntt-rC'sl . 
<" . Oamai:"' to 1w..,.011s , propNty , or lo ollwr pt'rmittrd or unpermitted acli·1iti,•s or slructtH<'S caust•<l hy the activ ity 
aulhortL•·d h~· I hi' 1wrm11. 
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~ . Rel iance on Applicanl's Dala : The delerm1nal io n or lh is ofi1Cl' thJl l ~<uance ,,f th15 ['•'"" ' \ .s r.d l <"<' n:r .• ,\" I •' !ht• puhlir 
interl'5t wa.s made in reliance on lhe informalion )' OU pro,·idt'd . 
~ . Rrevaluatio., of Permit Dec i1ion . Thia office may reevalua~ it..a dc.: ic;on on this permit ;it Jny :1m.- tht c1rcum1 t An c~ 1 
wanant. Circumalancea lh•t could : equ ire a reevaluat ion include, bul are not l1rrited to, the followini : 
a. You f1il to comply with the terms and conditions of th is permit. 
b. The Information provided by y . "J in 1uppor: of your permit a;ipl i<:" ation provt1 lo hHe been flllae , incomplete, or 
Inaccurate (See 4 abov.:) . 
c . Slrnificant new information 1urface1 whic.:h thi1 office did not consider in ruchinr the ori11inal public intl'reat dec iaion . 
Such a reevaluation may reault in a detenninatlon that it ia a;:ipropriate to uae •he 11.1Jpen1ion, mod:!icatlon, and •evocation 
procedurH contained in 33 CFR 325. 7 or enforcement proceduru such u thoae contained in 33 CFR 326.4 and 326.6. The 
referenced enforcement procedures provide for the iuuance of an adminiatrative order requirinr you to comply with th• terms 
and condltiona o( your permit and for the initiation of le11l 1ction where appropriate. You Nill be required to pay for any 
correct!Ye meuurea ordered by this office, and if you fajl to comply with such directive, thia office m1y in certain .;tu1tion1 
\auch u thoae apecified in 33 CFR 209.170) accomplish the corrective meuurea by contract or otherwiae and bill you for the 
Ct..• 
6. Exteruiona. General condition l eatabliahea a time limit for the completion oC the 1ctivity 1uthoriztd by thia permit. Unle11 
there are circum1tanct1 requirin1 either a prompt completion of the authorized activity or a reevaluation or the public interell 
deciaion, the Corpa will normally live favorable conaideration to a requeat for an extenaion of thla time llmi~. 
Your 1irnature below, u permittee, indic1tea that you accept and •il'H to comply with th• terma and condltlona or thl1 permit. 
PROFESSIONAL PROPERTIES ASSOCIATES, INC. 
~~72c~ / / ///',//'f z 
(PERMJTTEEJ 
it becomes effective when the Federal official, desirnated to act for the !:ecrctuy or the Army, hu aimed below. 
( p STANLEY J. MURI'HY, LTC. 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
(DATE) 
When the structures or work 1uthorized by this permit are still in exiat.ence at the time the property ia tr1naferred, the terma and 
condition• or this permit will continue to be binc'in1 on the new owner(s) of the property. To validate the traru!er of th ia permit 
a.nd the usociated liab11ilit1 uaoci1ted with compl:ance with it.s terms ind conditions, hl\'c th.: transferee 1i1n ind d1te below. 
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